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Witness recalls Hallowe'en riot 
MATCHMAKERS. The first level cross-match for 27 
local unrelated bone marrow donors, local people who 
want to help victims of disease in need of the vital tissue, 
took place with the collection of blood samples last week 
at Omineca Medical Laboratories in Terrace. Omineca and 
Mills Memorial Hospital laboratoryshared the work of 
taking the samples, which were transported bythe RCMP 
to the Terrace-Kitimat Airport and flown to Vancouver at 
no charge by Canadian Airlines International. Above (from 
left) are Omineca lab staff and volunteers Racheal Reay, 
Gloria Jones, Lissi Sorenson, Monica Peacock, Cst. Dave 
Nassichuk, Unda Frank and Liz Williamson from the Mills 
Memorial Hospital laboratory. Also taking samples were 
hospital employees Betty Cobbs and Susan Winther. 
Police vow 
to prevent 
repeat. 
b~Stcaeaaa  
A brief but destructive riot in 
downtown Terrace at about 11 
p.m. Hallowe'en night spoiled 
what might have recorded as one 
of the quietest Hallowe'ens in 
years. As a result, next year's 
pranksters, even those who 
didn't take part in the event, will 
find a far less lenient police 
force and may find a curfew 
currently being considered by 
Terrace city council in place. 
Joe Sullivan of Lockp0rt 
Securities witnessed the event. 
He was contracted that night to 
keep an eye on the Chateau 
Holdings property in the 4700 
block Lakelse Ave. 
Sullivan says there were a 
number of RCMP officers 
patrolling the downtown area 
until about 9:30 p.m. when 
Continued on page 30 
Le, t We orgot-- p.ge 4 I New 'boom'  indust ry  in town 
Terrace's newest industry is an 
explosives plant. 
Titan Explosives began oper- 
ations a month ago in their new 
$250,000 manufacturing facility 
south of the city. Company 
president Roy Paten said Mon- 
day from Titan's headquarters in 
Richmond that the plant will 
produce 700 metric tonnes a 
year of ANFO and ANFO-WR 
for the mining, construction and 
road-building industries. 
"It's time the northern area had 
a plant of its own," Paten said. 
Until the Terrace plant opened 
the nearest source of supply for 
the explosive was Ashcroft. The 
facility is added on to Titan's 
existing storage magazine, which 
has been distributing explosives 
for several years. 
ANFO is a Class II product 
made of ammonium nitrate and 
fuel oil. Paten explains that it is 
a sluggish explosive, requiring a
substantial charge to be set off. 
"It's a pretty plain-Jane prod- 
uct," he remarked,. ANFO-WR 
is a water.resistant version of 
the same compound. The plant 
packages it in 25-kilogram bags. 
He said the company uses local 
suppliers for the fuel oil and 
purchases the ammonium nitrate 
from Calgary. 
Two employees are required to 
run the plant and the magazine. 
The mine servicing business 
underwent a substantial decline 
this year, but Paten believes it 
will surge back up again. "There 
is some justification to be de- 
jected about the market, but it 
sure won't stay that way," he 
said. 
"We're positioning the plant to 
take advantage of Eskay Creek 
and the whole Golden Triangle 
when it breaks." 
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YOU buy  a cash  
ca lendar  . 
Suppor t  a CT scanner for the region. 
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Unti l  Dec. 23, Cash Calendars are available from 
local businesses, banks and Elks members. The Elks will 
be selling them in the Skeena Mall every Friday and 
Saturday. 
They make wonderful  Chr istmas,  birthday and 
anniversary presents. Superb old photos of life in the 
Northwest. Only $30 
To order your calendars 
or get more information, 
ca l l  635-5178 or  635-6790 
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The Christmas goal for Veritas school students is to raise 
$5,000 for books and computers through their Christmas 
Bazaar. A poster contest promoting the event was won by 
Norman Geeraert (first), Jennifer Mills (second) and Madka 
Maikapar and Joey Scafe (tie for third). The bazaar will be 
held Nov. 80. 
Blanket bylaw review 
School District 88 will be one amount of staff time to deal with 
of the agencies likely to applaud (perhaps more time than would 
Terrace city council's move to be required to solve the issue 
address concerns arising from through a By-Law amendment)." 
by-law inefficiencies.Of specific Kamcnz lists the two main 
interest to School District 88 is priorities of his department\for 
the matter of locating portable 1991 as working onthe Strategic 
buildings on school property Planning Process, which will 
within Terrace city limits, lead to a now Official Commun- 
A few months ago, council ity Plan, and procossingdevelop- 
refused to grant an extension on ment applications in a minimum 
a temporary permit for a port- amount of time. But he adds, "In 
able being used as a special light of the volume of develop- 
needs education office by the ment applications and By-Law 
board office on Konney St. A inefficiencies, progress on the 
few weeks ago, council willingly Strategic Planning Process has 
extended a similar permit for boon delayed." 
trailers being used for office 
space at Skeena Cellulose. City aldermen agree, and have 
According to a memo from city asked city administration to 
planner Marvin Kamonz to Tor- address eight specific concerns. 
race city council, "It has become T h ¢ r e i s t h e M o b i I e 
apparent that certain in- Home/Trailer Bylaw, the Con- 
efficiencies in the By-Laws are solidation of Zoning Bylaw, the 
repeatedly becoming issues, a Subdivision Bylaw and construe- 
situation which produces frustra- tion standards, the Sign Bylaw, 
tion and confusion among mem- home occupations, institutional 
hers of the public and staff, zones, accessory buildings in 
Furthermore, the inefficiencies rear yards, and the introduction 
arc taking up an inordinate of development permits. 
Taxes on hold for city 
In view of'current economic trator Bob Hallsor said there 
concerns, a virtual freeze in city should be no increase in oper- 
taxes for the coming year should ational costs in 1992 and he 
be reassuring news to both the doesn't believe council is look- 
business and residential corn- ing at any major expenditures 
munity, either. The only increases, he 
During an October meeting of said, would be due to the cost of 
~ p ~  I E ~ T ~ ~ ~ N G ~  city management staff, adminis- l iv ingandwagcs.  
~~me p~ o~: Jacques (Jack) 
<xn e~ci¢in 9 ~t~o~ LeBlanc 
"l-~lehted--te~m is pleased to announce his candidacy for 
of youn5 s~le~ the position of 
p~ple, t,~,/o.t Trustee for 
~r~-~ ~ School District No. 88 
)YO4L~c'~ioh I/Vo~rs". Having completed his education in the 
Northwest Jack now has children in the AbVE ISE ~ secondary school system. Jack is well 
known in the area having lived in the 
-/~~i-'--I"~'ace"'V-¢l# Northwest since 1955. He has coached 
ehe . . . .  minor soccer for the past eight years in 
Terrace and is currently on the executive 
- ~ of the Terrace Figure Skating Club. 
YObl WiLL HELP TEACH CHiLPREM LiFE SKILL5- WHAT 
A PRESEklT./.// ANI~ Your AD<~ IN'ILL SPARKLE IN'I'rH "As an involved parent my objective is to 
,o.., ~, ' ' l  8z~O maintain and improve upon the quality of CHRISTMAS SPiRiT... CALL US education for our children." 
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Terrace takes step.to become f ire rescue training centre 
Emergency rescue and fire 
training based out of Terrace 
makes economical sense in a 
number of ways. Until this 
week, local flrefighters had to 
travel to Vancouver for training 
with the Justice Institute of B.C, 
and that cost a lot of money for 
travel and lodging. Also, by 
developing a training program 
here, firefighters will be 
attracted from throughout the 
north, giving a bit of a financial 
boost to local merchants, techniques and old, and a full 
A Terrace-based training pro- day of hands-on simulated res- 
gram is near, if in fact it hasn't cue work. Twenty firefighters 
already started. The Terrace Fire and emergency personnel are 
Department, Northwest Corn-registered in the program, 
munity College and the Justice coming from locations like 
Institute are working together Prince George, Houston, the 
this week in providing a week- 
long course at the college called 
Auto Extrication 1991. 
Auto Extrication 1991 is offer- 
ing students plenty of academic 
material, discussion on new 
I 
Queen Charlottes, Kitimat and 
Terrace. 
In reality this is a "one shot" 
program, says Terrace fire chief 
Bob Beckett. But he adds that 
there is no reason why it can't 
Fall Tune-up Special 
IGNITION TUNE-UP 
4 CYL. 6 CYL. V6/V8 
21 SERVICE CHECKS 
v' Ignition system pre-analysis 
Test battery and clean 
connections 
v' Inspect spark plugs 
i/Test electronic ylinder power 
balance 
v' Test spark plug cables 
v' Inspect rotor & distributor cap 
Inspect all air and gas filters 
Check starter 
v' Check voltage regulator 
and alternator 
v" Inspect all belts and hoses 
v' Pressure test cooling system 
V' Test the radiator antifreeze 
v' Check all under-the-hood fluid levels 
Check PCV valve 
Check heat riser valve 
Check EGR valve 
#' Inspect choke 
v' Check timing & adjust 
Check vacuum advance 
v' Check operation of block heater 
v" Road test vehicle 
* LABOUR ONLY: PARTS & FLUIDS NOT INCLUDED 
TOTEM SERVICE 
(N&J Service Centre Ltd.) 
A PETRO-CANADA DEALER 
4711 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
635-4515 Pk'FRO~NAOA ® 
Marque do commerce do Pet ro -Canada Inc. - T rademark  
~ m m m m  
THE ONLY BUMPS 
YO U' L L F E E L 
ARE GOOSE BUMPS. 
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The best way to groom a rough trail is to ride the 1992 Prowler ~. 
With a 440cc lightweight liquid cooled engine, and a double 
wishbone front suspension, it's the perfect combination of power 
and handling. Stop by today for the new Prowler. And find out 
just how smooth the trail can be. 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
Recreational Sales & Service 
4925 Keith Ave. Terrace 
Phone 635-3478 
Fax 635-5050 make"  World Class Snowmobiles"' ,r )Arclco, Inc. i991 " '" Trademark~ of Ard¢o.  Inc. 
be the introduction to a perma- 
nent college-based program that 
offers training for firefighters 
throughout the Northwest. Such 
a program could begin next 
spring. 
Members of the Justice Insti- 
tute seem to agree. It makes a 
lot more sense to bring the train- 
ing to the students than send the 
students to the training, said one 
instructor during the first day of 
the program. Another, head 
instructor Ken Jones, said Auto 
Extrication 1991 would never 
have come to Terrace without a 
lot of work and urging on the 
part of Beckett. 
Airport manager Darryl 
Laurent is also hoping for a 
Transport Canada project at the 
Terrace-Kitimat Airport that 
would add a great deal to the 
college based program. Trans- 
port Canada is considering the 
construction of two airport fire- 
fighter training centres in B.C. 
one in the north and one in 
the south. 
For the north, Terrace is in the 
running and, says Laurent, that 
makes a lot of sense because it's 
a regional centre. Also, he adds, 
the Terrace-Kitimat Airport is 
sitting on 713 feet of gravel and 
that makes construction relative- 
ly simple compared to the alter- 
natives. 
Beckett likes the idea, saying it 
could be adapted for use by 
municipal firefighters as well 
and therefore become an integral 
part of the college program. 
Giesbrecht to be 
sworn in Tuesday 
Skeena MLA-elect Helmut 
Giesbrecht is expecting to be 
sworn in as the riding's official 
reprsentative to the legislature 
Nov. 12. 
That's the date when the Writ 
of Election will be returned to 
the Lieutenant Governor, making 
the election results official. 
Giesbrecht's constituency secre- 
tary, Gall Murray, said last week 
he, would be in Victoria Nov. 5 
cabinet, noting that cabinet min- 
isters do not have to be MLA's 
to be sworn into the executive 
council. 
Giesbrecht's election campaign 
headquarters at4623 Park Ave. 
have become the permanent 
home for his constituency office, 
and Skeena MP Jim Fulton's 
Terrace staff will be moving in 
with him. Murray said she 
for the swearing-in of premier- expects the move to take place 
elect Mike_ Harcourtand ~s.._this weekend. . . . . .  
-i-ionstructi0n-pick-s uP 
The construction industry in 
Terrace seems to be doing better 
during the third quarter of the year 
than it did in the first half. To the 
end of the second quarter, the 
value of construction in Terrace 
was listed at :$6.07 million. Not 
bad when compared to 1989 at 
$4.72 million, but 39 percent 
behind last year's reported con- 
struction value of $9.91 million. 
The third quarter, though, saw 
two major projects begin and the 
industry now lags behind the 1990 
performanc~ by only about 16 
percent. Tim two projects are the 
Uplands Elementary School addi- 
tion, valued at $1.53 million, and 
the Evangelical Free Church addi- 
tion, valued at $529,000. 
With these two projects under 
way, the total value of this year's 
construction at the end of the third 
quarter is listed at $10.08 million, 
well ahead of the 1989 figure of 
$8.77 million and not far behind 
the 1990 performance of $12.48 
million. 
I 
HUNTING season is now upon us and with the season comes 
the necessity to transport firearms. When transporting firearms 
persons must ensure they arc secured in the vehicle and trans- 
port~ safely. Section 86(2) of the Criminal Code of Canada 
states: 
Everyone who, without lawful excuse, uses, carries, handles, 
ships or stores any firearms or ammunition in a careless man- 
ner, or without reasonable precautions for the safety of other 
persons, is guilty of an offence. 
Maximum penalty is five years imprisonment. 
In Canada IT'S THE LAW. 
7 
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Legion urges understanding 
through remembering together 
Contributed by 
Peter Crompton, 
Remembrance Day 
Chairman, 
Terrace Branch 13, 
ROyal Canadian Legion 
Once again businesses and the 
people of Terrace have responded 
to the Royal Canadian Legion's 
call to Remember. 
Though many years-have gone by 
since Canada suffered the loss of 
young lives in war, there are still 
many who require our assistance. 
The Legion's Poppy Campaign is 
geared to do just that. 
Earlier this year our young Cans- 
• dians were again called away from 
family and friends to put down yet 
again a dictator bent on taking our 
world into war. Though this time 
the length of time our young men 
of our younger people who now 
have a far better understanding of 
the feelings of those families of 
yesteryears, who were never to see 
their young ones again, or had to 
wait many years for their eturn. 
As we gather together again on 
Nov. 11, we will have reason not 
only to remember those who 
defended our freedom many years 
ago, we will remember just how 
close we came to yet again losing 
some more of our young Canadi- 
ans. 
I am asking on behalf of  the 
Royal Canadian Legion Branch 
13, Terrace, its veterans and mem- 
bers, that you, the people of Ter- 
race, join us on Monday, Nov. 11 
at our service of remembrance, to 
show our young Canadians of 
yesteryears and of today that our 
thoughts are always with them. 
TAKE TIME TO 
REMEMBER 
Parade, service Monday morning 
Remembrance Day ceremonies in Terrace will begin Mon- 
day at 10:15 a.m. with the formation of the parade in the 
northeast corner of the Safeway parking lot. The procession 
begins at 10:25 a.m. and will march to the Tillicum Theatre 
under Parade Marshall L.D. Kirdaldy. 
Inside the theatre at 10:49 a.m. Salvation Army Lt. Mike 
Hoeft will deliver the opening prayer, followed by the 
singing of O Canada and Abide With Me. At 11 a.m. the 
Terrace Community Band will play The Last Post. A minute 
of silent remembrance will follow, after which Steve White 
will deliver the lament. 
After a performance of Bugler's Reveille by the communRy 
band, Rev. Lance Stephens will deliver an address and 
Terrace Branch 13 Royal Canadian Legion president Howard 
Cromarty will speak. The service will conclude with 0 God 
Our Help In Ages Past and God Save the Queen. 
The parade will reform in the theatre lobby and march to 
the cenotaph in front of city hall, where wreathes will be laid 
and Rev. Stephens will offer a prayer. The parade will then 
return to the Safeway parking lot. 
At the end of the ceremonies all children are invited to the 
Lucky Dollar Bingo Palace for refreshments. Transportation 
will be provided by the Legion. Parents are requested to pick 
up children up at the Bingo Palace by I p.m. 
andwomen were away was much 
shorter than those of years past, it 
served us to remember the 
heartaches and the worrying times 
of our older citizens. 
I am sure that there are far more 
REMEMBER 
THIS.. 
~114,000 Canadian 
soldiers have died in War, 
more than half those in 
the First World war. 
~lfCanada does not 
b'e~ome involved in any 
further wars, there will be 
fewer than 200 living 
veterans in the year 2031. 
~More than one-third of 
Canada's veterans are 
between the ages of 60 
and 64. 
-1,196 Canadians 
received medals for 
[~allantry in the Second 
World War. 
-During the Second 
World War Canada had 
the largest merchant fleet 
in the history of the 
Dominions, with 180 large 
ocean-going cargo vessels 
operated by 12,000 
seamen. Of those 1,146 
died by enemy action. 
--25,370 women served in 
the Canadian Army during 
the Second World War. 
Of those 19 were 
wounded and 35 were 
killed. 
PEACE IS 
i POSSIBLE 
ONLY THROUGH 
REMEMBRANCE 
Sourc~ for information: 
the Royal Canadian Leglo~ Ottawa. 
A message from 
The Terrace Review 
YOUTH AND 
REMEMBRANCE 
Young people from the Terrace area contributed the following 
entries to the 1990 Royal Canadian Legion Remembrance Day 
essay and poem contest. 
Remembrance Day 
by Diane Teixeira, 3rd place, 
intermediate ssay, North Western Zone 
Remembrance Day, I always thought of Remembrance Day as 
an extra holiday, or a time to rest from school. Sure, I know 
that many young Canadians died for us but I never eally 
thought about it that much, until now. This year and last year I
got to know what Remembraned Day really means. 
Remembrance Day isn't just a day to get to go to parades and 
wear red poppies on your jacket. Remembrance Day is a time 
to remember all of the soldiers that died for us., so that we may 
live in peace. They gave us a great privilege, we got to have 
freedom, something that he soldiers could only dream of 
having. I can only picture myself or someone in my family 
having to go away and fight in a war not knowing if this wouId 
be their last day. I could also picture all the families that were 
left behind not knowing if their loved ones had died in one of 
those tragic wars. 
All of the soldiers that took part in World War I and II, each 
and every one of them are special. They all had the strength and 
courage that many people don't have today. The soldiers that 
fought in the wars and are still alive will never forget he war 
and all of their friends that were left behind. 
It is very important to wear a poppy on Remembrance Day 
because the poppy will always remind us of all the young 
Canadians that fought in the wars, gave up all their dreams and 
future lives for us. The poppy will also remind us of our future 
and to always live in peace. 
For me, this Remembrance Day and the ones yet to come, I 
will always proudly wear my poppy, go to cenotaphs and 
parades and always remember the sacrifices that he courageous 
soldiers did for us. I will also never forget he true meaning of 
Remembrance Day, 
I Remember a Time... 
by Timothy Phillips, 3rd place, 
intermediate poem, North Western Zone 
I remember a time not long ago, 
A time that oday we come to know, 
As a time to be solemn and give some respect, 
To those who died, our country to protect. 
I remember a time when poppies grew, 
But they fought on, through wind that blew. 
Though snow did come and rain did fall, 
We will always remember them, one and all. 
I remember a time when war was still here, 
When people would run and cower with fear. 
At the sound of soldiers fighting above, 
Too much war, no more time for love. 
What Remembrance Day means to me 
by Kyla Rice, 3rd place, 
junior essay, North Western Zone.. 
Whenever I think of Remembrance Day I cry. I think of those 
who gave up their lives, the most precious thing you have. They 
left their family and friends not knowing if they would come 
back or not. They boarded ships, going wherever. Tears came 
pouring and handkerchiefs, waving. They were thinking, "Is he 
coming back7" That's what I would have been thinking, ifI 
was alive. 
Are you wondering why they went o fight7 For freedom and 
• peace. They wanted our country to be peaceful, full of freedom. 
My grandpas fought and lived. I miss one of them who died 
when I was three. 
Imagin eguns and bombs booming. Even people who did not 
fight died from bombs. 
On Remembrance Day you should take time to think about he 
war and ancestors who were killed. 
Those who were killed,are always looking over us, wishing 
that no one will be killed, and that there will be no more wars. 
Peace is the thing everyone wants. 
Fighting is just like trying to make two wrongs into a right, as 
must adults ay. A war could start from something simple like 
two friends fighting, someone shoots and so on. 
Everyone in this world should be free. Everyone should share 
the freedom we do. 
Someone in Romania risked his life to shoot heir president 
because this president was very evil. You should be glad that 
you're not one of those people. 
Imagine being happy because your country is finally free. You 
will have to imagine because our country is already free. 
Imagine those in Germany when they took down the Berlin 
Wall, and those in Romania who are now free. Now if we can 
get those few countries that are not free, to be free without 
causing awar, Our whole world will be free. Let's hope that we 
won't start a war in the Persian Gulf. 
Now we must also remember those buried in Flanders Fields 
and pray their souls have gone to heaven to be with God. We 
also must pray that we won't have to make an addition to 
Flanders Fields because of the Persian Gulf crisis. Let them all 
rest in peace who fought in World Wars one and two. 
They gave up their lives so ours would be set, 
And that is one thing we must never forget. 
. . . . . . .  . ]  v r "  i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ember 
junior poem, North Western Zone 
Please remember me when ! die 
Wipe your tears and please don't cry 
Poppies bloom in late spring 
Soldiers' memories they bring 
With one more tear to wipe away 
We remember them this special day. 
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Terrace B.C. Ambulance Service 
responded to 38 separate incidents 
in the past week. Of those, nine 
were due to trauma, and half the 
10 people injured in those inci- 
dents were injured as a result of 
motor vehicle accidents. In addi- 
tion, there were a number of other 
motor vehicle accidents during the 
week in which at least two more 
people were injured but transported 
to Mills Memorial Hospital by 
• private vehicle. 
RCMP C'pl. Garry Moritz reports 
five weather-related motor vehicle 
accidents on Saturday and Sunday 
alone. The weekend accidents 
resulied in more than $30,000 in 
damage, and Moritz says the pri- 
mary cause was driving faster than 
road conditions permitted. With the 
first taste of winter weather behind 
dents, violence or substance abuse: 
five responses, five people injured. 
Trauma due to motor vehicle 
accidents: four responses, frye 
people injured. 
Total number of Terrace BCAS 
us, Morilz reminds all drivers to responses: 38. 
adjust their driving habits when 
road conditions deteriorate due to BCAS FIRST AID TIP: For 
weather, serious bleeding phone the ambu- 
lance emergency number 638- 
Transfers in/out of Terrace in- 1102. While you wait for the am- 
cluding local, inter.city and bulance to arrive, apply direct 
medevaes: 13. pressure to the wound with a clean 
Medical Emergencies uch as cloth. If a clean cloth is not avail- 
seizures and shortness of breath: able use your bare hand. Maintain 
16. the pressure until professional help 
Trauma such as household acci- arrives. 
NOTICE OF POLL 
BY-ELECTION FOR TRUSTEE 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 (TERRACE) 
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given to the electors of the school district aforesaid that a poll has become 
necessary at the election now pending, and that I have granted such a poll; and further, that the persons 
duly nominated as candidates at the said election for whom only votes will be received are: 
THE CITY OF TERRACE & TERRACE RURAL VOTING AREA: TO BE ELECTED - ONE 
Surname Other Names Position Terms of 
Office 
(Calendar Yrs) 
CHRISTENSEN Stewart C. Trustee 92-93 
HANSEN Ken Trustee 92-93 
LEBLANC Jacques Trustee 92-93 
Residential Occupation 
Address 
4514 Cedar Crescent 
#2 Kleanza Drive 
4420 Queensway Drive 
Engineer 
Welder 
Contractor 
ADVANCE POLL: 
Terrace: 
Hospital: 
Such nell will be onened at: 
. .  
f 
Friday, November 8, 1991 - 9:00a.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
School District88 - 3211 Kennedy Street, Terrace B.C. 
Friday, November 15, 1991, 4:00 p.m.- 5:00 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital, 4720 Haughland Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
REGULAR POLL: 
Terrace: 
Thornhill: 
Rosswood: 
Usk: 
Lakelse Lake: 
Cedarvale: 
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 16. 1991.8:00 A.M. - 8:00 P.M. 
Clarence Michiel Elementary School 
3430 Sparks Street 
Thornhill Elementary School 
2906 Clark Street 
Parmenter Residence - Rosswood 
Mrs. M. Early Residence - Usk • ': 
Lloyd Johnstone Residence - Lakelse Lake ....... 
Museum, Cedarvale 
THE HATFLTONS AND RURAL VOTING AREA: TO BE ELECTED - ONE 
Surname 
FELL 
PEARSE 
SPOONER 
Other Names Position Terms of Residential Occupation 
Office Address 
(Calendar Yrs) 
William H. Trustee 92-93 Cedarvale Forestry Technician 
James R. Trustee 92-93 New Hazelton Retired 
Mary S. Trustee 92-93 New Hazelton Housewife 
,&DVANCE POLL: 
Hazelton: 
Hazelton: 
New Hazelton: 
Kitwanga: 
Such noll  will be onened at: 
Hazelton Municipal Office, November 8, 1991: 1:00- 4:00 p.m. 
Wrinch Memorial Hospital, November 15, 1991:4:00 - 4:30 p.m. 
Now Hazelton Municipal Hall 
3026 Bowser Street, November 14, 1991:1:00 - 4:00 p.m. 
Kitwanga Elementary/Secondary School 
November 8, 1991: 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
I:IEGULAR POLL: 
Hazelton: 
Now Hazelton 
South Hazelton: 
.Two Mile: 
Kitwanga: 
Kispiox Valley: 
Moricetown: 
Glen Vowelh 
~ATURDAY. NOVEMBER 16. 1991.8:00 A.M. - 8:00 P.M. 
Municipal Office - Hazelton 
Municipal Fire Hall, 13th Avenue 
Fire Hall, South Hazelton 
Kermode Arts Centre, Two Mile 
Kitwanga Elementary/Secondary School, Kitwanga • 
Craft Centre, Kispiox 
Community Hall, Moricetown ~ - 
Board Office, Glen Vowell 
i . . . . .  
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AT TERRACE. B,C. THIS 28TH DAY OF OCTOBER t99i'!  ..... 
(Mrs.) Elaine Johnson 
Returning Officer 
School District No. 88 (Terrace) 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace B.C. VSG 3E9 
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, DOL ICE  REPORT 
The driver of a four-wheel 
• drive truck damaged the grass on 
grass slope in front of the Ter- 
race Arena and the irrigation 
system in Georgc Little Memor- 
ial Park in a late night escapade 
Oct. 23. 
Terrace superintendent of parks 
and recreation Steve Scott says 
the incident occurred at about 
12:20 a.m. and that most of the 
$700 in damage was caused to 
the park irrigation system when 
the driver of the truck drove into 
the metal control box northwest 
of the bandshell. Scott says two 
alert citizens witnessed the event 
and phoned the RCMP. As a 
result, the owner of the vehicle, 
a college student in his early 
twenties, and two other occu- 
pants of the vehicle were appre- 
hended by the RCMP. 
Terrace RCMP and the city's 
Recreation Department are look- 
ing for whoever was responsible 
for vandalism at Ferry Island 
sometime during the fourth week 
of October. According to super- 
intendent of parks and recreation 
Steve Scott, the vandals used a 
large sign post as a battering 
ram to destroy two fibreglass 
outdoor toilets and damage ply- 
wood on a picnic shelter. 
Scott believes the cost of 
repairs will be between $500 and 
$1,000. Anyone with information 
that might identify the vandals is 
asked to contact the Terrace 
detachment of the RCMP at 638- 
0333 or the Terrace recreation 
office at 638-4750. -,,, 
• t 
An 18-year-old Terrace youth 
will soon be trying to explain 
to a judge the humour in setting 
off fireworks in a public place. 
The youth was apprehended by 
police on Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School property at 
about 2 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 1, 
and charged under a city bylaw 
which prohibits the discharge of 
fireworks in a public place 
without the authorization of the 
fire chief. ' 
Vandals randomly shatteredthe 
windows of 10 passenger 
vehicles on Graham, Kerr, South 
Eby, Cramer and Molitor Streets 
over the weekend. The damage 
has been estimated at $1,500 and 
it is suspected that a pellet or 
BB gun was used in the crime. 
The incidents occurred sometime 
between 8 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 
2, and 7 a.m. Sunday, Nov. 3. 
Terrace RCMP are seeking the 
assistance of anyone who noted 
i 
any suspicious persons or 
vehicles in the area around the 
time the vandals truck. 
Terrace RCMP are still investi- 
gating what appears to be an 
incident of Hallowe'en candy 
tampering. Two boys in Them- 
hill became sick after eating 
pink gum they received while 
trick-or-treating. Parents are 
advised to check any remaining 
treats their children have, The 
gum came wrapped in "Hallow- 
e'en Kiss" paper. 
An accident on the Copper 
River logging road Nov. 1 sent 
two men to hospital and caused 
$9,000 damage to a pickup 
truck. Terrace RCMP say a 1988 
Mack logging truck collided 
head-on with thepickup, putting 
the 22-year-old driver of:the 
smaller truck and his passenger 
in hospital. The logging truck 
driver was not injured. Tile 
accident is under investigation. 
you wear 
wi& care.~ 
onlv 
17 
E IVERYDAY IS 
R 
- 
SHIRT LAUNDRY DAY 
Men's or Ladies' cotton or poly blend shirt 
Richards 
on Emerson  
THE DRYCLEANER & SHIRT LAUNDRY 
Swing in to our DRIVE THRU 
• Richards Cleaners 
3223 Emerson St. 
Terrace 
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. - -  Monday to Friday 
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. - -  Saturday 
Phone: 635-$119 
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EDITORIAL ." . . . . .  . • . . 
= = = 
T he B.C. mining industry is in an understandable 
state of trepidation, waiting to discover what the 
'i be this time around toward mineral extraction and the tom- ~ L~o ~T~ oJ~ panics that make their living drilling, digging, blasting and selling material that comes out of the ground. ~ '~  :Dave Barrett's most notorious legacy is the way he 
treated the industry. In Howe St. board rooms and cocktail ~ A~ 
lounges they still relive the 1972-75 era, shivering slightly Y at the recollection. ~ 
Barrett's big mistake~ in actuality, was being somewhat 
altead of his time. He declaredthat if mining couldn't be 
carried out in a responsible manner, then, well, the min- 
erals could just stay i~ the ground. Although he pumped up / 
royalties and corporate income taxes and placed restrictions 1~ ; 
on land use, during his administration situations like that in ~. '~ ,  a~ if= 
which Equity Silver now finds itself ~ posting a bond in 
the tens of millions of dollars for control of acid drainage 
from an abandoned site - -  would have been virtually in- 
conceivable. After 16 years of "friendly" Social Credit 
administration, mines are now operating under regulations ~_.... ~ 
far more onerous than those of the early 1970's. 
Although Mike Harcourt has been attempting to calm 
boards of directors, the industry is still nervous about ~ t 
abrupt change, and Glen Clark's first sally into the provin- 
cial accounts didn't help matters. In reporting Clark's _ - - - - - -  
announcement that the previous government had approved a ~'~'~E~ I'I~M: V.rT. NOt, LEAR ~Ol~ RL=fC, UE" 
loan to Prime Resources, a company with numerous known 
Social Credit supporters among its directors, during a.  
period when loans to private industry were under a freeze, 
the Vancouver daily newspapers and broadcasters seemed 
to have overlooked the fact that the $7 million loan to 
build the road into the Iskut River valley had been 
approved early in the summer. 
Clark perhaps needs a reminder from his colleagues that 
he is no longer on the opposition side of the house. Any 
impropriety involving the Iskut road should have come out 
whenthe'loan was. apiif0-ved in June~ ~ot When t~e cheque ~ 
was signed. The matter was clear and the facts available in 
detail; the composition of Primo's board is a matter of 
public record and the implications of building the road 
were debated in detail and in public 
The mining industry has belatedly become aware of its 
shortcomings in public relations and is attempting to do 
something about its image and about its attitude towards 
the social responsibilities that go along with invasive land 
use. Cooperation between the authorities in the industry 
and the government, combined with recognition by the 
public that mining is essential to our overall lifestyle and 
our local economy will contribute to both prosperity and 
wise use of the land. 
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VICTORIA - -  So, you ask, how 
does B.C.'s new Premier think7 
Well, here are some of Premier 
Mike Harcourt's thoughts on key 
topics, from a 20-minute, one-on- 
one interview I had with him last 
week. 
Q: There is a 16-year-long line- 
up of people waiting at the door 
with their hands out. How are you 
going to deal with those who feel 
that he NDP government and 
party owe them something? 
Harcourt: Well, I've already done 
it. I've laid out what our priorities 
were going to be in our 48-point 
platform - -  that here's abetter 
way for British Columbians to 
treat each other and to be gov- 
erned. (Our) fiscal framework says 
that we can only do what (the peo- 
ple) can afford to do. 
I've already said here's the busi- 
ness plan for B.C. for the next four 
years. That sorting out of priorities 
has taken place; and we now are 
being briefed on the financial situ- 
ation in the province. I made it 
very clear that he balanced budget 
legislation which I voted for was 
in place, and that is the goal. 
It's going to take some time; and 
I think (the people) are prepared to 
have a more calm, predictable, 
orderly, open government. That is 
the pace I am proceeding with 
right now, rather than a rushed 
session, where if you want ahead 
quickly, there would be a melt- 
down in the civil service. It's just 
not appropriate orush things. The 
books will be open. There will be 
a full accounting ofthe estimates 
for this year, and an orderly prepa- 
ration of the ones for next year. 
Ir~OcS A i,0vNIT: , - - - '7 - -  " 
d 
REC¥CLtN6 IN~)Vg/P-,Y" ;~ PR.g~Fegr* 
The v iew f r  )m 
Victoria • I 
by John Plfor 
And it will be within my goal of a 
balanced budget over the next five 
years. 
Q: So why does there not seem to 
be as much consternation in busi- 
ness circles as there was, say, in 
1972, when Dave Barrett and the 
NDP were elected for the fast 
time? 
MH: Well, I've worked with a 
huge number of (people in) the 
business community on trade mis- 
sions to the U.S., to Asia; to 
Europe (and) on putting together 
an economic strategy for the city, 
or the centennial celebrations. SoI 
have personal relationships with 
most of the business leaders in this 
province, and with trade-union 
leaders, and I have worked with 
both of them. I intend to carry on 
that radition. 
Q: But that relationship with the 
trade-union leaders does cause 
some angst among the free-enter- 
prise types. Do you feel abour in 
the last 16 years has had an unfair 
deal, and if so, what moves can 
you:make tomake it more fair? 
MH: It has been unfair, yes. The 
legislation of 1987, Bill 19, was a 
systematic, unfair piece of labour 
legislation. What I want o do is to 
have fair legislation that is on a 
level playing field, which allows 
business and labour the minimum 
amount of government i erven- 
tion, leaving them to work out 
their own relationships, and their 
own contracts. 
I believe that I am the only leader 
in the province who can bring 
business and labour to the same 
table to work beyond their own 
members' or shareholders' inter- 
ests, for the good of B.C. 
Q: The diehard Socreds would 
leap in here and say: 'Well, we 
must have had fair labour codes, 
because we have had relative 
labour peace in the last five years.' 
What about hat? 
MH: That's because the employ- 
ers and employees ofthis province 
have systematically ignored, and 
refused to use, Bill 19 and the 
Industrial Relations Council dis- 
pute resolution provision. They 
have gone out of their way to hire 
private mediators and arbitrators 
to settle their disputes. 
I say rather than have an out-law 
that citizens work outside of, let's 
bring people inside the law, and 
bring the rule of law to labour- 
management relations, where peo- 
ple are governed by a law by 
consent. Better than having to go 
around them, under them, through 
them, ignore them, or whatever. 
Q: You have said you will revoke 
Bill 82. Has this not got you into a 
position of contradiction whereby 
saying you would change or 
revoke the Compensation Fairness 
Act, you now find that here are 
some school boards who aren't 
going to have the dollars? What's 
going to happen there? Will these 
school boards be left to twist in 
the wind? 
MH: Well, they are not left to do 
anything except to meet the obli. 
gations that hey signed onto when 
they signed acollective agreement 
with their employees. 
Q: But once that collective agree- 
ment was rolled back by (commis- 
sion chairman) F~ Lien, did that 
- -  Continued on page 7 
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Findi'.'ng a few 
co rn ers 'to cut 
PART III, 
Last week we left Herby Squish 
explaining to RI  Jovial the ways 
in which he could cut corners in 
his forest operations to put off 
the inevitable crunch after eight 
years of high grading his forest 
Ucences. Herby was also ex- 
plaining the reasons why RJ 
shouldn't do it, but RI has his 
own ideas about that. 
"Another option would be a 
highlead operation. A tower can 
reach about 200 meters upgrade 
and 300 downgrade so you have 
a cut block scenario pretty much 
the same as the ground skidding 
operation I just described. 
"A couple of  pros and cons 
here. On the bright side a high- 
lead operation could work 
steeper terrain and work during 
the months the ground skidder 
was shut down. But on the other 
hand, you have to remember that 
while your road costs would still 
be only $5.72 per cubic meter, 
hig hlead logging is one of the  
most expensive methods of har- 
vesting, so your overall cost 
• would be much higher. Right 
now, ground skidding is costing 
you about $16.70 per cubic 
meter, and highiead logging is 
costing you about $24." 
Again, RJ made a few quick 
notes; 
"A final option, that is really 
no option at all, would be a 
skyline. You could cut about 500 
meters downgrade and 220 
meters upgrade... A block of 
timber perhaps 700 meters long 
and 720 meters deep. 
"This would mean only 1.4 
kilometres of road for each 50- 
F 
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hectare cut block at a cost of 
only • $4 per cubic meter of 
wood. It might sound great, but 
the cost of setting up a skyline 
for a cut block as small as 50 
hectares would kill you. You'd 
lose your shirt..." 
"Okay," Jovial interrupted. 
"I've heard enough, and I don't 
see any problem. It's all very 
simple. You get the most wood 
• you can per kilometre of road, 
cut road inventory and construc- 
tion costs, utilize the most econ- 
omical harvesting methods.., and 
everyone will be happy." 
"You, perhaps," Squish cut in 
with a sarcastic tone. "But that 
is far from everyone." RJ 
scowled at Squish. "Minimal 
road inventory... No access for 
stand tending. Minimal construc- 
tion costs... Few culverts, little 
gravel. Abandon roads like that 
and you're setting the scene for 
major erosion problems. Some- 
thing which could easily turn 
into a very expensive nviron- 
mental disaster." 
RJ took on a sarcastic tone of 
his own. "Squish, you're a 
wimp. Road building in the 
winter is relatively cheap. The 
ground is frozen so basically 
you only have to scrape a trail 
with a cat. It will serve during 
harvest, and in the spring it will 
wash out and simply disappear." 
"Right," cut in Squish. "In a 
sea of mud." 
"So schedule a shortened skid- 
der operation season and hold 
the contractor's cost per metre 
down. We can use skidders from 
mid-November to mid-March, 
and again from mid-June to 
mid.September.., l~lus or minus 
a couple of weeks." 
"That'S only seven months a 
year," Squish protested. "The 
contractor would be bankrupt in 
the first year." 
RJ ignored Squish. "The high 
lead contractor," he continued. 
"Would also work a shortened 
season... From about May to 
October." 
"And that's only six months 
per year," Squish cut in. "No 
contractor can work half-a-year 
and still cover his costs. A 
Letters to the Editor 
'Only good spirits' at : :,metap.h.ysi.cs,,c.e.n,tr.e 
To the Editor; 
I would like to thank the many 
students, friends and strangers for 
the supportive calls I have 
received since the editorial Oct. 30 
(Terrace Review, Oct. 30, 1991, 
page 6). 
I also thank the reporter for her 
honesty and openness. 
I would like to clarify a few 
points, however, so they are clear- 
f i  ) 
ly understood. In regard to the 
2000fNew Age seminar, I was 
repeatedly told they did not have 
to talk to me, not that it was "none 
of my business", which may 
amount o the same thing. Tarot 
cards and astrology are used by 
some metaphysic practitioners 
although they are esoteric and an 
extension of the metaphysical 
field. Occult, black magic and 
satanism are not the same things. I
did not mean to imply all bored 
kids get into black magic and 
satanism, but if they are reaching 
for "power and off-colour excite- 
ment" they are easy prey for those 
individuals looking for followers; 
often these are adults. In response 
to the one clergyman, yes, medita- 
tion can be scary if''played around 
with". We are trained to use medi- 
tation methods properly for the 
proper reasons and are monitored 
by the teacher, at no time do we 
ever use ouija boards, seances or 
witchcraft. 
We only deal with "good" spirits 
at Nirvana. Thank you. 
Laurel Gregg, proprietor, 
Nirvana Metaphysics 
and Healing Centre, 
Terrace. 
shortened year, steeper terrain 
and higher costs when you won't 
pay more... It adds up to missed 
bank payments, and that adds up 
to bankruptcy. Even you should 
be able to figure that one out." 
'" I '~ a" l~usinessman," Jovial 
said flatly. "And the logging 
contractor is a businessman. I 
make sure my operation is effi- 
cient and profitable. He can do 
the same. And that's not theory, 
Squish, it's a simple matter of 
survival in a very real world. 
"Oh. And while I'm thinking 
of efficient and profitable, 
Squish, you estimated road costs 
for a skidder operation would be 
about $5.72 per cubic meter. 
That's too high. Figure out how 
to do it for an even five dolla~." Added water vapour won't add to flying "That's impossible," Sqmsh 
said harshly. "You can't expect 
To the Editor; 
I live adjacent to the Scott paper 
mill in New Westminster, which 
produces tissue primarily by 
mechanical grinding of the pulp- 
wood. It does not discharge fflu- 
ent into the Fraser River, but large 
volumes of water vapour (so- 
called steam) are emitted into the 
atmosphere. It may be concluded 
that Orenda Forest Products will 
also have similar or greater vol- 
umes of atmospheric discharges 
per tonne of pulp produced which 
must be considered very carefully 
in weighing up the pluses and 
• minuses of the proposed location. 
I had come to visit Terrace on a 
recent stormy day and concluded 
while flying through cloud at 
• 1,500 feet and 300 mph, that to 
allow another pulp mill on the 
flight path must surely be an act of 
desperation on the proponent's 
part. After all, if an alternative 
existed, why do they make the air- 
lines go through those 'kamikaze' 
dives when approaching over the 
Pifer 
not put them in another position 
whereby they thought that was the 
law of the land? 
MH: No. No, they have m the 
vast majority of them, I under- 
stand - -  have the resources to 
meet he requirements for this year 
and next yea/. And I have only 
heard, indirectly, of one or two 
that they have problems in meet- 
ing next year's obligations. I think 
when you sign agreements0 you 
responsibly have to provide the 
- - - - "  Continued from page 6 ,, 
resources that are required to carry 
them out. 
I am not going to get into any 
details of how we are going to 
deal with next year's negotiations, 
except to say that we want to 
restore free collective bargaining. 
You sign contracts; now meet 
• your obligations. 
,There is a lot more, but I'm out 
of space for now. VII try toget 
more of it into next week's col- 
umn. 
Skcena? Further, the idea of build- 
ing another pulp mill in your back- 
yard, where the log supply is mini- 
mal, appears to be part of a larger 
game where Orenda may benevo- 
lently back off and agree to a loca- 
tion where they wanted to be in 
the first place. 
Terrace citizens must remain vig- 
ilant and not assume that others 
know better. Could it be possible 
that those Orenda-type pulp mills 
studied in the southern states are 
not subject o freezing fog, heavy 
snowfalls and a flight path over a 
pulp mill? 
David Grigg, 
New Westminster, B.C. 
Encounter with candy 
nearly fatal to boy 
To the Editor; 
I had a bad experience Oct. 29 of 
choking on a gob-stopper (jaw- 
breaker) and I want to caution all 
the other kids who eat hard candy, 
because itreally hurts if you choke 
on something. 
I had to go to the hospital and I 
really felt bad. I couldn't breath 
through my mouth at all and if I 
spit it hurt my throat. Luckily, Dr. 
Vanlierde put his hand down my 
throat and moved the gob-stopper 
a lithe and I was able to throw up 
and it came out. 
At one time l•didn't know if I 
would make it became itwas real- 
ly stinging. So I just want to cau- 
tion all the kids who eat hard 
candy because there are at least 
3,000 different kinds of candies a 
person can choke on. You can lose 
your life as fast as you can snap 
your fingers if you choke on 
something. 
So I just want to caution about 
the hard candies you eat. 
Thomas Crawford, 
' Ten'ace. 
these people to work for nothing. 
And if you put him out of busi- 
ness, then what are you going to 
do?" 
"Simple," RJ returned in an 
equally harsh voice. "We'll find 
another operator with a little 
business ense. One who knows 
how to survive. One who knows 
how to keep the banker at bay." 
"That person doesn't exist, 
RJ." 
"You let me worry about that, 
Squish," RJ said finally terrain, 
ating the discussion. "You've got 
your orders. Now get out of here 
• and start writing that plan. You 
have a few public information 
meetings to attend in a few 
months and you had better have 
your thinking and facts sorted 
out so you can make a presenta- 
tion they'll readily buy." 
Squish rose in silence and left, 
"It's useless," he thought. "What 
are my options? What do I do 
now?" At the same time, though, 
he knew there were only two 
things he could do. Write the 
plan as instructed, or quit and let 
someone else write it {or-hlm, 
I 
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A haircut is an annoying pain. I
don't like to make an appoint- 
ment, I hate wearing a plastic 
cape, and I can't stand the itchy 
bits of hair that stick to my neck 
for the rest of the day. I always 
expect o look great, and never 
do. I'd just as soon not bother at 
all. 
Haircuts are a risky business. 
Just having a trim puts a person 
in a vulnerable position. You 
don't know what to expect, and 
whatever you end up with, you 
have to live with for a while. 
And as unfair as it seems, it's 
been documented that physical 
appearance an hinder or boost 
one's successes in life. Avant 
carrie or simply hideous, a haircut 
can make or break :you. And for 
some reason, we associate a hair- 
style with the perso n wearing it, 
rather than the one who created 
it. When your hair looks goofy, 
you look goofy. The person who 
made you look goofy gets off 
scot-free. 
An ugly haircut can really turn 
your life around. Once you feel 
like a geek, you're treated like a 
geek. Small children may snicker 
behind your back. Domestic ani- 
mals growl as you pass, and 
people on the street may stare. 
You might not get the job you 
want. You become a miserable 
person, and finally your friends 
abandon you. You end up living 
ina cave with wolves--all because 
of  a bad haircut. It happens. 
I used to be a hairdresser. Now 
I'm a customer. You might say 
The main problem with hair- 
cutters is that they can't read 
minds. Customers say they want 
an inch trimmed off, when they 
really mean half that. An inch is 
only an inch on a ruler - -  other- 
wise, it's a relative measurement. 
Budget conscious customers want 
their "money's worth", meaning 
they want a large inch trimmed , 
off. Others value their tresses like 
gold, meaning a small inch. A 
The problem with customers i  
that they don't speak the same 
language as haircutters. Every 
profession uses its own lingo. 
Hairstylists use words like "elev- 
ated", "weight" and "texture*'. 
Regular people say "layered", 
,thinned" and "make me look like 
Cber." Tell your haircutter you 
went a "bob" and you've just 
asked for three different styles - -  
you'll get the one your haircutter 
thinks of as a "bob". The word 
"short" is a matter of opinion, 
tOO. 
The worst thing to say to a 
halrstylist is, "cut it just like last 
time." With hundn~ls of people 
in and out of the chair, even if 
you're a regular, it's pretty diffi- 
cult to remember "last time". 
I've looked at hair from both woman with waist-length hair Your stylist might hesitate to 
sides now. Neither view is per- doesn't hink of the same inch as admit hat. 
feet. the guy with a buzz cut. The best thing to say to a cus- 
Once, a guy with below-the- 
shoulder hair sat in my chair, 
asking for a what used to be 
called a crewcut. I wasn't really 
sure about his operation, and told 
him so. He insisted it was a 
simple matter. Then he grabbed Here's a short quiz, taken from twitches his tail within 25 seconds 
the electric lippers from the the 1992 Old Farmer's Almanac 
shelf and started it for me. His by Robert B. Thomas, to deter- 
long hair became ntangled in the mine how weather-wise you really 
machine, and as he jabbed at his are. 
head, the blades chewed up 
tangled chunks of hair - -  a hid- 
eous thing to witness. He prob- 
ably lives in a cave with wolves 
nOW. 
1. To determine the outside 
temperature in Fahrenheit... 
a)Count (in the morning) the 
number of times a chipmunk 
and add 17. 
b) Count he number of moos a 
cow makes in one hour and add 47 
(valid only on windy days). 
c) Count he number of chirps a 
cricket makes in 15 seconds and 
add 37. 
d) Count he number of caws a 
. . /  
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tomer is, "Please come back if 
you're not happy. I'd like to get : 
it fight." Otherwise, unhappy cus- 
tomers link away and never 
return. They think you might get 
angry, and they don't want to feel 
like complainers. 
People really hate it when they 
get their hair styled a certain 
way, then cannot duplicate it a t  
home. It looked so easy in the 
salon mirror. I like'to think Prin- 
cess Di had the same problem 
before she acquired her crown 
and live-in slaves. 
But knowing all this doesn't 
make haircuts any less bother- 
some. I still get those itchy bits 
of hair stuck on my neck. I still 
expect o look great, and never 
.do. 
You'd think they could do 
something about hat. 
l l l l l ~ l .  
crow makes between sunrise and 7 
a.m. and add 8. 
e)Count he number of individual 
clucks a mature chicken makes in 
11minutes andsubtract 13. 
2. When observed in the fall, 
the woolly bear caterpillar is 
considered a forecaster of the 
winter ahead... 
a)The wider the brown stripe 
located between the two outside 
black stripes on most woolly bear 
caterpillars, the longer and more 
severe the winter will be. 
b) If the black stripe nearest the 
caterpillar's head is wider than the 
brown stripe in the middle, the 
winter will be mild. 
c) If woolly bear caterpillars are 
observed to be frequently curled 
into balls, their heads eemingly 
tucked into their little behinds, the 
winter will be cold.d) if the black 
stripes on either side of the brown 
stripeare particularly wide in 
comparison tothe width of the 
brown stripe, winter will come late 
and be over early. 
e) If the innards of a squished 
woolly bear caterpillar re dark 
yellow in colour, therc'll be an 
early spring. If brown or black, a 
late spring. 
3. Which of the following are 
genuine weather proverbs taken 
from English and American 
folklore? 
a) "As many days old as is the 
Moon on the day of the first snow, 
there'll be that many snowstorms 
before crop planting time." 
b) "When the summer tail feath- 
ers of a hawk shed prior to the full 
Moon in October, there'll be a 
blizzard before Thanksgiving.". 
c) "The first frost in the autumn 
will occur precisely six months 
after the first thunderstorm in the 
spring." 
d) "A hailstorm always follows 
five days after the evening the new 
Moon rises on a Friday the 13th." 
e) "If Candlemas Day be bright 
and clear, we'll have two winters 
in the year." 
f) "If ice in November will bear a 
duck, there'll be nothing thereafter 
but sleet and muck. 
4. Other signs of a long, cold 
winter would include... 
a) Squirrels gathering far more 
than their usual supply of nuts. 
b) Beavers building particularly 
large ledges during the summer. 
c) Much more firewood than 
usual stacked up on the porches of 
long-time Almanac readers. 
Answers: I.c; 2.a,d; 3.a,c,e,f; 
4.a,b.c. 
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N:orthern university sets academic course 
by Nancy On" 
The blueprint for the ful 
first university in 
Columbia in more than 
of a century has been 
.The University of North( 
becoming more than a ch 
"The timing is actual 
get," said the chairm 
Northwest Communit, 
board of trustees Hans V 
seems that we have be~ 
forever, but when yot 
that the president, 
Weller, was only hired 
of this year, and the se 
work, they are doing we 
"At Northwest Comm 
!ege, we are pleased to 
cross-disciplinary a~ 
planned, that laddering 
institutions i  propose4 
there are firm commitments to 
regional delivery. 
" I t  now remains for the important 
• task of making the decisions on 
details of delivery and where and 
when." 
The report commits the university 
to five faculties: 
• .Natural Resources and Environ- 
ment 
• Management and Administration 
Margaret Dediluke: Now we 
must work on the details. 
• Health and Human Sciences 
• Art and Sciences 
• Graduate Studies 
Throughout the report, the 
emphasis is to develop policies 
intended to meet the particular 
Dclcgation from city 
goes to Prince George 
Terrace city council has 
approved the expenditure of up 
to $5,000 to send a delegation to 
Prince George to discuss future 
plans of the University of North- 
ern B.C. Of primary concern to 
council is the role of the univer- 
sity in the Northwest. 
Named to the delegation are 
Gerry Martin, Elaine Maikapar, 
Rod Arnold, Bryan Edwards and 
alderman Darryl Laurent. Th9 
group will w0~ with Gary Mor- 
risen of Northwest Community 
College in developing a strategy 
for their presentation. Mayor 
Jack Talstra and a representative 
from School District 88 will also 
travel to Prince George with the 
delegation. 
/ 
needs of students across northern 
B.C.; to create a "diverse and 
stimulating student body" which 
will include native, northern, inter- 
national, graduate and special 
entry students; to cooperate• and 
ladder coarses with regional col- 
leges and other educational institu- 
tions. " ' 
There is also a recognition of the 
large proportion of mature stu- 
dents that will take advantage .of 
undergraduate as well as graduate 
programs, and a dedication to 
quality service. 
The university is committed to 
"research and develop and expand 
in the social, cultural and econom- 
ic development throughout north- 
ern B.C." and to provide coopera- 
tion with other northern universi- 
ties, circumpolar, pacific and 
international. 
A President's Lecture Series is 
proposed and a President's Coun- 
eft, to coordinate all aspects of 
university-college relations. 
The stated goal is "to provide 
educational opportunities for stu- 
dents to become valuable mem- 
bers or society" with a philosophy 
"intended to meet the particular 
needs of students across northern 
B.C." 
Staffing is in the initial stages, 
with the recruiting of senior staff 
in progress, the vice-presidents, 
academic and administration to be 
completed by December of this 
year. The plan proposes to have 
deans and heads of faculties in 
place by July '92 and to have the 
remainder of staff by July '93, in 
place for the official start in 
September 1993. 
The library will begin its gigantic 
task immediately tohave 150,000- 
200,000 volumes by opening. It 
will be housed temporarily in a 
leased warehouse until the new 
building is completed with facili- 
ties for 500,000 volumes. 
Plans are underway, with archi- 
tectural finns, to complete a small 
campus capable of expansion on 
Cranberry Hill in Prince George. 
At the same time, proposals are 
being confirmed with regional col- 
leges to make use of joint facilities 
until exPansion is warranted. 
The report is divided into three 
phases, with Phase I showing a 
modest start in basic delivery and 
with cooperation with existing col- 
lege or university programs where 
they are already in place. Phase II 
and III will see expansion into 
specialized areas of marine, 
forestry and mining education in 
the resource areas of northern B.C. 
"We are looking-at an overview 
of the next few years," said Mar- 
garet Dediluke, Terrace physio- 
therapist and an appointee on the 
UNBC Council." We are particu- 
larly pleased to see the regional 
goals articulated. 
"These are the guiding strategies, 
the policies and plans that are far- 
reaching. Now we must work on 
the details, particularly the staff, 
who are vitally important for the 
success of the venture." 
In the coming months a steady 
stream of staff appointments will 
be advertised and filled to bring 
Canada's newest university to life. 
More teaching, less research 
commission tells universities 
by Nancy Ont" 
Dr. Stuart Smith, commissioner, 
will have a chance to put into 
"practise what he preaches". 
The one-man Commission of 
~Inquiry on Canadian University 
Education has been travelling the 
country for 14 months gathering 
information on the state of post- 
secondary education in Canada 
and has produced a 179-page 
report that has received mixed 
reactions in the academic world. 
The report is of most interest 
 finch 
GET A TOLSEC ALARM 
Terrace 
3238 Kalum St. 
638-0241fa,6~ o6oa 
A fully momtored alarm system zs the n'~ost 
effective deterrent against break ~n and 
vandahsm In fact most insurance companies 
wdl reduce your homeowners policy. So don't 
watt for a 9rinch to steal your Christmas. g~ve 
your home the protection it needs. 
Prince Rupert 
230-3rd. Ave. W 
627.1111 ~,, 627 : ~a4 
Protect your famdy and home at Christmas and 
throughout the year, with a professionaly 
installed residential alarm System from 
TOLSEC System Featui'es: Backlight key pad,. 
6 user codes, emergency response keys, and 
tailored programming to meet the needs of your 
home 
to the University of Northern B.C. 
On Sept. 21 to 23 at the conclu- 
sion of Dr. Smith's inquiry, he 
attended the UNBC counc i l ' s  
retreat and provided a wealth of 
material information to tile boar~l 
~. ,~ ;~. , '~r~-  ~'~ L , ,~  . _ ~ .~_  
as they deh~rated the final co - 
clusions in UNBC's Academic 
Report published last week. 
Dr. Smith's report has received 
favourable reactions from univer- 
sities across Canada and some 
equally adverse reactions. 
"Canadian universities today are 
fundamentally healthy and are 
serving the country well," said the 
report, adding that "most... would 
rank.., with the top half of the 
United States universities." 
However, in other comments, 
Smith was extremely critical, par- 
ticularly in the field of commit- 
ment to teaching, which he 
described as "undervalued". He 
reports that teaching averaged six 
to seven hours a week but that it 
was difficult to obtain statistics 
from many universities. 
Besides the need for greater com- 
mitment to teaching, some of the 
other conclusions from the Smith 
report are: 
• more should be done to make 
our universities gender neutral 
• transfer of academic redits 
• fees should be increased to 25 
percent of costs, provided that stu- I 
dent loans are more available and i 
could be paid back through the 
income tax system 
• a system of quality control 
sh°uld 'be~gree'dtd~ be all.univer" 
sides " 
• statistics hould be published on I 
operational facts, such as hours of 
teaching, tutorials and senior staff. 
The most controversial topic in 
the report was the importance of 
research to a university and its 
relationship to teaching of stu- 
dents. Leaders of Canada's univer- 
sities are sharply divided on this 
topic. 
Dr. Smith, who graduated in 
medicine from McGill in 1962, 
has had a varied career m in med- 
ical practice at Montreal General 
Hospital; as leader of the Ontario 
Provincial Liberal Party from 
1976-82; as chairman of the Sci- 
ence Council of Canada; and cur- 
rently as president of his own 
management consulting finn. 
Dr. Smith will be able to assist 
with the vital decisions of balance 
between innovative and tradition- 
al, research and teaching. 
The Board of Governors for .~ .  
UNBC has invited Dr. Smith to 
attend further meetings of the 
council as they design the future 
should be simplified 
H[ART 
ANO STROK[ 
rOUNOATIO~I OF 
e ¢ & YUKON 
A thoughtfu l  
of Canada's newest university. 
IMPROVING 
YOUR ODDS 
AGAINST 
CANADA'S 
#1 KILLER. 
Maggie Park 
#209-4526 Park Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G IV1 
638.1167 
way to remember  is with an  In 
Memor iam gift to the Heart  and Stroke Founda- 
tion of B.C. and Yukon.  Please mail  your  donat ion  
to the above address and include the name o f  the 
deceased, your  name and address,  as well as the 
name and address  of the next-of-kin fo r  .an 
acknowledgement  card. 
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. Court. .. 
Thursday, October 10 
Edward ~ George Moore  was 
fined $650 and givena one-year 
driver's licence suspension for 
impaired driving; 
The following convictions took place in Terrace adult criminal 
provincial court on the dates indicated according to information 
provided by the court registry. 
being at large without lawful 
excuse before the expiry of a 
prison term. 
Friday, -October 11 
Irvin Henyu was:sentenced to 
30 days in jail for assault. 
James Jack Robinson was fined 
$700 and given an 18-month 
driver's licence suspension for 
driving with a blood alcohol 
content over the legal limit. 
Diedrich Fehr was sentenced to 
five months in jail and given a 
three-year driver's licence sus, 
pension for driving with a blood 
alcohol content over the legal 
limit. Fehr was also sentenced to 
three months in jail and given a 
three-year driver's licence sus- 
pension, both consecutive to the 
first conviction, for refusing to 
Monday, October 21 
Allen Richard Fawcett was 
sentenced to 30 days in jail and 
given a one-year driver's licence 
suspension for driving with a 
blood alcohol content over the 
legal limit. Fawcett was given a 
seven-day concurrent jail sen- 
tence and a one-year consecutive 
driver's licence suspension under 
a mandatory order of prohib- 
ition. 
Dan'el Marvin Albert was fined 
$400 for failure to comply with 
a condition of recognizance. 
Tuesday, October 22 
Brian William• Layland was 
fined $300 for driving while 
disqualified. 
Sidewalk vendors 
Liquor control Act. 
off street while Albert Clark Grant was fined 
$75 on each of two counts of ~i~ ~ 
being at la rgewi thout  lawfu l  b),law revtewe 
excuse  before the expiry of a 
prison term. . .. 
William Roy Momson was A couple of local street vendors and vendors alike. 
Sentenced to two six-month who have become a part of the At the committee l vel, informa- 
consecutive jail terms on  two downtown scene won't be left out tion was received that tax- paying 
counts of assault causin bodily in the cold. But from their point of business might have the right to 
harm. April Connie Powers was fined view; that's unfortunate, because oppose non-taxpaying vendors. 
that's exactly what they want, to For the committee, this raised' 
$400 and given a one,year driv- 
er's licence suspension for 
impaired driving. 
Samule Charles Hong was One of those vendors is Thornton 
fined $i00 and placed on proba- Crafts and a representative of that 
tion for six months for commit- business concern is upset. On 
ting mischief in relation to prop- Sept. 23, city council seemed to 
¢r ty .  
Marvin Thomas Wesley was 
fined $100 for making a false 
statement accusing another per- 
son of a cdme to a police officer 
and $100 for failing to stop after 
colliding with another vehicle. 
Brock CoUinson was given a 
six-month suspended jail sen- 
tence and ordered'to perform 20 
hours of community service 
work for theft. 
Marvin Grant Quock was fined 
$500 and placed on probation for 
one year for assault. 
Nelson Sousa Furtado was 
be allowed to sell their crafts and 
wares in the 4600 block Lakelse 
during the Christmas season. 
have offered Thornton Crafts a 
temporary licence to operate until 
confusion over an outdated bylaw 
could be resolved. Council sent 
the matter to their Finance Com- 
mittee for discussion and a recom- 
mendadon. 
This seemed to temporarily 
resolve the issue of conflict with 
the old bylaw. At one point, it 
seemed that everyone with a busi- 
ness licence could display their 
wares in the 4600 block Lakelse, 
then the bylaw surfaced and no 
one could, established business 
two  questions. Should a munici- 
pality be subsidizing businesses 
who compete with resident busi- 
nesses, which pay taxes and sup- 
por t the community? And, the 
issue of liability needs to be 
resolved. 
The committee, therefore, came 
up with the following recommen- 
dation: "That a Committee be  
struck between Administration, 
representatives fi'or.~ fl~ local mer- 
chants, and repr~entatives from 
street vendors, with a view to 
arriving at a compromise to 
resolve the matter of street vend- 
ing, with a report coming back to 
Council for study and recommen- 
dation. In the meantime, street 
vending is not to be permitted in 
the 4600 Block of Lakelse 
Avenue." 
provide a breath sample to a Mark annibal was fined $750 fined $400 and given a onc'year 
police officer, for possession of narcotics for driver's licence suspension for Terrace- 
Mark Robinson was fined $350 the purpose of trafficking, driving while prohibited. "~ ~-- 
and given a one-year driver's , Daniel Hong-Ross was given ~ : : r -  
licence suspension for driving Thursday, October 24 two consecutive 14-day jail .:!r~ :i- I n t e r i o r s  L d .  
with a blood alcohol content Frank David Miller was fined sentences for committing mis- , ? 4610 Lazelle Ave, 
over the legal limit. $200 for a violation of the chief in relation to property. .L ..... 635"6600 " 
Robert Lee Harrison was'fined i "All the supplies you need" 
$400 for operating a motor ," . . . . . .  " i 
vehicle without the appropriate ~,  : *Exterior and interior paints 
class of  licence. ~ .Complete line of Blinds 
Carlos Edward Rozsas was ' ~ ~ . . ' ~ ~  
fined $200 for illegal possession I . / ~ /~ *Large sol .~tiOnln stock°f wallpapez 
of narcotics. 
Robert James Wagner was 
fined $200 for a violation of the 
Wildlife Act. 
Williehillan Wiebc was fined 
$100 for making harrassing 
telephone calls. 
Gaston Joseph Gagnon was 
sentenced to 30 days in jail and 
prohibited from driving for two 
years for refusing to provide a 
breath sample to a police officer. 
Joao Francisco Vincentc was 
fined $300 for driving while 
prohibited. 
Thursday, October 17 
James Walter Young was fined 
$500 and prohibited from driv- 
ing for three months for driving 
with a blood alcohol content 
over the legal limit. 
Jarod Douglas Allen was fined 
$500 and given a one-year driv- 
er's licence suspension for driv- 
ing with a blood alcohol content 
over the legal limit. 
William Philip Hcisler was 
sentenced to 14 days in jail and 
given a one-year driver's licence 
suspension for impaired riving. 
Friday, October 18 
Vernon Bruce laing was fined 
$400 and given a one-year driv- 
er's licorice suspension for 
impaired driving, 
Terry Glen Adams was fined 
$200 for using a forged docu- 
Brian Albert Wishard was 
sentenced to 21 days in jail for 
ARIES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 2,0 
GEMINI 
May 21-June 20 
CANCER 
June 2t-July 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Ocl. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
Consult expert before investing your personal 
assets. Timing is not good for high risk 
investment. 
Be more competitive with associates, if you are 
not closely involved in the planning stage, you 
will be left behind. 
Become more involved in philanthropic 
organizations. Give more of yourself to others 
who can benefit from your talents. 
Long term relationship may be coming to an end. 
Do not look at it as a failure; accept i and go 
on with your life. 
Obtain exercise any way possible. Pump that 
blood by jogging or walking at lunch or 
breaklime. Be innovative. 
Accept invitation from surprise source. Do not 
go with any pre-conceived notions and you will 
enjoy yourself immensely. 
Budget your time more wisely. Put in writing 
your daily activities and eliminate hose that are 
superfluous. 
A windfall comes your way. Take care that you 
do not throw it away on futile investment. Be 
wary of hangers-on. 
1 Exist 
3 Printer's measure, 
pl. 
6 ~ for news 
10 Before long 
12 Hired 
13 Concept 
14 Medicinal plant TXIS WEgKS 
15 Spoil PUZZLE'ANSWER 
16 Penny 
17 Type o I s l  sl ~1 ~--~--- ol ~I "1 si 
19 Add on I "1 Vl Zl " I  al al s I  Sl al Zl '~1 
21 Knight's oath I el z l  ul z l  nl el ~! HI vl al vl 
23 Like better ~ - - ~ - - ~ - - ~ - ' ~  
27 Washington ...... ~ -~ l~-O- - J~  Z-[ N ~ - - ~ ~  
29 French river 1 o I a I s I s I t, I a I a I '1 Sl 1,1 
3t Choice I el ~I  sI *'1 vl " I  al el ~I sl 
32 smelt stream lal el ' l l  sl "1 vl al ,~ l  '1 nl al 
34 Crews ~ 't zl ~l a l  ul al sl z l  ol el 
36 Beckon t- , , , 
7A  ad H ~3 2 Hd Q VD3 
41 Nay /,q s/zl o i  ~1 vl "1  al °] ~1 vl 
44 Poverty ! 2 ON N~ B' 46 Geraint's wl e 
48 "Curtains" 
51 ~_ Bade 
54 Downcast 
56 Triad 
57 Reside 
58 . __  Arden 
59 Warmth 
60 Hurried 
61 Bishopric 
62 ~ Sullivan 
gOWN 
1 Dan 
2 Force 
3 Shade tree 
4 Essence of something 
5 Impoverish 
6 Melillc element 
?Poem 
8 Jap. money 
9 Corrode 
10 Droop 
11 Bullfight cW 
18 Port. to the Odent 
20 Plleated 
22 Scot. river 
24 Five bucks 
25 Eng. town, 
26 Redecorate 
27 Tripoli measure 
28 Swear 
30 Better 
33 Insect egg 
35 Chess piece 
30 Thoughf 
40 Fume 
43 City in Michigan 
45 Challenged 
47 Bird of peace 
49 Aunt, Sp, 
50 Very angry 
51 Smith and Jolson 
52 Pickpocket 
53 Hallt 
55 Tiny 
SAGITTARIUS For more success in both business attd romance, I • - -  " "  " " " - -  - -  - -  - -  
Nov. 2Z-Dec. 21 cooperation from you is of great significance. Be ~ s 
willing to bend . . . . . . .  I 1 ---- --- " -  
CAPRICORN Proceed with caution where relatives are con- ; It) 
Dec. 22-Jan. 19 cerned. Donot put much stock in their counse l ;  . . . . . . . .  _ _  m .-.. 
listen to your intuition. It6 
AQUARIUS Misunderstanding between you and a close friend . . . . .  I-- -- - - I l l  
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 can be avoided if you watch your words. Be | 
generous. I I - ' -  I -  - -  PISCF~ Demands are made against your time. Do not i ~ ue !~ 4 ~ I 
I ,mmmm ~ 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 give in if it conflicts with your present asser ive. ' ' I !  i * I ii 
~ iqp , l tmmm mint ~ ~ 
Bert Delicatessen = i " i t  's - -  .ll _ I I  
1 
 
Let nrst I I 
~" bite! Super sandwiches, Fresh salads, I I ,2 
beverages, sausages, European I I 
aotu~a~;~a Phnn~ ahead and we' l l  l l 
lunch ready when 
Ave., Terrace 
i - - | i l  - i i  
I I l l  II 
I I I I  all 
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L • 
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SLOPE SET-UP, Karel Trappl and other members of the 
Shames Mountain Ski Club helped outfit prospective skiers of 
all ages at their annual ski swap on 0ct.26 in the arena 
banquet room Powder fever is infecting the city as downhill 
fanciers await the opening of Shames Mountain Nov15 
Timbermen undefeated 
in coast tournament 
ry over Rupert's Wrinkles in the 
final. 
Terrace Timbermen also had an 
unblemished record. Kitimat's 
Molson Golden Oldies won 'C' 
section on a 4-I win over Smithers 
45's in the deciding contest. 
Ten teams competed in the Fri- 
day-to-Sunday event. 
Weekend of road work for 
= school volleyball squads 
Caledonia Kermode senior girls 
grabbed top honours at Kitimat's 
high school volleyball playday on 
Oct. 26 by going undefeated 
against all four opponents in best- 
of-three matches. 
They downed Aiyansh 2-0, then 
beat Prince Rupert 2-0 before 
knocking off Bulkley Valley 
Christian 2-0. In their last match it 
was 2-0 once more-  this time 
over Kitimat. 
Meanwhile, Kermode boys host- 
ed Bulldey Valley Christian for a 
series of seven games. Kermodes, 
now ranked eighth best senior vol- 
leyball team in B.C., took six of 
the seven matches. 
The Grade 8 Skeooa boys' vol- 
leyball team travelled to •Houston 
for a six-team tournament and 
came home with third place. 
Skeena opened with a loss to 
Bulkley Valley Christian, then 
downed Chandler Park Number 
Two. Their third match was a win 
over Houston Secondary, then 
another win over Houston Chris, 
tian. Skeena wound up losing to 
Chandler Park Number One in 
their finale. 
Skeena's 'B' gkls took in a tour- 
nament at Smithers. They lost 15- 
4, 15-5 to Smithers, then lost 15-3, 
15-8 to Kitimat 'B' .  Against 
Bums Lake they won 10-15, 15-7, 
15-5. Finally it was a loss to 
Nisga'a 13-15, 15-12, 15-3. 
The Skeena Tsimpsean Junior 
'A' girls' and boys' teams trav- 
elled to Prince George for 10-team 
tournaments, along with Thornhill 
entries. 
Skeena girls placed first in their 
five-team pool for round-robin. 
They beat Mackenzie 15-8, 15-7, 
then downed South Peace of Daw- 
son Creek 15-1, 15-3. Next was a 
Pumpkin to Wolverines 
Thornhill Junior 'A' girls' and boys' volleyball teams had a 
hot Oct. 26 weekend at Prince George where they won both 
sides of the 20-team 'Pumpkin Pound-a-Round' junior high 
school volleyball tournament. 
It was pretty well one-sided for both squads, with the girls 
losing only one of their matches while the boys went through 
unbeaten. 
After winning their five-team round-robin side, the 
Wolverine girls knocked off Terrace Skeena in the semi- 
Finals before winning the best.of-three final against John 
Mdnnes school in two out of three. Thornhill's Autumn 
Richard won the most valuable player award. 
The Wolverine boys, who won this same tournament in
1990, repeated by downing D.P. Todd in the title match. 
Wolverines' Brett Kluss won the most valuable player hen- 
our, while Bretton Overton was picked for the all.star team. October was Prince Rupert's turn 
to play host to a northwest Old- 
timers' hockey tournament, but 
the hometown teams failed to cash 
in on the 'win' column at the Oct. 
26 weekend event. 
The strong Houston Hobblers 
won 'A' section as expected with 
an unbeaten mark and a 9-3 victo- 
victory over Kelly Road 12-15, 
15-6, 15-5, and a two straight win 
against Lakewood 15-12, 15-13. 
In the semi-finals they ran up 
against cross-town rivals Thornhill 
Wolverines. They lost 15-8, 3-15, 
8-15 to finish third overall. 
The girls came home with a tro- 
phy for winning the 'Best Team 
Warmup'. They also placed Lori 
Bureau on the all-star team. 
Skeena's boys had a rougher 
time, winning one and losing three 
in their five-team round-robin. 
Their only victory was against 
Mackenzie after losses to D.P. 
Todd, Lakewood and Dawson 
Creek. They placed fourth in their 
round-robin section with not 
enough wins to earn a pJayoff 
berth. 
The tourney was named the 
Prince George Pumpkin 'potmd-a- 
round ' .  
Where the 
athletes and the 
readers meet: 
• the Terrace Review 
Sports Section 
IROnWORHS 
n GYM & FITNESS CENTRE 
NOW OFFERING 
DAY CARE 
Starting 
qovember 4, 1991 
Call now for a 
II reservation. 
II ~ • Experienced Staff 
(~ '~- '~ ' /  ] • Reasonable Rates 
~ ~ TANNING 
~'~ ~ SESSIONS 
635-4130 
A complete line of the latest " 
Looking Good, Feeling Great 
OPEN 6A.M. WEEKDAY S 
ER 
WINE ,¢;TORE 
"i: .i : i i : : "  i i  ,:~ii~ : . . . .  i :  " i i i ~';Y:~ 
• EASY ACCESS • FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE 
• LOTS OF PARKING .AND... 
..FEATURING A COMPLETE LINE OF SPORTS CLOTHING, 
SWEATS, JACKETS, CAPS, ETC. 
CIGARETTES $5.00 
BRING IN YOUR EMPTIES 
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November- December 
schedule for Terrace 
Men's Rec Hockey League 
Nov. 6 
Riverside Auto Wranglers vs Terrace Timberman 
Northern Motor Inn Okies vs Convoy Supply 
Nov. 7 
Norrn's Auto Refinishing vs Back Eddy Pub Bulls 
Nov. 9 
Northern Motor Inn Okies vs Convoy Supply 
Back Eddy Pub Bulls vs Precision Builders 
Nov, 10 
Skeena Hotel vs Norm's Auto Refinishing 
Inn of the West vs All Seasons 
Nov, 12 
No~:m's Auto Refinishing vs Precision Builders 
Skeena Hotel vs All Seasons 
Nov. 13 
Northern Motor Inn Okies vs Terrace Timberman 
Riverside vs Convoy Supply 
Nov, 14 
Inn of the West vs Back Eddy Pub Bulls 
Nov. 16 
Norm's Auto Refinishing vs Terrace Tirnberman 
Skeena Hotel vs Convoy Supply 
Nov, 17 
All Seasons vs Riverside Auto Wranglers 
Inn of the West vs Northern Motor Inn Okies 
Nov. 19 
Skeena Hotel vs Back Eddy Pub Bulls 
Inn of the West vs Precision Builders 
Nov. 20 
Convoy Supply vs Terrace Timberman; Riverside 
Auto Wranglers vs Northern Motor Inn Okies 
Nov. 21 
Norm's Auto Refinishing vs All Seasons 
Nov. 23-- no games scheduled 
Nov. 24 
Northern Motor Inn Okies vs Terrace Timberman 
Riverside Auto Wranglers vs Convoy Supply 
Nov. 26 
Norm's Auto Refinishing vs Inn of the West 
All Seasons vs Back Eddy Pub Bulls 
Nov. 27 
Riverside Auto Wranglers vs Terrace Timberman 
Northern Motor Inn Okies vs Convoy Supply 
Nov. 28 
Skeena Hotel vs Precision Builders 
Nov. 30 
Skeena Hotel vs Back Ebby Pub Bulls 
Inn of the West vs Precision Builders 
Dec. 1 
Riverside Auto Wranglers vs Northern Motor Inn 
Okies; Norm's Auto Refinishing vs All Seasons 
Dec. 3 
Back Eddy Pub Bulls vs Precision Builders 
Skeena Hotel vs Norrn's Auto Refinishing 
Dec. 4 
Northern Motor Inn Okies vs Terrace Timberman 
Riverside Auto Wranglers vs Convoy Supply 
Dec. 5 
Inn of the West vs All Seasons 
Dec, 7 
Riverside Auto Wranglers vs Convoy Supply 
Skeena Hotel vs Precision Builders 
Dec. 8 
Norm's Auto Refinishing vs Inn of the West 
All Seasons vs Back Eddy Pub Bulls 
Dec. 10 
Skeena Hotel vs Inn of the West 
All Seasons vs Precision Builders 
Dec. 11 
Convoy Supply vs Terrace Timberman; Riverside 
Auto Wranglers vs Northern Motor Inn Okies 
Dec. 12 
Norm's Auto Refinishing vs Back Eddy Pub Bulls 
Dec. 14 
Norm's Auto Refinishing vs All Seasons 
Northern Motor Inn Okies vs Convoy Supply 
Dec. 15 
Inn of the West vs Precision Builders 
Skeena Hotel vs Back Eddy Pub Bulls 
Dec. 17 
Norm's Auto Refinishing vs Precision Builders 
Inn of the West vs Back Eddy Pub Bulls 
Dec. 18 
Riverside Auto Wranglers vs Terrace Timberman 
Northern Motor Inn Okies vs Convoy Supply 
Dec. 19 
Skeena Hotel vs All Seasons 
Terrace Men's Recreational Hockey League 
Dighton Haynes- 635-2925 
GAME SCORES 
Oct. 26 Inn of the West 
Oct. 27 Convoy Supply 
Oct. 27 Precision Builders 
Oct. 29 All Seasons 
Oct. 29 Precision Builders 
Oct. 30 Terrace Timberman 
Oct. 30 Northern Motor Inn Okies 
Oct. 31 Skeena Hotel 
4 
9 
6 
5 
Back Eddy Pub 
Northern Motor Inn Okies . . . . .  
All Seasons 
Inn of the West 
Back Eddy Pub 
Convoy Supply 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 
3 
1 
3 
5 
3 
2 
4 
5 
STANDINGS 
Team Recreational Div. 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 
Precision Builders 
Inn of the West 
All Seasons 
Skeena Hotel 
Back Eddy Pub 
GP W L T GF GA PTS 
8 5 2 1 39 33 11 
9 5 3 1 45 33 11 
10 5 4 1 53 48 11 
9 5 4 0 39 41 10 7 
9 6 o z6 6 
Team Oldtimers DIv'. ~ ~: :  GP 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 9 
Terrace Timberman 7 
• Riverside Auto Wranglers 9 
Convoy Supply 9 
W L 
5 4 
4 2 
3 5 
1 6 
T GF GA P'rs 
0 24 34 10 
1 34 24 9 
1 31 39 7 
2 27 49 4 
Come over to the Professionals at 
A complete  personol ized Agency 4648 Lokelse Ave.,  Terroce 
HOME--  LIFE-- FIRE 
BOAT-- BUSINESS 
m 
The last obstacle, a green one, fell on the Kermode Cut last 
week at Shames Mountain. The Kermode is one of two new 
runs created for this year's skiing season, rated upper 
Intermediate in difficulty. 
Sing your way 
to the top of the charts 
Come out to ~raokc Night and sing. along 
Northern Motor ][nn, 3086; Hw~d' 1(; E., 
Terrace phone 635-63'/5 
I 
Jt K 
The War Amps CHAMP Program is"making the system work', for 
child amputees. CHAMP provides: 
• up-to-date information on artificial limbs; 
• specially designed recreational limbs; 
• financial assistance; 
• counselling Programs - Matching Mothers and Junior 
Counselling; 
• safety Programs - PLAYSAFE and SAFETY WALK; 
• regional Seminars for amputee youngsters and their parents. 
Thanks to your support.Programs like CHAMP are possible. 
The War Amputations ofCanada 
National Headquarters A 
i~  2827 Riverside Drive 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KIV 0C4 
Chadtable Registration No.: 0286831 09 
.J ,i':: 
i ! /L 
3: 
i '~ ~, 
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Lake suffering under human pressure 
Salmon 
group 
could help 
through 
education, 
says local 
researcher 
by Ted Strachan 
The Salmonid Enhancement 
Task Group (SETG) met in Ter- 
race recently, and perhaps the 
greatest value from that meeting 
was the knowledge SETG mem- 
bers gained of the Northwest. 
They toured the Kitimat induslrial 
and port areas, the Kifimat Hatch- 
ery, and in Terrace the Deep 
Creek and Eby Street hatcheries. 
There were also formal presen- 
tations providing an overview of 
Northwest hatchery projects by 
Fisheries and Oceans Community 
Advisoys. And there was a presen- 
~tation by Harry Nyce on the histo- 
ry of Nisga'a land claims as well 
as a presentation by Dr. Norma 
Kerby on the value and future 
prospects of the Lakelse Lake 
Area. 
Kerby's presentation was time- 
ly. Since the Orenda Forest Prod- 
ucts announcement that proposed 
the construction of a coated paper 
mill at the Dubose Industrial Site 
south of Lakelse Lake, a number 
of views concerning the Kitimat 
Valley have come forth, some 
based on knowledge and experi- 
ence, others on misinformation. 
• What are the real environmen- 
tal threats to the area? Logging? 
Industrial expansion? The people 
who live here? Or all of the 
above? Kerby focused in on the 
people who live in or visit the area 
from time to time. 
The Lakelse watershed is rich 
in fish and wildlife values, recre- 
ational values and tourism values, 
says Kerby. And it is provincially 
significant for the fishery values it 
contains. In the Skecna watershed, 
the Lakelse lake and dyer system 
provide 56 percent of all pink 
salmon produced, 37 percent of 
the coho, and 90 percent of the 
chum salmon. 
"It's a very clean, warm, highly 
productive lake," says Kerby. 
And, "We're talking about salmon 
in the millions using this system." 
This influx of a million or more 
salmon each year attracts a large 
number of grizzly bears and small 
fur bearing animals. But the same 
things that attract he salmon, 
hears and fur bearers, attract 
other users - -  people. 
Warm water lakes in the North- 
i ~ /i: ::i i ~ 
. . .  
STRAINING THE PLAYGROUND. Visitors, residents 
and industry are making Lakelse Lake a victim of its own 
attractiveness. A Terrace planning consultant, Dr. Norma 
Kerby, thinks there will have to be some concessions made 
by all groups that use the lake if it is going to remain 
healthy. 
west are few and far between, says 
Kerhy, and as a result, "Over 80 
percent of the households in Kifi- 
mat and Terrace use the Lakelse 
Lake watershed for recreation. 
Fifty-six percent of households in 
Prince Rupert use the Lakelse 
Lake system for recreation. And 
approximately 30 percent from the 
Hazelton's and Smithers." 
What these percentages add up 
to are somewhere between 5,000 
to 6,000 people using the Lakelse 
area on any given weekend in the 
summer for activities that have 
recently begun to extend into the 
fringes of spring and fall. Even 
winter time users are increasing in 
numbers: there are more people 
today who enjoy ice skating, 
tobogganing, ice fishing and 
snowmobiling. 
"And with that number of peo- 
ple," says Kerby, "comes a 
tremendous pressure on that 
ecosystem." 
Fish and wildlife thrive in areas 
with a vegetated shoreline, but 
people do not. "That system is not 
as desirable for recreation so what 
has been a trend since the 1920's 
is the change in environment 
towards people-use, which is 
detracting from the requirements 
of fish." 
But there is a newer trend that 
is more disturbing than occasional 
users of the lake: the growing 
number of residential homes being 
built in the area. "This," says 
Kerby, "has a significantly differ- 
ent type of impact." 
The fringes of Lakelse Lake are 
a flood plain and for that reason a 
little landscaping must be done 
before building in the area. Year 
round sewage, fertilizers and 
chemicals in the garden all has to 
go somewhere, and the only place 
it can go is into the lake. As a 
result, the relatively nutrient-poor 
system where salmon thrive 
becomes a nutrient-rich system 
best suited for more coarse fish. 
Swamps are excellent areas for 
fish fry to eat and grow, but as 
permanent residential pressure 
builds, there is a tendency to drain 
[hose swamps, fill them in, and 
destroy piece by piece the habitat 
that supports a million or more 
young salmon. 
There are also the industrial 
No one really knows how much 
air emissions are affecting the 
Lakelse system at the moment, 
says Kerby, because the data nec- 
essary to analyze the situation 
doesn't exist. Butair emissions 
can alter the acidity of the water in 
the valley, both with acid rain and 
the not-so-familiar impact of acids 
retained in snow that is released 
rapidly during spring thaw, acid. 
snow. 
With the variety of users in the 
Lakelse area, then, the question 
becbmes, "What is the carrying 
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users. Logging, the region's pri- 
mary industry, affects fish and 
wildlife through the removal of 
natural habitat. 
"As forest cover is removed 
and regeneration gains," says 
Kerby, "there are periods of time 
when the hydrology of feeder 
streams into the lake is altered. A 
clear cut area has much greater 
peaks and lows in terms of water 
quality. And if that area is slash- 
burned, then the nutrients will be 
mobilized and go into the system 
which is already starting to experi- 
ence some stress in terms of nutri- 
ent loading from residential 
dwellings." 
There are other industrial users 
nearby and a potential for even 
more to come. The existing pulp 
and paper and aluminum plants 
pollute the same airshed that is 
absorbing a part of the impact of 
people who use the lake. 
Kcrby explains that at certain 
times of the year, particularly dur- 
ing high pressure weather systems 
in the summer, air dispersion qual- 
ities are poor. At other times there 
arc inversion layers that hold 
industrial emissions in the valley. 
capacity of the system?" 
According to Kerby: "There is 
a threshold level beyond which 
you start changing the characteris- 
tics of the lake which hasn't 
changed yet, we're still within the 
safe boundaries; but in terms of 
long-term planning you want to 
address that issue and ask, 'How 
far can we. go before we lose the 
resource?'" 
Finding solutions will be diffi- 
cult, but solutions must be found. 
Recreational users can't be prohib- 
ited, and the residents can't be 
moved away. Existing industries 
can't be shut down. And faced 
with current economic factors, it is 
very difficult o tell new industries 
they are no longer welcomed in 
tbe area. 
But if the fish are killed, what 
are the economic implications of 
such a catastrophic event? The 
fishing industry would disappear. 
There would be few tourists. 
There would be no recreational 
fishing opportunity for residents of 
the area. So solutions obviously 
must be found. 
One solution is to balance the 
users, thcir habits and their num- 
bets. This could be done through 
legislation based on data that does 
not yet exist. Another solution is 
education. But education isn't  
always readily accepted. 
Kerby says the Salmon 
Enhancement Task Group may 
hold the key. Elementary schoOl 
students have a hunger for knowl- 
edge and the SETG Salmonid 
Enhancement:Program in schools 
is building a solid base of young 
people who are aware of the 
importance of maintaining a irish 
and wildlife habitat for the future,. 
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In part, the program deals with 
compromise, a little give and take 
on the part of each user. 
And for school children, it's a 
hands-on experience that won't be 
forgotten easily. Learning to rec- 
ognize the value of reed beds for 
rearing fish, visiting hatcheries, 
raising fry in the classroom and 
releasing them in streams to one 
day return and spawn... "For 
them," says Kerby, "It is a touch 
of reality." 
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()renda gets conditio, nal support from regional.. . .board 
Both the City of Terrace and 
the Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine have forwarded submis- 
sions to the Major Project Review 
Committee that support he Orcn- 
da pulp mill proposal at the 
Dubose Industrial Site, subject o 
the government's investigation 
into environmental concerns. 
A resolution adopted by city 
council earlier this month was 
attached to their submission and 
states: "That the City of Terrace 
support he proposal by Orenda 
Forest Products and encourage the 
Major Project Review Process to 
approve in principle the Orenda 
Project at the Prospectus stage." 
The motion was made by alder- 
man Danny Sheridan, seconded by 
Mo Takhar, and received unani- 
mous upport. 
The regional district's ubmis- 
sion was only at a draft stage at 
their most recent meeting and has 
since been modified a little and 
adopted by a telephone poll. Dur- 
ing their Oct.19 meeting of the 
board, however, regional dir- 
ectors did pass a resolution 
outlining their official position. 
Their position was made in the 
form of a motion by director 
"Sandy Sandhals encouraged 
approval in principle by the 
MPRP, subject o the approval of 
various government agencies. 
Sandhals's motion was amended 
by Ray Brady, who. added that he 
regional board did not support he 
building of a separate construction 
camp at the Dubose Site unless all 
other available accommodation in 
the area was fully utilized. The 
motion was adopted unanimously 
as amended. 
These two resolutions outline 
the basic direction taken by both 
local and regional government, but 
their individual submissions are 
far more precise. The city's sub- 
mission begins by addressing eco- 
nomic issues. For one, technologi- 
cal change has resulted in a declin- 
ing number of jobs in the North- 
west and the Orenda proposal 
holds the promise of retaining 
some of those lost jobs. 
It is noted in the submission 
that Orenda claims the project 
would offer 570 man years of 
employment in the construction 
stage and 141 man years of work 
in the operational stage. The num- 
ber of dollars generated inthe area 
is noted as well. According to 
Orenda, they would spend about 
$20 million here during construc- 
tion and $17 million annually once 
paper production begins. 
The advantages of a value- 
added forest industry are listed, 
and there is also a discussion on 
the imbalance of taxable industrial 
base among the three largest 
Northwest communities. Kitimat 
is the clear winner at the present 
time with 56 percent of their tax 
base on industrial land. Prince 
Rupert is second with 37 percent. 
And Terrace lags far behind with 
only seven percent of their tax 
base on industrial land. 
It is expected that Orenda 
would pay between $1 and $2 mil- 
lion in property taxes annually, 
and if city boundaries were 
expanded that could up the per- 
centage of taxable industrial land 
in Terrace from seven to perhaps 
40 percenL 
On environmental issues, the 
city's submission isbased entirely 
on the experience of their tours of 
similar mills in Duluth and Grand 
Rapids Minnesota l st August. 
The city's submission suggests 
that the city and the region would 
receive considerable conomic 
benefits, the Minnesota tour 
demonstrated the process can fit 
into the environment with minimal 
impact, and it is the city's hope the 
technology will establish new 
standards for the pulp industry in 
B.C. 
The regional board will support 
the project provided it is proven 
environmentally safe and con- 
struction workers utilize available 
accommodation before a construc- 
tion camp is built. In addition, 
however, the regional dislrict sub- 
mission includes the concerns of 
interest groups and smaller com- 
munities as well as inquiries from 
the regional district o other senior 
government agencies. 
City pays admission to MPSC 
TALSTRA: Cheesed off at 
travel costs. 
Terrace mayor Jack Talstra is 
a little upset with the .Major 
Project Review Process. City 
council was pleased afew weeks 
ago when they named their own 
representative to the •Major Pro- 
ject Review Process steering 
committee that will examine the 
Orenda Forest Products ground- 
wood pulp mill and paper propo- 
sal. The committee, however, 
meets in Vancouver. 
MPRP co-chairman Frank 
Blase tti said in an interview with 
the Ter race  Rev iew two months 
ago that the committee meets in 
Vancouver because most of the 
people on the committee live in 
that area. "It's a matter of con- 
venience," he said. 
But ~ what is convenient for 
some becomes an expense for 
others. Terrace council was a 
little surprised Monday night 
when the}, received a request 
from economic development 
officer Peter Monteith, the city's 
member on the MPSC, for 
$1,100 in travel expenses to go 
to an MPSC meeting. 
"I'm surprised everybody has 
to pay," said Talstra. "They form 
a committee and say you have to 
go. Then you're on there and 
you have to pay." 
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Busi'ne, s ui 
c' ac al 's  u.eral  er ices 
&  rentalorium  tll. 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
Phone (604) 635-2444 
Jeanette Schulmeister 
James B. Westerrnan 
Doug MacFarland 
Serving Northwestern B.C. 
COOSEMANS PIANOS 
IMPORTS- SALES 
PIANO TUNING, 
REGULATION & REBUILDING 
Jos~ Coosemans 
4703 Straume Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
CANADA V8G 2C4 
(604) 635-9275 
THE BODYSHOP 
6 3 5- 3 9 2 9 c' 
SKE'- ENA BELTING & 
RUBBER SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable --  High QualitY 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in conveyor belt 
installations, splicing, and repairs 
vulcanizing end pulley logging 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638-0b(~ 
MERCCRUISERS ~r MARiNER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTOOARO MARINER JETS 
HOMELIGHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
SHINOAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
0L No. 7550 & POWER PRODUCTS 
2909] [635" 4946 Greig Ave. ,  Terrace 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30- 10:30 daily 
2701 S. Ka lum 635-6180 
"A True Northwest Company" 
EC #1051 638-0241 
(24 Hrs.) 
Ha/rwav  
'o Porms We speclailzo In • Faollls 
• Colour strslOM razor shaves • Manicures 
• Creative Cuts and tlperL • Pec l~ 
• New Look Consultations • Waxln9 
• Braids & Up.do's • Nails 
635.5727 or 63S-4555 
4M6 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Jack Beck 
PUBLISHED BY CLOSE UP 
BUSINESS SERVICES LTI), 
Sales Representative 
Tel (604) 635-7840 
Fax (604) 635-7269 
Resldence (604) 635-2608 
Terrace Revlew 
4535 Grelg Avenue 
Terrace, Brltlsh Columbla 
VBG IM7 
ACCURACY 
OBJECTIVITY 
INTEGRITY 
DON'T LET THAT 
BIG ONE 
QEr AWAY! 
:)rop a line in t h e ~  
Terrace Review 
Classified Section for fast 
results. 
Jon's Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Roders 
Portraits 
Family Sittings 
5 Minute Passposts 
Dry Mounting 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G I P9 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Editions 
Laminating 
Bus. 635-5288 
Res. 635-5544 
No remedy for 
tax billing error 
Chapter One Investments Ltd., 
the registered owner of Mountain- 
view Manor in the 4500 block 
Greig Ave,, claims to have been 
overcharged for city utilities and 
wants a refund. But they can't get 
a refund, the city has told them, 
with the exception of the current 
billing year. 
In a letter to city council, Brian 
Johnston of Chapter One Invest- 
ments explains they have been 
billed at a rate for 24 units but the 
building only contains 11. Moun- 
tainview Manor did contain 24 
units at one time, buts 1981 reno- 
vation project done under city per- 
mit reduced the number of units to 
11. 
Johnston goes on to say he 
approached city staff when he 
became aware of the error but was 
advised by city treasurer Keith 
Norman that it was consistent with 
city policy to refund for the cur- 
rent taxation year only. Johnston 
asked to see the policy. He was 
told it was an unwritten policy. 
In a letter to Johnston dated 
eel 4, ,Norman points out that the 
city too fives with that policy. "In 
fact several years ago when it was 
discovered that the computer was 
only charging 10 percent of water 
consumption the correction was 
only made for the current year and 
resulted in lost revenue of about 
$120,000 tothe city." 
In his letter to council, John- 
ston continues: "Mr. Norman also 
states that some onus is on the 
owner of the property to advise the 
city when the bills did not reduce 
when the building changed from 
24 units to 11 units," Writes John- 
ston. "As we never owned or oper- 
ated the building as 24 units we 
had no way of knowing if there 
was any change in the bil l ing 
amount. 
"In looking at the utility bills 
themselves I cannot figure out 
how the amount charged is arrived 
at from the information on the bill. 
I asked Mr. Norman how I could 
tell what I was being billed for 
from the bill and he advised me 
that there was no way of telling 
from the bill." 
The matter has been sent to 
council's Finance Committee for 
further consideration, and one of 
the first things the committee 
might want to do is determine how 
much of Johnston's money is 
involved. According to city 
administrator Bob Hallsor, an 
exact number has not yet been 
determined, but it could be as 
much as $2,000. 
~1~. ~ii 
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• PINNED, Following a recent meeting of Kitselas Lodge 123 in Terrace, Masonic Widow's 
pins were presented to Nancy err, Vesta Douglas and Betty Barwise. With the recipients are 
lodge member Bob Kelsey, lodge master Ron Snider and district deputy grand master Grant 
Bowker. 
Christmas 
parade. 
approved 
by city 
It appears the Christmas 
season in Terrace will be a 
little more festive than usual 
this year. Terrace city coun- 
cil has granted authority to 
close Lakelse Ave, between 
noon and 1 p.m. on Dec. 7 
for a "Macy's" style Santa 
parade. 
The idea was put before 
council Oct. 14 by LYnda 
Bretfeld, who said local 
businesses and industries 
would be invited to partici- 
pate. 
And, of course, Santa as 
well. 
Jane's Pet Gallery Thornhill lectric 
3532 Old Lakeln Lake Dr, ,.(~%~ I 
p R ~:~l~m~l~u evision autho~ ~~ FREED0gP*CKUpand C t AND(;r°°mingDE, LW ER¥~llr~-'b~~ Terrace ph.635-9787 .~  
ELECTRONIC ~ iEUH ~ .pet Portraits specializing in 
ENGINEERING * i :  ~ ~! ':~%'1'0 ~ ~ .  Original Pastel Portraits ~ residential & 
Residential, Commercial ;~;;InSld0uIIs0t;la~ 1 Ix IIIDIJSTIIt .) ~ '  Dogs, Cats, Horses and Wildlife ~ commercial w/ring ~- '~  
635-6552 
Electronic Equipment , JANE TURNER 638-8018 Re 8, #16984 Rlok Betatron, ewnertmaniger 
635-5134 4519 Lakelse, Ter race  
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry Renovations 
"No  Job too Smal l "  
3514 King Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4Z3 
GREENING TOURS LTD. 
CUSTOMIZED TOWN AND COUNTRY SCENIC TOURS 
Seniors l~ates 
Malcolm Simons 
Ph. 635-7724 
2090 Churchill Drive, R.R. #4 
Terrace British Columbia 
Canada V8G 4V2 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
Fax (604) 638-8991 
4711-A Kelth Ave. 
A uto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
e3s.l  
West Coast suppLi GARMENTS 
Landscaping 
DESIGN,..-~. INSTALLATION 
MAINTENANCE 6~3~~~2 COMMERCIAL -- RESIDENTIAL 
• LAWN REJUVENATION ' G I2APH ICS~CI'#EEN Pl2I NIS  
• PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP T~-e. B.C. 
• IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 5031 KEITH AVENUE 6'35- 7731 
"YOUR AUTHORIZED 
LENNOX DEALER" 
Heating & 
Air Conditioning 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
SKIDOO 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles • Chllnsswe 
SnowmoMles • Madne Supplies 
TERRACE A EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph, 635-6384 
RON 
Muffler Centre 
NATIONALLY GUARANTEED 
"If you're satisfied, tell others 
. . .  i f  not . . ,  tell us ."  
4918 Greig Ave. 
Tefface, B.C. V8G 1N4 
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While drills and geologists probe Eskay Creek, road builders have bridged 
the Iskut River and are opening up the remote valley for industrial 
transportation. The crews have gone as far as Volcano Creek, where the road 
will go south to the Eskay camp. 
Thousands of drills have 
by Michael Kelly 
A t  the end of August the 
atmosphere at Bell II was cool 
and humid. Fog and low cloud, 
dropping spatters of rain drifted 
through the tree tops. 
The base manager at Northern 
Mountain Helicopters, peering 
from the door of the trailer that 
houses the flying company's 
base at the outpost, said it was 
fine weather for flying. 
Pilot Ernie Sande guided the 
freshly fuelled Hughes 500 heli- 
copter tentatively over the unfor- 
giving terrain of rock and 
swamp, following the contours 
of mountains and declivities 
marked by creeks, seeking a way 
through the mist that allowed 
him to keep in sight of ground 
while getting us to our destina- 
tion, one of the biggest gold 
discoveries in North American 
history. Eskay Creek. 
A short 20 minutes west of 
Highway 37 by air, Eskay would 
take forever to reach by land. 
The camp buildings straggle in 
an undulating line across a 
mountain top surrounded by 
peaks that go on past the horizon 
in all directions, the layout of 
the camp following the capri- 
cious line of Eskay Creek itself, 
which burbles vivaciously 
through the site. Settling down 
on a plywood pad, the helicopter 
is met by Peter Busse, the burly, 
energetic mine manager whose 
job is to run this operation while 
the geologists try to make sense 
out of an ore body that baffled 
prospectors for decades. 
The air is clear and invigorat- 
ing at this altitude, and filled 
with the predatory throbbing of 
helicopters approaching and 
receding. Sande's chopper lifts 
off the pad and whistles up to 
the edge of cloud-obscured ridge 
(whoops, not that way!), pauses, 
drops, heads up to another exit 
from the shallow mountaintop 
declivity that holds the camp, 
and abruptly vanishes over a 
boulder-strewn peak into the 
mist. 
orona, Placer ready to rgi h 
C f the numbers come up t 
The decision Whether to put Eskay Creek into production 
will not be made until the spring of 1992, when Interna- 
tional Corona and Placer Dome have completed and pon- 
dered their feasibility study. But Peter Steen, president and 
chief executive officer of International Corona and a board 
director for Prime Resources, will be surprised if it doesn't 
become a producing mine. 
"I'm very optimistic about it. It's very unlikely not to go," 
Steen said from Vancouver last week. 
Steen noted the richness and uniqueness of the Eskay ore 
body, adding that everything, including construction of the 
resource road, seems to be going according to plan at the 
remote Northwest site. 
The coii~pany will: be compiling and examining informa- 
tion from tl~e summer program at Eskay over the winter, 
gradually rolling it into a feasibility study. Metallurgical 
testing is still being done on drill cores, Steen said, but 
added that the results will form part of the feasibility study 
and won't bc released to the public until the feasibility " 
study is finished and released. "It's an enormous amount of 
work," he said. .... 
After several months of attempting to make forward 
financing arrangements against he eventuality that Eskay 
would go into production, Corona finally struck a deal in 
September with Placer Dome. Placer agreed to spend $240 
million to build the mine in exchange for half ownership of 
it. Corona will be the operator after the mine is built, and 
any development expenses incurred after the initial $240 
million investment by Placer will be split 50-50 by the two 
• partners. 
Placer's half will include $110 million already spent to 
acquire a 22 percent interest in the property through its 
holdings in Stikine Resources. In a complex cross-hatching 
of indirect holdings itt Prime Resources and Stikine, Placer 
and C.orona will each effectively control 50 percent of 
Eskay. 
At current prices the value of probable gold reserves at 
Eskay is over $1 billion, and the mine is expected to be a 
low-cost producer. 
Busse leads the way along a 
rambling boardwalk of rough 
planks that connects the camp 
buildings to our first stop, a 
wood frame building with a 
steeply pitched roof. The air is 
full of moisture laden with a 
sharp metallic smell. Intermit- 
tently the high whine of a 
power-driven rock saw emanates 
from a closed room next to the 
door. 
In the far corner a geologist 
under bright, hot lights carefully 
arranges tubular drill core 
samples in wood boxes on a 
slanted table, attaches a label to 
each, and then photographs each 
box of samples. This record 
matches the eventual assay 
results, done by a lab in 
Vancouver, to the location where 
it came out of the ground, allow- 
ing the geologists to follow the 
underground twistings and turn- 
ings of the ore body. Off in 
another corner a young woman, 
doing her master's thesis for a 
UBC geology degree, mulls over 
a pile of shattered rock. Busse, 
opening the door to the closed 
room, discloses the back of a 
man entirely enveloped in rain 
gear, raising a mist of water and 
rock dust as he slices each core 
like a mottled salami into a 
variety of specified lengths. 
Outside again, Busse points out 
an agglomeration f open-walled 
sheds filled with racked flat 
boxes of core samples, a con- 
tained history of the exploration 
work and a sort • of reference 
map to the underground mys- 
teries of the site. All-terrain 
vehicles, small gas electric gen- 
erators and a miscellany of other 
equipments sits idly on the mud 
and rock ground. The sun wades 
out of the fog briefly to put the 
machines in sharp relief and a 
helicopter suddenly roars over- 
head. 
" L- 
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~ h e n  Busse took over 
the operation, he explains on the 
way back to the main part of the 
camp, he became concerned 
about he number of small, indi- 
vidual diesel generators being 
used to heat camp buildings and 
bunkhouses. As we walk up to 
main generator building, emit-  
. . ting its muffled day-in, day-out 
roar, he says he decided to put 
the entire camp on one generat- 
ing system to conline fuel 
spi l lage to one area. ]-le points 
out improvements to the main 
fuel tank, involving the installa- 
tion of filler neck designed to 
contain spills n the tank has to 
be filled from a giant rubber 
bladder suspended from a hover- 
ing helicopter - -  and a concrete 
bermed foundation for the tank 
to confine spills below. 
He is a hiker and an outdoors- 
man who considers himself an 
environmentalist. He met his 
wife, he recalls, at a hearing into 
the plan to locate a hazardous 
waste dump near Cache Creek; 
' she .was" a"cotift~il :~tnber"Of"  : ,~ 
!' 
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punctured the Golden Triangle. What leaked out was Eskay. 
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that town at the time and vehe- 
mently opposed to project. 
The diesel is more than an 
environmental nuisance; it's a 
major expense for camp oper- 
ations; Sitting in his spartan 
headquarters, Busse, a veteran 
mine manager, explains the 
economics of mining in the 
closing years of the 20th Cen- 
tury. 
"The cost is phenomenal. It 
requires a damn good ore body 
to even think about developing a 
mine." Everything at Eskay 
comes in by air: food, camp 
supplies, mining gear, replace- 
ment parts, and, most expensive 
of all, the diesel fuel and gaso- 
line required to run the generator 
and to fuel other equipment. At 
this point Eskay is only an ex- 
ploration camp, housing 43 
permanent residents and a num- 
ber of others that come and go. 
Which is why Eskay, if and 
when it becomes a full-blown 
mine (and the owners are being 
cautious about that one), is 
going to require an access road. 
That road, being paid for joint- 
ly by Prime Resources and the 
provincial government, is 
already well on the way to com- 
pletion. 
Developing a mine is not like 
it used to be, even as recently as 
10 years ago. It isn't a matter 
any more of going in after a 
promising ore body, taking the 
mineral out and leaving, Busse 
says. With requirements to look 
after acid rock drainage from 
tailings and other needs of pro- 
tecting the environment from 
Racks of boxes containing drill cores 
(foreground) are a geological archive of work done 
to outline the hidden ore body of Eskay Creek. 
The camp, accessible onlyby helicopter, only 
43 occupants this year; but for the previous two 
summers it hosted as many as 140 miners, 
drillers, construction workers, and geologists. 
• • . . . .  . ...• . . . . . . .  . .  . . . . . .  ...., . Photo  by , ra tacs  S tewar t ,  In teraa~ona l  Corona  
whatever comes up out of the 
ground, a company can now face 
the prospect of being tied to a 
mine site from the first ounce of 
production 'til doomsday. 
Busse approves of that, but 
under those circumstances a 
mine developer has to hit some- 
thing really big that will provide 
immense returns over a long 
period before the company takes 
the plunge into development. 
Ore bodies that no one would 
hesitate to exploit two decades 
ago are left lying in the ground 
now; the price tag is just too 
high for anything of less than 
spectacular value. A risky busi- 
ness from the beginning, mining 
and mineral exploration is now 
more of a crapshoot han ever, 
which partly explains why junior 
exploration companies can't 
raise cash and the whistle of 
helicopters is gradually becom- 
ing less and less frequent along 
the mountainsides of the Iskut 
River valley. 
~ u t  then there's Eskay. 
"It's a very rich find, one of the 
few, very high profile," Busse 
says. "The challenge is the 
remote area and the high expec- 
tations." 
The first exploration at Eskay 
began in the 1930's by a syndi- 
cate under prospector Tom Mac- 
Kay, after whom nearby Tom 
MacKay lake is named. Sporadic 
exploration went on for the next 
, five d efades, 
just wasn't there. 
"It's unique, exceptional," 
Busse says. "Early exploration 
found lots of smells and 
showings." 
But in August 1989, after Tom 
MacKay's widow optioned half 
the property to Caipine 
Resources, the mountain gave up 
its secrets. Hole 109 hit 208 
metres of mineralization with an 
average grade of .875 ounces of 
gold and .97 ounces of silver per 
ton, with 1.12 percent lead and 
2.26 percent zinc. The Stock 
prices of Calpine and Consoli- 
but. the .big find., dated , Stikine, MacKay's:':old~ hawk).. 
company, rose steadily with each 
subsequent announcement of 
drilling results, and Corona 
Corporation, already a major 
player in international precious 
metals with interests in 11 mines 
and properties, gradually began 
acquiring stock in both Prime 
and Stikine. 
Through its interest in Prime, 
Corona also holds pieces of the 
other current gold finds of inter- 
est in the Northwest, he. produc- 
ing Snip mine (19,9 pmcent) and 
the Sulphurets (42.2 percent of 
the 60  percent held by New- 
By July 1990 Corona had 
picked up a 40.9 percent interest 
in Consolidated Stikine and 49.8 
percent of Prime. That's where 
Busse came into the operation. 
~ h e  entrance to the under- 
ground workings lies about a 
kilometre along a pleasantly flat 
track leading away ~rom the 
camp. The dirt road switches 
back just outside the camp site 
to cross Eskay Creek where it 
emerges unde~ a rustic log 
bridge as a c~eerful storybook 
waterfall, pools briefly and 
continues its journey thousands 
of feet down the mountain slope 
to the Iskut River. 
In brilliant orange coveralls, 
gumboots and hardhats we make 
our way through an old forest to 
the maintenance shop where 
Tonto Mining and Falcon Drill- 
ing, both of Prince George, store 
and maintain the arcane machin- 
ery required to tunnel through 
solid rock and probe its content 
along the way. Transportation 
into the depths is provided by a 
Toyota Land Cruiser modified 
nearly beyond recognition, the 
body stripped off from the wind- 
shield back and replaced by a 
metal cage with longitudinal 
bench seats. 
Busse guides the mutant 
vehicle bucking and charging 
through a square hole in the 
mountainside and into a black- 
ness so absolute that the light 
from the headlamps Sirapl~, van- 
ishes. Nothing glitters, and the 
damp cold air is filled with the 
roar of ventilating machinery. 
Just past a fork in the tunnel 
we dismount from the buggy and 
begin trudging deeper into the 
workings. Around a corner a 
brilliantly lit stage.like scene is 
abruptly revealed. Two miners, 
looking themselves like detached 
and animated pieces of the black 
rock, are carefully clearing 
debris from a recent blast that 
extended the tunnel another few 
metres into the stony heart of 
the ore body. Their bright yel- 
low rain gear is encrusted with 
mud and rock fragments. 'Ond" 
points out an anomaly to Busse. 
It's a fist-sized egg of lighter 
coloured rock suspended in the 
rock matrix of the blasted wall. 
The miner pulls it out and hands 
it to Bussc. 
Bussc explains that the "biota" 
was probably formed when water 
hit the molten volcanic rock. 
They're rich in zinc, he says, 
splitting it open and displaying a
fine silvery fretwork radiating 
out from the core like frozen 
lightning. 
The uniqueness of the Eskay 
ore body was what baffled the 
early prospectors. Through inten- 
sive drilling from the surface, 
taking hundreds of cores, Cal- 
pine defined it as a type of mas- 
sive sulphide deposit, a lens. 
The gold isn't visible but finely 
and evenly dispersed through the 
black, almost mudlike rock. 
- -  Continued on page 18: 
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Eskay Creek 
Drilling to date has disclosed a 
lens-shaped deposit varying from 
two to 11 metres in thickness 
and dropping off at a 45 degree 
angle underground to the north- 
west. 
Peter Bueee: Remote area, 
high expectations. 
The underground exploration, 
Busse explains, is a matter of 
blasting and extending tunnels to 
fol low the known areas of gold- 
bearing ore identified by surface 
drilling. Back in the main tunnel 
he points up through water drip- 
ping from the cei!ing to a tiny 
circle of light, sunlight coming 
through an old surface drill hole 
that the tunnel intersects. 
The miners extend the tunnels, 
and behind them come the dia- 
mond drillers. Around the corner 
is another short tunnel, with a 
diamond rill thrust into the wall 
• at an oblique angle, looking like 
some futuristic piece of artillery. 
The mining and drilling crews 
work alternating shifts so the 
power generating system doesn't 
overload. 
In another offshoot of the main 
tunnel, Busse calls attention to a 
niche in the wall, a cavity just 
large enough for a man to stand 
in. The miners had removed 
about a ton of rock from the 
cavity and shipped it to a lab in 
Ontario to be analyzed for 
everything.  He explains that they 
have to know not only about 
precious metal content but about 
anything in the rock - -  lead, 
antimony, the whole mineral 
house of potential horrors 
that will have to be neutralized 
when the tailings •disposal sys- 
tem is designed. That informa- 
tion will also be calculated as a 
cost when it comes time to make 
a production decision on the 
mine. 
reserve estimate for the zone• 
issued in September 1990. The 
company said probable reserves 
in the zone were in the. order of 
three million ounces of gold and 
112 million ounces Of silver. 
The cut-off grade was .25 
ounces of gold per ton, anything 
less than that being considered 
uneconomical to mine. During 
that year two helicopters were 
permanently stationed at  the 
camp and six more were on 
standby at Bell II, exclusively 
for the use of the Eskay camp. 
If the mine goes, Busse 
believes, it wil l  be a conven- 
tional underground operation; 
there appears to be too much 
material laying on top of the ore 
body that would have to be 
removed for strip mining to be 
economical. The metallurgical 
testing should be finished by the 
end of the season this year. If 
the venture partners decide the 
mine's a go, a Stage I report 
will be issued in the spring, and 
the access road should be fin- 
ished by fall of 1992. 
After permitting, feasibility 
and design the mine could be in 
operation by early 1995. Mean- 
while, since the issue of the 
prospectus in April 1990, one of 
Busse's jobs and one of his 
priorities for this year has been 
studying surface and under- 
ground water flow in the area 
andcompiling a host of detailed 
envirorLrnental data about Eskay. 
"We want to be very explicit 
about the hydrology and the 
environment from the Unuk 
River to Tom MacKay Lake. It's 
an extensive area, very high and 
near the headwaters of signifi- 
cant rivers," he said. 
n the flight back, 
belted into the plexiglass bubble 
of the Hughes 500, Northern 
Mountain Helicopters pilot 
Robin Kennedy swoops along 
the uninviting terrain of Volcano 
Creek, which the access road 
will follow when its final stage 
is finished next year. He came to 
the north from the Oregon coast, 
where he had been helicopter 
logging with a Sikorsky Sky- 
crane before the spotted owls 
kicked everyone out of the for- 
.~i~-rr~ est. When the mining shows shut 
down for the winter, he'll be 
e Jury is still out on going down to Chile for the 
whether Eskay will in fact season, flying for a copper min- 
become a mine. Busse figures 
about $20 million has been spent 
on the project so far, all of that 
to determine whether it can be 
profitable. During the summer of 
1989 140 people were working 
on the site, six drills were in 
operation, and 475,000 feet of 
drill core was pulled out of the 
ground. In 1990 attention 
zoomed in on the 21-B zone, 
where the underground workings 
were eventually to 3e built, 
culminating IH  a. geological 
ing company in the Andes. Like 
most pilots, he gets 'a base rate 
of pay plus a set amount for 
each hour he flies. The hours 
this year have been a disappoint- 
ment in relation to what he 
expected from hearing about last 
year's activity. Like most pilots, 
he's taking it philosophically, 
Near the place where Volcano 
Creek flows into the vast, 
muddy, meandering Iskut, the 
road-building shock troops are 
clearing a path through the river 
Continued from page 17 ......_ 
bank forest. The logging crews, 
from Don Hull and Sons of 
Terrace, appear to be ahead of 
schedule, clearing the way for 
Ledcor Construction, grading the 
road two kilometres behind 
them. Kennedy drops low to get 
a look at the fallers, who stop 
work to gaze up at the intrusion. 
"Maybe they think we're from 
the Sierra Club," Busse quips 
over the intercom. 
m bout nOW, at the  end of 
October or begimiihg of-Nov- 
ember, the camp at Eskay will 
be virtually deserted. 
the first winter the camp was 
established about a dozen men 
were left to look after it. The 
site gets between 50 and 60 feet 
of snow from October to May, 
and the weight of the accumu- 
lated snow Can crush even build- 
ings with steel rafters; All of the 
crew were out continually 
shovelling snow off the roofs 
and still couldn't'keep up. 
A flash of inspiration solved 
the problem. Two BR400 snow 
grooming machines, of ihe kind 
used to smooth ski slopes, were 
lifted in by helicopter. The win- 
ter maintenance crew this year 
will be two people. 
At Bell II rain has expanded 
the puddles in the lot of the 
helicopter base. The air seems 
denser and more forgiving. Back 
in the mountains, the black, 
friable rock heart of 21-B waits, 
along with the bears, marmots 
and mice, for the somnolent 
mantle of snow ... and then 
spring, heralded by more 
explosions deep in the ground. 
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LEE MORGAN.AVON.CRAFTS.PRINCESS HOUSE CRYSTAL.BABY CORNER 
WANT A HOME PARTY.. 
.-.BUT.HAVE NO TIME? 
,. Drop by 
Canadtan Women In "timber's ~o 
• Chr i s tmas  ! 
• , Bazaar  + 
i Featuring. 
- .Crafts: craft supplies Em 
• Goodies . 
• 22 home based businesses 
.no admisston charge .~ 
Hosted by: 
< i:' Z 
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"'o Wednesday, November 13 ¢/) 
7:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. 
LU - Terrace Curling Club(upstairs) 
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KEN'S  MARINE"  4946 Gretg Ave. Ken Gibson 
A ~,= A= ~,~ , ,~  ~ Terrace. B.C. V8G 1N4 (604) 635-2909 
" " high-performance sled. / 
m o 
i i In l i l l  
~ We proved  them wrong.  
Introducing the VMax~. the They built the fiature of 
beginning of a new era of snowmobiling. 
performance from Yamaha. ,See the newest era of 
When Yamaha [~its performance at your __  
mind to building a .,~.' ~ Y a m a h a  dealer today. " "_-_-_-~. 
performance sled, the f f '~a 'N \  
designers went one / ' ~ \  
step f~rth~;r. II ~ %% 
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The Best 
from the 
Stacks 
i 
Reviews of books from the 
Terrace Publ ic Library 
by Harriett 
Fjaagesund 
What They Know About You by Bernard Asbell 
Adult non-fiction published by Random House 
Sociologists, poll takers, market analysts, and other human-behaviour 
experts find "us" fascinating. So fascinating, in fact, that approximately 
33,000 studies are published each year on how we behave. Most of this 
scientific research ishidden away in professional cademic journals 
and is written in jargon that is totally incomprehensible to the average 
person; but broken down into normal everyday language, some interest- 
ing facts come to lighL For instance: 
If you are a man and wear a beard you are more likely to scare chil- 
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Swing Era. revival . . . . . . .  coming 
The Swing Era! It all started 
with that famous Carnegie Hall 
concert]n 1938 featuring the Big 
Band "of Benny Goodman. The 
star sideman of that band was a 
skinny 22-year old trumpet 
player from Texas by the name 
of Harry James. ,! 
After three years with Benny, 
Harry James went out on his 
own to form one of the swing 
era's best dance bands. With hits 
like Ciribiribin, You Made Me 
Love You, Sleepy Lagoon, I've 
Hard That Song Before and 
dozens of others, he quickly 
became the man with the golden 
sound, the world's best romantic 
trumpet balladeer. 
dren then if you are clean-shaven. On Saturday, Nov.16, the Ter- 
If you are a woman drinking at a country-and-western bar, male race Concert Society will present 
patrons will find you more attractive 30 minutes before closing Gary Guthman and the Tribute 
time than they did three hours earlier. 
The more comfortable you are with your marriage, the less you and 
your husband or wife look at each other as you talk. 
During the week or so following each clock change (to and from 
Daylight Savings Time), you're more likely than usual to smash your 
Cal ' .  
After using a public restroom you are more likely to wash your hands 
if another person is present. 
This book will give you a whole new view of yourself]. 
Survivors of Suicide by Rita Robinson 
Adult non-fiction published by IBS PRESS 
Suicide has always been considered a taboo subject, yet in the United 
States alone at least 30,000 (approximately 13in every I00,000) peo- 
ple kill themselves ach year. And these figures don't ake into account 
the unreported suicides or those leading suicidal lives whose deaths are 
attributed to accidents or alcohol and drug abuse. 
Suicide is not, as some believe, a20I]! century disease; people have 
been taking their own lives since the beginning of recorded history. 
Suicide has nothing to do with race, creed, religion, age group, income 
or education level, nor can any one person directly cause another per- 
son to take his or her own life. Yet the act of committing suicide will 
reach out and touch the lives of dozens of acquaintances, friends and 
family members. 
Suicidologists, mental health professionals, and clergy from various 
faiths are still not in complete agreement asto the exact muses and 
prevention of suicide. And although myths, such as the idea that TV 
portrayals of suicide increase suicide among teens, have now been 
proven as false, there is still a stigma ttacked to the family members 
of a suicide victim. 
This is a good read on a subject that needs to be brought out into the 
lighL 
August 1980. His jazz perform- 
ances have enthralled audiences 
at concerts, jazz clubs and festi- 
vals throughout North America. 
Says Tommy Banks, "I try to 
have Gary involved in every- 
thing I do, because he's the 
best." James Adams of the Ed- 
effortless player.., sliding 
through is instrument's register 
as smoothly as one would down 
a champagne cockta iL"  
Tickets are being sold at Erwin 
Jewellers in the Skeena Mall, 
adults $15, students and seniors 
$10. The Tribute to Harry James 
montonJournal dds, "Guthman is sponsored by Tymoschuk 
himself is a clean, seemingly Agencies (Petro-Canada). 
Notice to Adults 
Interested in High 
School Graduation 
Did you know that it is possible to complete the 
requirements for graduating with the Provincial 
Dogwood Certificate through the use of 
in Concert 
Saturday, Nov.30, 8 p.m. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
reserved seating $15 
tickets at R,E,M. Lee Theatre and Kermodei Trading 
Orchestra's Tribute to Harry 
3ames, at the R.E.M. Lee The- 
atre. 
Gary Guthman's talents as a 
performer, educator, clinician 
and adjudicator are in great 
demand across Canada. He was 
born in Portland, Oregon and 
attended Portland State Univer- 
sity, earning a bachelor's degree 
in Music. He moved to Canada 
in 1974 where his performing 
and teaching have him travelling 
across the country and into the 
United States. His first album, 
Moonchild, was released in. 
CORRESPONDENCE courses? 
For information please contact: 
Joe Vander Kwaak 
THE NORTH COAST REGIONAL 
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL 
BAG 5000, TERRACE B.C. V8G 5K2 
Phone: 635-7944 or 1-800-663-3865 
Fax: 638-3649 
Serving the following school districts: 
Queen Charlotte, Prince Rupert, Bulldey Valley, 
Kitimat, Terrace and Nisgha. 
Terrace Concert Society presents 
A Tribute To Harry,. James 
featuring 
i 
=/) i 
: ;2 [  ?ii 
Guthman, 
The Man with The Horn 
i i~i/:  ;i!i;!;iiiii~il li :~ ~ Saturday, Nov. 16, 8 p.m. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Tickets available at Erwin Jewellers in the Skeena Mall 
Adults: $15, Seniors and Students: $10 
sponsored by Tymoschuk Agencies (Petro-Canada) 
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LITn.E 
11"IEATRE 
presents 
KEVIN OATES 
JOHN McGOWAN 
JANE SPARKES 
ANNA STRANGWAY 
-TED 
TN.LY'~ 
ADULT COMEDY - _  . 
INIVVC.,,IVli, , IL.-r[ I"1 'r" I t / - -  IV  ~ " l ' - i .- , , .-  -,,-v . ,,---- - 
8 PM MoCOU. PLAYHOUSE 3625 KALUM TERRACE 
$8 THURS $10 FRI/SAT 
TICKETS It JEANS NORTH ~ Ikdl & BANK d MONTREAL 
some mature scenes 
coarse language 
typeset Terrace Review 
Backstage at Hooters 
By opening night at TLT 
the producer's work is done 
Contributed by the 
Terrace Little Theatre 
We're back stage at the McColl 
Playhouse, on the set of Hooters, 
the comedy soon to be presented 
by the Terrace Little Theatre. 
Suzanne and Max are furtively 
whispering as they check props for 
the actors. Tonight is the first run- 
through of the entire play and the 
air is charged. 
Max and S,zanne are "ASMs" - -  
they assist the stage manager. 
Tonight the priority seems to be 
finding a plastic lid for a container 
of fried scallops. A photographer 
brushes past on the way out. 
Suzanne locates a lid for the now 
cold scallops and Max goes to a 
series of paper charts on the wall 
and writes something down. Each 
scene in the play has its own chart, 
a layout of the stage with notes on 
where to place what. On the floor 
is a long row of ginger ale bottles 
and a jug of dubious looking liq- 
uid. Suzanne dives into a suitcase 
and Max checks something off on 
a chart. 
The two female actors huddle on 
the stairs, scripts in hand, 
mouthing lines to'each other, 
seemingly oblivious to the icy 
draft coming from the door as the 
lighting designer breezes in. The 
stage manager paces and the 
prompter takes her seat. 
"Okay, let's go. Places, every- 
one!" Temporary stage lighting is 
turned on, the director is in his 
chair and the producer sits off to 
one side, relaxed. 
Relaxed? Ah-ha, here's finally 
someone not in deadly focus, will- 
ing to talk to us. Upstairs, seated 
comfortably out of the action, Ray 
Mordan, novice producer, brushes 
sand from his shoes (yes, sand is a 
big feature in Hooters) and 
explains why he finds this all so 
enthralling. "Seeing the publicity 
and promotion come together is 
interesting. We're especially keen 
on the place mats we've designed 
to use instead of tent cards for the 
local restaurants. They sure catch 
the eye." 
He goes on to describe the first 
production meeting as a think 
tank. "The creative juices really 
got going. My job as producer is. 
to keep it all moving, to fit the 
pieces together. On opening night, 
I sit back and let the artistic people 
take over." 
Mordan is originally from Cal- 
gary, where he worked doing cot- 
pomte liaison for a bank with The- 
atre Calgary. 
Tickets are available from the 
Bank of  Montreal  and Jeans 
North, Skeena Mal l .  Hooters 
opens Nov. 14 at 8 p.m. at the 
McColl Playhouse and runs for 
two weekends, closing Nov. 23. 
Northwest Arts And 
Entertainment Calendar 
J ................................... . 
• R. E.M. Lee "theatre " ........ "~ .... 
• Nov.7, 7:30 p.m.-Caledonia band and choir 
concert 
• Nov.7- Kaleidoscope Theatre presentations for 
School District #88 students 
• Nov. 16, 8 p.m. - A Tribute to Harry James, 
featuring Gary Guthman and Jazz International, 
presented by the Terrace Concert Society 
• Nov.30 - Loreena McKinnett, harpist, in concert 
The Terrace Inn 
• Gigi's- Miss Demeanor 
Northern Motor Inn, George's Pub 
• Until Nov.23 - Champagne PLUS 
Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13 
~ !i !i ~?I ili~ ~i 
• Every Monday and Wednesday- Darts 
Prince Rupert Performing Arts Centre 
• Nov.9, 8 p.m. -Judith Marcuse Dancers, 
presented by the Performing Arts Centre 
• Nov.22, 8 p.m.-Tribute to Harry James, 
presented by the Prince Rupert Concert Society 
This Column Sponsored By: 
Polly's Care. 
~Chinese  & Western Cuisine 
~'~ "~"  Men -~=s 10"a0 am - mldna0ht 
Fd .  & Sat .  10:30 a .m.  - -  1 a .m.  
~anday 12:00 a.m. -- 10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638.1848 o, 638-8034 
GIM'S . - 
N~ RESTAURANT ~ 
.,~'~i" Chinese & Canadian Food ~'~'~,. 
~'J~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~.  
I (~  Men.  Wed 11:30 a.m. - -  I0:00 p.m. ~i~ 
%~.. Th,,sdoy l l:30 o.,,. - t i:oo p.,,,.-~,Y 
Fri . Sat 11:30 a.tn. - -  I;00 a.m. 
Sunda.v 12:00 a.m. 10:00 
4643 Park A venue P'm'635~6111 
This Week -B'U'F-FEI' LUNCH - I  
~ InAUGIE'S LOUNGE I NOON - 2:00 P.M. Monday to Friday I I Hot Entree, 8sup,. I Salads, Rolls & Desserts I 
! . . . .  s_.e.gs 
4551 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Phone: 635.6630 
TOLL-FREE: 1.800-663.8156 FAx: 635.2788 
:]i i • • 
" 111/ 
4720 Lazelle Ave., Terrace B.C. 
!!:ii!<i=i:il;!i~i:ii;i~<i:~?ii~;~i~: 
: Ph. 638.0321 Fax638.0422 
Spec ia l i z ing  in Ch inese  
Cu is ine  and  Canad ian  
D ishes  
l ' ~ 1  4606 Grelg Ave., for Take.Out 
Terrace, O,C. Ph. 635.6184 
I 'no is . . .  
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Edward Epp? 
by Betty Barton 
Edward Epp is a newcomer to 
Terrace, a world traveller, an art 
teacher, and an artist in his own 
right. Epp is showing his paint- 
ings for the first time in Terrace 
in an exhibit at the Terrace 
Public Art Gallery that will last 
until Nov.29. 
Epp's paintings, in acrylics, 
oils and water colours, were 
done over a period of 10 years, 
beginning in 1981 when he and 
his wife Leanne first lived in 
Liberia, Africa. Next, it was 
back to the prairies in western 
Canada and then another stint in 
Africa, including Liberia and 
Botswana. There are also a few 
recent paintings from the Ter- 
race area. Edward Epp has his 
own studio in a converted garage 
beside their home, another first, 
he says. Epp describes his show 
simply as "Two Hemispheres". 
As members of the Baha'i 
faith, Edward and Leanne Epp 
left Prince George and the Col- 
tege of New Caledonia to jour- 
ney to Liberia with a sense of 
adventure. To deal with the 
cultural changes, Edward 
explains, "I really got into 
(painting) landscape." Prior to 
their journey to Africa, he had 
worked mostly in the abstract. 
Not surprising, he says, his early 
landscapes were very much 
informed by the processes, tech- 
.~ . ,  
niques and issues he had been 
exploring in his non-representa- 
tional work up to that time. 
Scale, simplicity of forms, 
invented colour were some 
examples of these abstract 
issues. 
While in Liberia, Leanne 
taught music, and Edward taught 
art at Cuttington College for 
three years. In 1988, he 
returned, Without he family, for 
another semester at Cuttington. 
Political problems ended his 
stay. 
The Epp family's next African 
experience was in Botswana. 
Epp taught art at the senior 
secondary level. He says the 
country was much more devel- 
oped, like an OPEC country. 
There, he "painted like a fiend." 
He describes the creative process 
as a lot of learning, growth, 
struggle. He adds, "My work is 
important to maintain a view of 
myself." He had four paintings 
exhibited in a juried exhibition 
in Botswana, one of which was 
awarded a prize. That painting 
will also be exhibited at the 
Terrace Art Gallery. 
The Epps have been back in 
Canada for a year and a half, 
during which time they have 
lived in Saskatoon, Victoria, and 
most recently, Denman Island. 
Epp's last exhibition was held 
on Denman Island. On.a regular 
:, ,i/i 
SALE RUNS 
OCT, 15/91 
THROUGH 
DEC. 15/91 
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Edward Epp: I need some sort of reflection or stimulus to maintain a tension in my mind. 
basis Edward sends photographs 
of his work to galleries. If they 
like what they see, he sends the 
painting to them to exhibit and 
sell. 
The Epps moved to Terrace for 
Leanne to take a position as an 
English instructor at Northwest 
Community College. Edward 
paints and looks after their two 
children, Amelia, 8, and Nathan- 
iel, 2. Both children were born 
in Africa. 
Epp has a collection of African 
masks in his studio and stories 
to tell about them all. He has 
displayed some of them as part 
of his current exhibition at the 
Terrace Public Art Gallery. 
Edward Epp would like to 
teach art again. He says he 
misses it after 13 years teaching 
art in colleges, "I need some sort 
of reflection or stimulus to 
maintain a tension in my mind. 
With criticism, you grow." He 
feels that art combines all the 
disciplines, but he's still work- 
ing on some of them. He's re- 
learning the medium in a per- 
sonal way through his acrylics, 
oils and water coloura. He says 
water colours are his most com- 
mercially successful works, but 
he also likes the effects of the 
other media. He usually stains 
his canvases with acrylics and 
then paints on top with acrylics 
or oils to get the effect he wants. 
• In retrospect he sees in his 
work a circle of influence and 
integration from the study of 
purely abstract issues to that of  
subjectmatter. Someone recently 
remarked to him that the current 
work is beginning to look more 
abstract and that within it a rich 
interplay of complex visual 
exploratio n is growing. 
3fo, 1 
LAROUR-  UNDEI~T~Y - CARPET 
i 1HARDING 
F~-ashion Dream Plush Saxony $30.95 Stainless 
En Vogue Plush Saxony 
Stardom Plush Saxony 
Top Brass Sculpture 
Tahili Twist Trackless 
Key Largo Berber 
$24.95 
• $29.95 
$24.95 
$30.95 
$20.95 
Stainless 
Stainmaster 
Stainless 
Stainmaster 
Stainless 
Armstrong Candide 
Armstrong Prevail 
$21.95 
$15.95 
All Domco Lino 10% Off 
Blue Star Flooring is Terrace's newest floor fashion centre. 
We feature Harding Carpets, Armstrong Floor Coverings, 
Dornco Floor Coverings, Colmar Floor Coverings, Horizon 
Carpets, Happy Foot 
Underlay and Centuro Ceramics. 
We offer a unique assortment of carpets and runners. 
/ Colmar Metropolltan & Colmar Studio .. 20% Off, only until Nov. 16/91 
/ Speclal new home deals / Free estimates 
/ Hardlng Carpets are exclusive In Terrace & Kltlmat at Blue Star Flooring 
BLUE FLOORING 
Fax 638-8833 
CONTRACT FLOORING 
DIVISION OF BLUE STAR 
455O GRFIG 638-8881 
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New song from Laurie Thain 
by Betty Barton roots. The people of Terrace and second album and then adding 
Terrace's contribution to coun- 
try music, Laurie Thain, has a 
new single out, (You're making) 
Hits Out of My Heartaches, on 
over 50 stations across Canada, 
including her hometown CJFW- 
FM in the Northwest. Laurie 
says CIFW seems to appreciate 
the quality of her music. Several 
stations in Denmark and Nor- 
way, as well as BBC in Scotland 
have aired the song. 
'Hits' on their network of over 
80 stations. 
Laurie made her first appear- 
ance on stage at a performance 
for the Terrace Lions Club. Her 
introduction to the music indus- 
try was winning the Canadian 
National du Maurier Search for 
Stars in 1979. 
Laurie says, "Even though I 
don't live there and must be 
elsewhere to continue with my 
career, I have not forgotten my 
their support are very important 
to me." Her own composition, 
Hometown to Me, was written as 
a tribute to Terrace ( "Each 
pick-up equipped with a dog and 
a saw, There's mud in the spring 
and Winter's thirty below, For 
the hard working, .soft-hearted 
people I know...") She still 
sings it at every performance 
with a forward explaining its 
importance to her. She says 
people are interested in her 
roots, so the song is always well 
received. 
Her latest work was recorded 
last year on one of her three 
trips to Nashville and was pro- 
duced by Tony Migliore, who 
als0 produced for Colleen Peter- 
son and Ed Bruce. 
Laurie says with so many 
requests for her music on CD, 
she is thinking of packaging a
CD called Stages with 4 cuts 
from her first album, 4 from the 
Pub night raises 
money for CDC 
by Nancy Orr 
The ThornhiU Community Cen- 
tre rocked Oct. 19 with the success 
of the annual Pub Night benefit for 
the Terrace Child Development 
Centre. 
The Emerald Express, home 
band for the Irish Rovers at the 
Unicorn Pub in Vancouver, kept 
the pace lively with their music 
and patter, and the audience added 
their own amusement with 
impromptu participation. Recent 
events and northern rivalries pro- 
vided hilarity and the band was 
stretched to keep up with the 
crowd - -  an impromptu Irish jig 
almost outpaced the accompanyist 
and occasionally tables had to be 
pressed into service to augment 
floor space. 
A historic picture of Little 
Canyon on the Skeena River was 
an outstanding success when taken 
over by incomparable Jake 
a,a,  p , ,  
qq =d 
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SINCE 1930 
It's ttme to call your 
Welcome Wagon hostess 
Karen: 638.0707 
deJong. The picture, which had 
been developed from an old glass 
slide restored by John Roders, was 
taken before either of the present 
bridges had been built. Through- 
out the evening, generously donat- 
ed door prizes presented much 
enjoyment. 
The CDC was established with 
the guidance of Dr. K.O. Asante, 
former egional pediatrician. It has 
grown from its small beginning in 
the basement of Manuel da Silva's 
home in 1974, through the Motz 
Plaza, then the house on Kalum 
Street (where the new Court 
House stands) and the Jack Cook 
School to its present home of its 
own on School District 88's 
Cassie Hall property. 
The CDC is a non-profit society 
"dedicated to helping children 
with special needs and their fami- 
lies, to achieve the optimum quali- 
ty of life by providing therapy, 
education and support." 
Funding is provided through the 
ministries of health and of social 
services and housing, with support 
from the local public in in-numer- 
able ways. The annual Pub Night 
has become a major source of 
funds. 
The CI)C board of directors and 
staff were pleased with the results 
of the evening and expressed their 
thanks to all who worked and par- 
ticipated in the event. 
I 
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 OFFERING 
DAY 
NOV. 4, 1991 
O.PEN 6 A.M. Phone 
WEEKDAYS 635-4130 
tor reservation 
the 4 new cuts from her last 
Nashville session (all composed 
herself) for a package of 12 
quality songs done through the 
course of her career. 
In conjunction With her coun- 
try music career as a singer, 
musician and composer, for the 
eleventh year, Laurie Thain will 
hostess and be prime time per- 
former on the annual CBC 
Timmy's Christmas Telethon 
airing December 7 and 8. She 
performs at fairs, festivals, and 
concerts and emcees a number 
of other charity events. 
For Laurie Thain, the motiv- 
ation for her art is the live per- 
formance. She has opened con- 
certs for Lee Greenwood, 
Michael Martin Murphy, Janie 
Fricke, Rita MacNeil and Gary 
Morris. 
Laurie Thain: The people of Terrace and their support are 
very important o me,, 
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Defending Your Life 
Starring Albert Brooks, Meryl 
Streep. Produced by Michael 
Grilo. Directed by Albert Brooks. 
Rating: PG. Running time: 110 
minutes. 
The last thing Daniel Miller 
(Brooks) was thinking about as he 
was driving along a busy Los 
Angeles l~oulevard inhis new 
BMW was the possibility of an 
afterlife. Then he ran into a very 
large bus. Literally. And when 
Daniel finally woke up he discov- 
ered that he had "crossed over" 
into the ranks of the recently 
deceased. And that his problems 
were only just beginning. 
The afterlife seems apretty 
decent place; it even includes uch 
creature comforts as being able to 
eat all you want and not gaining a
single ounce. Unfortunately for 
Daniel, there is one little catch to 
/dl this. Each deceased person 
must go through what is called 
Defending Your Life - -  you must 
prove that you have lived a full 
and fearless life, or be sent back to 
Earth to try again. 
None of this means awhole lot to 
Daniel until he meets and falls in 
love with Julia (Streep). She's 
going to places awhole lot more 
evolved than good old L.A. and 
Daniel definitely wants to tag 
along. But his former "life" keeps 
getting in the way. 
This is a wonderfully funny meta- 
physical-type of movie. 
Class Action 
Starring Gene Hackman, Mary 
Elizabeth Mastrantonio. Produced 
by Ted Field, Scott Kroopf , Robert 
W. Cert. Directed by Michael 
Apted. Rating: R. Running time: 
110 minutes. 
Jedediah Tucker Ward (Hack- 
man) is a dedicated civil liberties 
lawyer who believes in justice for 
underdogs. When it comes to 
fighting for, and winning, lost 
causes, Jedediah is just about he 
best there is. 
Maggie Ward, Jed's estranged 
daughter, is also a lawyer, and 
every bit as brilliant (and stub- 
born) as her father. But their ela- 
tionship has been a stormy one; 
Maggie has been nursing hurt feel- 
ings and imagined wrongs against 
her father for years, and now she 
is bound and determined to do the 
ing one another across a court- 
room as opposing attorneys in a 
multimillion dollar lawsuit involv- 
• inga potentially defective auto 
design that has apparently already 
claimed several victims. But 
there's more than just money at 
stake here; high-level corporate 
exact opposite of Jed. The fact that corruption, violation of legal 
she is in line for a partnership ata ethics, and a budding legal caree~ 
rival law firm that Jed despises are all on the table. 
only adds fuel to the fire. A little slow at times, but a good 
Now father and daughter are fac- movie nevertheless. 
f l  
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PET OF THE WEEK. Ben, a cocker spaniel in the three- 
to four-year age range, is described by Terrace Animal 
Shelter staff as being quiet, well-behaved and, obviously, well 
disposed toward children. He is a neutered male and can be 
visited at the shelter on Haugland Ave. 
i i i 
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Pa l l i a t ive  care  . , ,  ,, r ...... . , 
Nurses want facility for 
terrn inally ill patients 
by Sheens Falconer 
Crispina Cote and Maryann 
Dvornak, two energetic and 
caring nurses at Mills Memorial 
Hospital, are hoping to see the 
creation of a palliative care unit 
at the hospital by early 1992. 
Palliative care units have been 
opening up all over Canada, as 
people recognize the special 
needs of dying individuals, and 
both nurses feel a unit in this 
region is long overdue. 
A palliative care unit i s  
devoted to the care of dying 
patients. The focus of the care- 
givers is on the quality of the 
patient's life. The terminally ill 
patient requires support and 
reassurance from family and 
friends, as well as health 
workers, in order to cope with 
both the fear of dying and 
anxiety about their families, 
particularly if they have depend- 
ants. The palliative care unit 
provides a peaceful, homelike 
setting in which patients can 
discuss their concerns. It will be 
decorated in a contemporary 
fashion and furnished with car. 
pets, drapes and pictures. 
The room will be equipped 
with a fridge (already donated 
by Swifty Muffler) and a micro- 
wave (donated by the Miss Ter- 
race Beauty Pageant entrants) so 
that families of patients can 
bring them food from home. A 
TV and VCR are also planned, 
not only to provide entertain- 
ment and diversion for the 
patient and family, but also to 
enable the family to videotape 
special events for the patient. A 
bed-sofa will enable the family 
to stay with the patient around 
the clock. 
Maryann, who has worked in 
palliative care Previously, 
recalled a family who lived in 
the unit with the patient, and 
went from the unit to school and 
work. One of the most expensive 
items in the unit would be an 
electric hospital bed, which 
allows the patient to have con- 
trol over the raising and lower- 
ing of the bed. It is very impor- 
tant for patients to be able to 
exert control over some aspects 
of their life, and such a bed is 
invaluable, as the patient does 
not have to ask nurses or family 
to change the bed position. 
Doctors, nurses, therapists, 
clergy and other health care 
providers will all be working 
together with patients and ram- 
flies to provide reassurance and 
advice. Families will be encour- 
aged to take over the care of the 
patient if they wish to do so. 
Crispina comments that they 
want the palliative care unit to 
be a cheerful and homelike 
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Contributed by Ray Tank, 
Area Coordinator, Terrace first aid kit, etc. 
Emergency Services .water purification i formation 
Did you know that your health and tablets (or household bleach) 
and safety could be affected by .portable radio and batteries 
extreme climate conditions? Peo- .non-perishable foods 
pie in the northern part of B.C. are .heat and light sources, ie'. can- 
very self reliant! This is not some- dies, matches, etc. 
thing that is inherited, but rather a ,.blankets or sleeping bags 
response developed by extreme Two items that individuals hould 
conditions, check with their community offi- 
The most common occurrence in cials or Provincial Emergency 
the area is that of flooding. I am Program Representative are what 
sure that many of you have experi- 
enced minor flooding over the 
years. The hazards are obviously 
dependent on the quantity of 
water. Some of these hazards are 
household amage, water contami- 
nation, property damage and, in 
extreme situations, isolation. In 
anticipation of the worst, some of 
the preparations could be any or 
all of the following: 
.pre-identification f the problem 
area and remedial action 
• formation of a "neighbourhood 
help/watch group" for assistance 
during a problem. 
Preparation of a survival kit 
.taped to the top of the kit: date 
of renewal, emergency phone 
numbers, afety information on 
utilities, list of contents 
,include information on health 
tips 
,extra medication kept current; 
place. Eventually, they would 
like to scc the unit ¢xpand..At 
the beginning there will be room 
for only one family. 
Four nurses from the hospital 
are attending a palliative care 
seminar in Vancouver at the end 
of October, in order to provide 
the best possible care for 
patients and their families during 
this most difficult time in their 
lives. 
Businesses and individuals who 
would be interested in making 
donations for this unit should 
contact Crispina Cote at 
635-2211. 
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crispina Cote, Mary,,nn Dvornak: A cheerful, homelike place 
for dying patients. 
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Hospital, foundation consider 
purchase of fibre optic device 
Leisinger explains, "It's a newer ated which company's laparo- 
will be provided and how informa- 
tion will be conveyed to the public 
on relocation plans if required. 
One of the most difficult concepts 
to accept is that you have to look 
after yourself irst to ensure that 
you are able to help your loved 
ones, friends and neighbours. 
There are many more questions 
that will need answers in a particu- 
lar emergency situation. The key 
to survival in most emergencies is 
preparation! Identify the emergen- 
cy that could affect you, then 
research the actions required by 
you and be aware of who to con- 
tact for assistance. 
What are your questions or con- 
cents? Write us at: 
"Did You Know That... 7" 
Skccna Health Unit 
3412 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B,C. 
vgG 4'I"2 
Dr. James Dunfleld: First in 
Northwest o have equipment. 
The Terrace Regional Health 
Care Society is currently investi- 
gating the purchase of laparo- 
scopic cholecystcctomy equip- 
ment for Mills Memorial Hospi- 
tal, and the Dr. R.E.M. Ice 
Hospital Foundation iswilling to 
help out. 
Hospital administrator Michael 
and better way of removing 
gallbladders through fibre 
optics." Dr. Dun.field explains 
that instead of extensive surgery 
resulting in a large scar under 
the right side of the ribs, the 
procedure will show only four 
small puncture wounds. The two 
mid-line punctures around the 
belly button will be less than 1 
cm in diameter. These will be 
used by the surgeon to view the 
operation through fibre optics 
and a video screen. The other 
two punctures will be used for 
operating through and will be 
only 1/2 cm in diameter. 
Another big plus for this pro- 
scopic cholecystectomy achin- 
ery is most appropriate. The 
Terrace Regional Healthcare 
Society will evaluate price, 
service guarantees and the e- 
quipment themselves before 
making a decision. Sixty days is 
required for delivery. 
Because the Terrace Regional 
Healthcare Society has already 
exhausted their capital equip- 
ment fund for this fiscal year 
(ending March 31), the Dr. 
R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation 
has "kindly agreed to assist the 
Society with 'bridge financing' 
to be paid back once the 1992193 
capital equipment fund is 
cedure is the reduced hospital allotted in the next budget year." 
and recovery time - -  reducing The equipment will cost between 
the hospital stay from 7 to 2 
days and the recovery time at 
home from 6 weeks to 1 or 2 
weeks. 
Dr. Dunfield recently returned 
from Quesnel where he evalu- 
$50,000 and $60,000. 
Once the equipment is 
installed, possibly in early Jan- 
uary, "we'll be the first in the 
Northwest to have this equip- 
ment", says Dr. Dunfield. 
Dr.R.E.M. LEE HOSPITAL FOUNDATION !il 
CASH C ENDAR ii I 
•  5,000 Grand Prize,! Over s26,000 in Pdzed I 
L i i i  l l uu  u l l  i r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ' • i i i  . . . . . . . .  
THE YEAR 'ROUND GIFT. Cash Calendars from the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation 
make a Christmas gift that brings with it the chance to win cash every day of the year and 
the satisfaction of supporting an important local cause: the purchase of a CT scanner for Mills 
Memorial Hospital. The calendars are being sold in numerous retail outlets this year. 
i 
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CHURCH DIRECTORY 
' , i f  a man think himself tO 
be someth ing ,  when he is  
nothing, he deceiveth him- 
self." . " 
Galatians6:3 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Mass Times: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
4830 Straume Avenue 
Pastor: 
Fr. Allan F.Noonan 
O.M.I. 
• 635-2313 
October 31 
November 1 
November 2 
November 3 
November 4 
November 5 
November6 
Howard Blair, Houston 
Angle Gutknecht, Kltimat 
Henry Therrien, Terrace 
FA Schulmeister, Terrace 
Manfred Klein, Vancouver 
Debbie Van't Kruis, Terrace 
Harry and KarenHanhart, Stewart 
$100 
$too 
$50 
$50 
$50 
$5O 
$5O 
Holy Eucharist: 
10:00 a.m. 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 
St, Matthew's Anglican church 
Priest in Charge: 
Rev. Eugene Miller 
635-9019 
.Christ Lutheran Church 
Morning Worship - 11:30 a.m. 
Sunday School : 10:15 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Tfrrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: 
Saturday: 9:30 a.m. 
Divine Service: 
Saturday: 11:00 a.m. 
3306 Griffiths 
Pastor: 
Ole Unruh - 635-7313 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m 
635-3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
Pastor: 
W.E. Glasspell 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
Terrace Full Gospel Christian Fellowshio 
Sunday Service: 10:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. 
Pastor: 
Mike Rosenau 
638-1270 
3222 Munroe Street 638-8384 
KnQx United Church 
Sunday Worship: Elizabeth [~ 
10:30 a.m. Starkey !~ 
Sunday School: Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 7:00 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 635-6014 [~ 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Service: 10:30 a.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
3511 Eby Street 
Pastor: 
John Caplin 
Associate Pastor: 
Cliff Siebert 
635-2434 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . • . m =  
The Alliance Church ~111 
Family Bible School:9:30 a.m. Sr.Pastor: - I~ III 
Morning Service. 11:00 alrn. Jake Thiessen [~ I I I  
evening 6:30 A.'t  P.tor: III 
All are Cordially Invited . Doug ~,inn !~ II I  
4923 Agar Ave. 635 7725 635"7727 RIll 
I Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Pastor: 
t0:00 a.rn. & 6:30 p.m. Peter Sluys-635-2621 B 
Coffee Break, Ladles Bible Study | 
• tuber - Ma 9:30 a,m. to 11:00 a.m.. | 
• Septe Y' ' 635-7207 
• 3602 Sparks • ' i ~ 
Your chance to get involved--  
he Royal Purple Lodge #216, Terrace, holds meet- 
tgs the second and fourth Mondays of every month. 
or information and membership, please phone 635- 
643 or 635-2415. 
;keena Valley Model Train Club meets every Monday 
t 7:30 p.m. at 5010 Agar Ave. in Terrace. Everyone 
relcome. 
'errace Pipes and Drums practices Mondays at 7:30 
.m. at the Kin Hut behind Heritage Park. Come join us, 
turn, or just listen. For information, call Barry at 635- 
905 or Audrey at 635-3726. 
'he All-Seasons Steelers ladies' soccer team meets 
,very Monday and Thursday at 7 p.m. at Caledonia 
;enior Secondary School. Anyone interested in joining 
more than welcome to attend. 
r'he Happy Gang Centre for Seniors offers the follow- 
ng activities: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewing and quilting; 
':30 p.m., cribbage and bridge. Wednesdays: 1 p.m., 
:arpet bowling; Fridays: 2 p.m., bingo. First Saturday of 
)very month: 8 to 11 a.m., pancake breakfast. Monday 
hrough Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m., lunch. 
3econd Thursday of every month: 2 p.m., general meet- 
ng of the B.C.O.A.P.O., Branch 73. For further informa- 
ion, contact the Happy Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St., 
~t 635-9090. 
rhe Terrace Single Parents' Association welcomes 
all interested to attend their monthly meetings on the 
second Wednesday of each month at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 
Park Ave. Learning to raise the kids alone; learning to 
live without the kids in the house; widowed or divorced; 
we are all building new lives. Sometimes it helps to talk 
about it. Phone Dabble at 635-4383 after 4 p.m. or 
Richard at 635-7762 for more information or to arrange 
transportation. 
Alcohol and Drug Education Video Night at Mills 
Memorial Hospital in the psychiatric unit every Thursday 
at 7:30 p.m. 
Adult Female Survivors of Sexual Assault Support 
Group meets every Wednesday from 7 to 9 p.m. Phone 
635-4042 for further information. 
Battered Women's Support Group meets every Tues- 
day from 7 to 9 p.m. Phone 635-7447 or 635-4042 for 
further information. 
Overeaters Anonymous Support Group meets every 
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre, 4542 Park Ave. Phone 635-4084 or 
638-0664 for further information. All newcomers are wel- 
come. 
Special Olympics Is looking for score keepers for their 
regular Saturday afternoon bowling program. If you can 
give us one hour of your time (1:30 to 2:30 p.m.), we'll 
teach you how to keep score. Come out and meet a 
great group of people and get involved in the game. For 
more information, please call Joan Cox at 635-5633 or 
Wendy Killoran at 635-3110. 
Ostomy Support Group for.any persons having an 
ostomy or needing one in the future. A chance to share 
problems, concerns, information and'receive support- 
from others in the same situation, Call 635-5905 in Ter- 
race or 632-5951 in Kitimat. 
• Terrace Co.dependents AnonYmous meet on Tues- 
'days from 8 to 9 p.m. at the Skeena Health Unit. New- 
comers welcomel Group contacts are Mary at 635-5518 
.and Valerie at 638-3325. 
HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE - -  Your travel InfoCentre 
counsellor is just a telephone call away. When you need 
some answers on planning your holiday trip or what to 
do with visitors, call the HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE 
for some HOWTODOIT HELP - -  635-2063. 
DAIKO-ZENJI Buddhist Temple, Soto Zan meditation, 
Tuesdays from 7 to 9 p.m. Phone 638-8396 or 638-8878 
for further information. 
The Terrace Breasffeedlng Support Group holds their 
meetings in the hospital education room on the first 
Tuesday of every month. Please feel free to bring ques- 
tions regarding child care, the family bed, night-time par- 
enting.., we are more than just breastfeeding. Morns 
with babies and expectant morns are welcome to our 
group. For further information, call Terry Walker at 635- 
3287 or Marybeth Esau at 635-4134. 
Volunteers are needed for Child Health Clinics (immu:' 
nization clinics) every Tuesday from 9:30 a.m. to 12 
noon and from 1:30 to 4 p.m., and the first and third 
Thursday of each month from 1:30 to 4 p.m. Duties in- 
clude weighing and measuring children. No lifting nec- 
essary. For more information, call Debra at 638-3310. 
Interested in beadwork? Ladies' Auxiliary gathering 
downstairs at the Kermode Friendship Centre on Tues- 
days and Thursdays from 1 to 3 p.m. Class size is limit- 
ed to 10 people. Interested persons come in and pre- 
resister. There is no cost, so come out and join in. Feel 
free to bring a friend with you. We also have free coffee 
and donuts. For more information, please call us at 
635-4906 or 635-4907. 
Agoraphobia and Panic Disorder Support Group - -  
Do you experience high anxiety? Or avoid crowded 
places? We meet every second and fourth Sunday of 
the month at the Terrace Women's Resource Centre at 
7 p.m. For men and women who share this problem. For 
more information, call 638-3325. 
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA) - -  An open self- 
help group meets each Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at Knox 
United Church, 4907 Lazelle Ave., Terrace. For more 
information, phone Paul at 635-3045. 
The Skeena Valley Car Club holds regular meetings on 
the fourth Thursday of every month at River Industries, 
4427 Highway 16 in Terrace, at 7:30 p.m. Contact Doug 
at 635-4809 for further information. 
Are you an artist or a member of an art group? The 
Terrace Art Association is trying to create a resource list 
of area artists and groups. This list will be kept at the 
gallery for interested persons to use. For instance, those 
who are new in town wishing to meet others working in 
the same medium, and collectors who are interested in 
specific types of arts. if you would like to have your 
name or that of your group listed, please phone 
635-9129 or 638-1594 and leave a message. 
Do you want to support your community? Here's 
your chancel Big Brothers and Big Sisters Affiliated is 
recruiting new members. Regular meetings are the third 
Tuesday of every month at the Inn of the West in Ter- 
race from 7 to 9 p.m. For more information, phone 
638-0161. 
Losses, either through separation, divorce or death 
can be a time when you may need additional support. If 
you wish to be in a supportive group, please join us the 
first and third Wednesdays of each month from 1:15 to 3 
p.m. in the conference room at the Mental Health Cen- 
tre. Call 638-3325 for more information. 
I 
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Group offers help to pregnant 
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Hilda Talstra: It's about helping, not being judgmental. 
by Stepanle Wlebe to numerous counselling, medical 
and legal resources. Sometimes 
volunteers are requested to ac- 
company pregnant girls to doc- 
tor's appointments, pre-nstal 
classes, even offering emotional 
support in the labour oom. Tal- 
stra emphasizes the value of this 
support. "When you're pregnant, 
it seems like you'll be pregnant 
forever." All this does not have 
to end with the pregnancy - -  the 
support continues as long as it's 
needed. Often friendships develop 
The call comes at 2 a.m., and 
the voice is young and distressed. 
"I gotta talk to somebody. I'm 
pregnant. I haven't old anyone 
yet. I don't know what to do. My 
parents are gonna kill me." 
This call is for Birthright. The 
volunteer amwedng the phone 
will not criticize or judge the 
anonymous caller. She is pre- 
pared only to listen, help and 
care. 
In these times of moral turmoil, 
amid the abortion war of pro-life 
and pro-choice, Birthright 
chooses to focus on the immedi- 
ate needs of pregnant Women and 
girls. 
Hilda Talstra, director of the 
Terrace Birthright organization, 
says that Birthright's aim is sim- 
ply to help. "We're not trying to 
change the world. We're trying to 
help one girl or one woman. It's 
about helping, not being 
judgmental." Talstra emphasizes 
that caring and helping are Birth- 
right's main functions. "We spe- 
cialize in pregnant girls. We care 
about the mother and the child. 
We want to see them through this 
difficult period of time." 
Taistra and the 20 trained vol- 
unteers that make up Terrace's 
Birthright organization rotate 
shifts to cover the 24.hour-a-day, 
seven-day-a-week s rvice. That 
service includes personal attention 
and resource referrals, provision 
of shelter and support for preg- 
nant women or girls of all ages. 
Pregnancy tests are available in 
the Birthright office, as are 
maternity clothes, baby clothes 
and information. The services are 
totally confidential nd free. 
"The panic is when you first 
find out you're pregnant," says 
Talstra. "That time is the lone- 
liest." Often, a Birthright volun- 
teer will lend a sympathetic ear 
on the telephone, and never hear 
from that caller again. Taistra 
says that's okay - -  the nceds of 
the caller determine the extent of 
the service. "Still, you know you 
have lifted them out of a dark 
world. That's what we're here 
for." 
When further help is requested, 
Birthright volunteers have access 
and are maintained for years. 
As for the issue of abortion, the 
Birthright volunteers make no 
judgements ordecisions. "We 
look at the other alternatives, but 
we won't make a decision for 
you. You have to decide. We'll 
help you to make an informed 
choice." 
Birthright is a non-profit, non- 
political, non-denominational 
organization. No government 
funds support his group, only 
donations and dedicated volun- 
teem. As Talstra puts it, "It's 
simply about helping.-If the 
whole world would help their 
neighbours, then the world would 
be perfect, right?" 
The Ten'ace chapter, established 
in 1978, is one of 650 Birthright 
groups pread throughout Canada, 
the United States and Africa. 
Birthright's international services, 
started in Toronto in 1968, have 
helped two million women and 
girls. Birthright's founder, Louise 
Summerhill of Ontario, died three 
months ago at the age of 75. 
Summerhill described herself as 
"an ordinary person who did 
something extraordinary for 
God." 
The Terrace Birthright office is 
located at #201, 4721 Lazelle 
Avenue, (in the Tillicum Build- 
ing). It is open from 11 a.m. to 1 
p,m, weekdays. The phone num- 
ber is 635-3907, and it is moni- 
tored 24 hours a day. 
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Enwronment 
Public Meeting 
Tire Talk Tour 
t 
B.C. Environment invites tire retailers, landfill operators, used- 
tire handlers, municipal government staff and elected officials, 
and interested public members to .join in a discussion on the tire 
recycling program. There will be a presentation on the tire 
recycling program followed by a question and answer ]period. As 
well, time will be allotted for a general discussion period on used 
lead-acid battery recycling and used oil recycling. 
Meeting Schedule 
7:00 - 8:00 p.m. Presentation on the tim recycling program, 
. . .~ . including discussion, of  . ,the need for a ban 
on landfilling tires in the north west. 
8:00 - 9:00 p.m. Question and answer period on the tire 
recycling program. 
9:00 - 10:00 p.m. General discussion period on used batteries, 
oil and tires. 
Burns Lake 
Dates and Locations 
November 12, 1991 in the Regional District of 
Bulkley-Nechako's Board Room (492 - Alaska 
Drive) 
Smithers November 13, 1991 in the Hudson Room, 
Hudson Bay Lodge 
Terrace November 14, 1991 in the West Banquet Room, 
Inn of the West 
Prince Rupert November 16, 1991 in the Penthouse Room, 
Prince Rupert Hotel (Note: this session will 
start at 10:00 a.m. and continue to h00 p.m. in 
the same format as the schedule above). 
COMING "EVENTS 
Our Coming Events column is a publicservice offered by the Terrace 
Review. Deadline Is Friday at 5 p.m. Coming Events must be mailed in 
or dropped off at our office, 4535 Greig Avenue, typed or in legible 
writing. 
Information concerning the Twin River Estates project is available from 
the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing Society office, corner of Apsley Street 
and Lakelse Avenue, each Thursday from 2 to 4 p.m., or phone 638-1518 
for a taped message or further information. 
Until November 15 - -  "Tales for Twos" at the Terrace Public Library will 
be held Fridays at 10:30 a.m. This is a special half-hour story time for two- 
year-olds and parents together. There is no charge, but please register in 
advance m638-8177. 
Until November 27 _ The Arthritis Society of B.C. is holding a self-man- 
agement course in Terrace once a week (on Wednesdays) for six weeks at 
the B.C. Access Centre, 3250 Eby St. from 7 to 9 p.m. A fee will be 
charged to cover text books (yours to keep). Limit of 12 people for each 
course. To register, phone Mary at 635-2577 or Joyce at 635-5024. 
Until November 29 m The Terrace Art Association presents Edward Epp 
in a show of oil and acrylic paintings of Africa and Eastern Canada at the 
Terrace Art Gallery. The Art Gallery now has a show coordinator and regu- 
lar hoursl Tuesday to Friday 12 noon to 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Saturday 12 noon to 3 p.m. and Sunday, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Come in and see 
this exciting show. 
Until December '14 - -  Interested in improving your English? Join an 
Advanced English as a Second Language class meeting at the Reading 
Place (next to the TUlicum Twin Theatres). For more information, call 
635-9119. 
Wednesday, Nov. 6 - -  Terrace & District Multicultural Association annual 
general meeting in the Skeena Junior Secondary School library at 7:30 
p.m. Everyone welcome. For more information, please phone 638-1594. 
Wednesday, Nov. 6 - -  Caledonia music's fall concert will be held at 7:30 
p.m. at the R.EM. Lee Theatre. Admission is free, donations are welcome. 
Sunday, Nov. 10 - -  Pastor Jake Thiessen and the members of the 
Alliance Church invite you to attend an outstanding film, "Hope for the 
Lonely", featuring an exciting, heartfelt message by Billy Graham. Through 
this film, the audience will get real answers for living. 
Sunday, Nov. 10 - -  The Alliance Church has declared today to be 
"Veterans' Appreciation Sunday". We extend a warm welcome to everyone 
to join us in saying =Thank You" to those who stood on guard for our nation, 
Canada, at 11 a.m. Everyone welcome at 4923 Agar Ave. 
Wednesday, Nov. 13 - -  Christmas Bazaar featuring 22 home-based busi- 
nesses and crafts, from 7 to 11 p.m. at the Terrace Curling Club (upstairs). 
Hosted by Canadian Women in Timber. 
Thursday, Nov. 14 - -  B.C. Old Age Pensionem' Organization, Branch 73, 
will hold lheir annual general meeling at 2 p.m. in the Happy Gang Cenlre 
on Kalum Street. All members please attend. 
Thursday, Nov. 14 - -  To anyone with a registered dog who is interested in 
forming a Terrace Dog Club, there will be a meeting at 7 p.m. Please 
phone Tammy at 798-2226 or 635-3737, or Shannon at 635-6869 for loca- 
tion and further information. 
Nov. 14, 15, 16 and 19, 20, 21 - -  Terrace Little Theatre presents Hooters 
at the McColl Playhouse, 3625 Kalum Street, at 8 p.m. We will advise you 
when and where tickets are available. 
Saturday, Nov, 16 - -  Happy Gang Centre tea and bazaar at the Happy 
Gang Centre. Come onei Come all! 
Tuesday, Nov, 19 - -  Support group meeting for persons suffering from 
M.E. (Myalgic Encephalomyelitis), also known as C.F.I.D.S. (Chronic 
Fatigue and Immune Dysfunction Syndrome), at 7:30 p.m. in the down- 
stairs meeting room of the Terrace Public Library. For more information, 
please contact Kathleen Talstra at 635-2718. 
Wednesday, Nov. 20 - -  Thornhill Junior Secondary Parent Advisory 
Council meeting will be held at 7 p.m. in the school library. The topic: Youth 
and Drugs. Guest speakers featured. Everyone is encouraged to attend. 
Thursday, Nov. 28 - -  Creative Parenting, a support and skillbuilding group 
for parents, meets at 8 p.m. at 4506 Lakelse Ave., Terrace. We want to find 
a way to live with our children so that we can feel good about ourselves 
and help them feel good about themselves. When children feel right, they'll 
behave right. For more information, call Kelly at 638-0717. 
Saturday, Nov. 30 m Veritas School Christmas Bazaar from 12:30 to 4 
p.m. in the school gym, 4836 Straume Ave. You will experience the great- 
est bake sale ever, crafts, white elephant, bottle table, children's games, 
and much more. A raffle with super prizes will be held at 3 p.m. First prize 
will be a gas barbecue. Twelve prizes in all plus more for the tea. 
August 7, 8 and 9 - -  A Patriquin family reunion is being planned in 1992 in 
Truro, Nova Scotia. Please contact Mrs. Mildred Ens, Coverdale Road, 
R.R. #1, Salisbury, New Brunswick, EOA 3E0. 
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I Look ing  back.., .. 
Compl ied by Diana Engl ish 
ONE YEAR AGO THIS WEEK... 
West Fraser Timber Ltd., owner 
of Skeena Sawmill in Terrace, was 
ready to sign the papers to acquire 
the assets of Tay-M Logging. The 
purchase of the North Kalum- 
based logging operation would 
include company assets and a 
240,000 cubic metre per year 
forest licorice. Among the contrac- 
tual responsibilities West Fraser 
would take over as part of the 
agreement would be payment of 
Tay-M contractors and silviculture 
obligations. 
In other forestry news Orenda 
Forest Products filed a prospectus 
with the provincial government's 
Major Project Review Process. 
Orenda's plans were to build a 
pulp andpaper mill north of Ter- 
paper that was currently made only 
in Scandinavia. They said the mill 
would be of a zero-effluent design 
using a Finnish process involving 
hydrogen peroxide instead of 
chlorine. 
Twenty barrels of toxic 
herbicides were uncovered in a 
Ministry of Highways gravel pit in 
Thomhill. It was determined the 
barrels were buried in the late 
1970's, when burial was an accept- 
able method of disposal for toxic 
wastes. According to the Ministry 
, of Environment, he barrels were 
likely disposed of at the time due 
to increasing awareness o f  the 
hazards of those herbicides, es- 
pecially to employees working 
with the chemicals. The Ministry 
of Highways said the barrels 
would be removed and stored in a 
locked: fenced compound. 
o f  the mountain had enough snow 
for packing and skiing. The winter 
road maintenance program was 
under way and it was expected the 
day lodge at Kitsumkaium would 
be moved at the end of the month. 
Project officials had a target date 
of six weeks for people to begin 
skiing. 
The search for a TransProvincial 
Airlines Piper Navajo, missing for 
two weeks, continued without 
SUCA~esS. 
TWO YEARS AGO T i l l s  
WEEK... 
Two area loggers announced they 
were pulling out of the woods 
because they could no longer oper- 
ate at the prices offered by Westar 
Timber. Both Lyle Gold and 
Roman Pelletier said they felt they 
had no choice, and their biggest 
concern was the employees and 
sub-contractors that had to be put 
out of work. They also said that 
race, in the Van Dyke area near 
Meziadin Junction. According to 
Orenda, the plant would manufac- 
ture a type of lightweight coated 
The Shames Mountain ski resort over the two previous years prices 
project was in the final stages o f  paid for logs harvested had gone 
preparation. The chairlift system, down while costs of logging had 
was operational nd the upper half steadily risen. Both contractors laid 
the blame on changes in upper 
management at local Westar mills. 
If you wish to announce 
the birth of YOUR baby, please fill out the form available in the 
maternity ward at Mills Memorial Hospital. We will pick up your 
forms every week. 
Alvin and DeeDee are pleased to announce the birth of their 
daughter Deidre Faye on Oct. 16, 1991 weighing 7 Ibs. 11-1/2 
oz. A little sister for Calvin. 
DAY - -  Ann and Roddy are the proud parents of daughter 
Jasmine Nanci, born Oct. 12, 1991 weighing 8 Ibs. 12 oz. A 
little sister for Alfred and Mikey. 
DERKSEN - -  Dan and Elizabeth are proud to announce the 
birth of their son Thomas Levi on Oct. 9, 1991 weighing 8 Ibs. 
2 oz. A little brother for Caleb and Emily. 
LEGOUFFE - -  Lance and Trish are pleased to announce the 
.birth of their daughter Andi Corrine on Oct. 25, 1991 weighing 
6 Ibs. 8 oz. A little sister for Nix. 
NAHIRNY/McKENNA - -  Ron Nahirny and Delilha McKenna 
are proud to announce the birth of their daughter Kara Marie 
on Oct. 24, 1991 weighing 6 Ibs. 10 oz. A little sister for 
Christopher. 
SIEBERT - -  Cliff and Connie are the proud parents of 
daughter Rachel Bryanne, born Oct. 18, 1991 weighing 8 Ibs. 
6 oz. A little sister for Nathanael. 
SPISAK-- Tom and Barbie are pleased to announce the birth 
of their son Kieran Shea on Oct. 9, 1991 weighing 7 Ibs. 9 oz. 
A little brother for Megan Ashlee. 
YEO - -  Walter and Shammi are the proud parents of son 
Christopher Gill, born Oct. 12, 1991 weighing 7 Ibs. 7 oz. 
SKEENA MALL 
"EXPECT THE EXTRAORDINARY" 
WE DELIVER 
1635-40801 
12 - 4141 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
After Store Hour| 638.19S4 1 Telex 0478SS49 
TERRACE FLOWSnS * LA CAmE LTO. 
manager of the Ministry of High- 
ways said that all the work that 
would be allowed by that year's 
budget would be finished by the 
time winter stops activity and the 
project would be finished in the 
spring. 
Skcena MLA Dave Parker was 
transferred from his Cabinet port- 
folio as Minister of Forests and. 
made the Minister of Crown 
Lands. 
THREE YEARS AGO THIS 
WEEK... 
City council decided to give the 
swimming pool renovations project 
one more try. Costs for the project, 
including necessary evisions, were 
getting completely out of hand. 
Recommendations made to the city 
were for them to determine if
additional provincial funding was 
available from the new GO B.C. 
program. They were to then to re- 
tender the project on the conditions 
that a definite time frame for a 
final decision be set, that it didn't 
cost the taxpayers more than 
$350,000, and that it didn't add to 
design fees. The city was also 
going to re-ovaluate its recreational 
Progressive Conservative party was 
praising the Free Trade Agreement 
as being good for the forest indus- 
try, and the local iberal party was 
hosting a visit from a Liberal 
senator. The Skeena Christian 
Heritage Party was targeting the 
government's failure to pass either 
of their two anti-pornography bills, 
and L the local Reform party was 
calling for senate reform. Mean- 
while, Skeena's NDP member of 
parliament was calling for the 
resignation of the federal fisheries 
minister, alleging interference in 
the justice system. 
• FOUR .YEARS AGO THIS 
WEEK... 
The • Muk~-Kum-ol Housing. 
Society officially opened the 22- 
unit Ohet Muks-Kum-ol on Tot- 
rauit Avenue with the unveiling of 
a sign carved by Stall Bevan. The 
opening was attended by represen- 
tatives from Canadian Mortgage 
and Housing Corporation, local 
band councils, the Kermode 
Friendship Centre, the City of 
Terrace and other interested organ- 
izations. 
The performing arts bandshell, 
About 50 employees and sub-con- needs to see if the money desig, located next to the library in 
tractors were directly affected, nated for the pool project couldn't George Little Memorial Park, was 
Construction was continuing at a be put to a better use to a benefit a undergoing the final phase of 
steady pace on the Shames Moun- greater number of residents, construction with the addition of 
tain Ski Resort road. The regional In federal election ews the local the roof. 
November noteS--rr ' events in history 
Compiled by Tom Taggart special to the Te ace Re e • - 
Oct. 31: HALLOWE--EN (Druid Autumn Festival). ~ :~:~::~i/:: 
Nov. 2: 
Nov. 3: 
Nov. 4: 
Nov. 5: 
Nov. 6: 
Nov. 7: 
English weavers and knitters mash i-tech machines at Sutton & Ashfield (1811). = 
Wilhelm Reich, "Master of the Orgone", dies in U.S. prison (1957). i! 
USSR: First canine cosmonaut, Laika, goes into orbit on Sputnik 2 (1957). 
Birth of Auguste Rodin, sculptor of Camille Claudei (1840). 
GUY FAWKES DAY, England and Newfoundland. 
U.S. electorate give socialist Eugene Debs six percent for presidency (1912). 
Birth and death, resp., of Jan Paderewski (1860) and V. Horowitz (Nov. 5, 1989). 
Five thousand Columbian banana workers trike against United Fruit Company (1928). 
Birth of the author, Albert Camus (1913) and evangelist, Billy Graham (1918). 
(((EVENT OF THE MONTH))) Bolsheviks become landlords of Winter Palace (1917). 
Washington: Bomb explodes in hallway of U.S. Senate (1983). 
Fernando Cortez takes junket o Aztec capital, Tenoehtitlan (1519). 
Sandinista National Liberation Front (FSLN) founded in Nicaragua (1961). 
Nov. 8: 
Nov. 9: 
Nov. I0: 
Nov. 11: 
Nov. 12: 
Nov. 15: 
Nov. 16: 
Nov. 17: 
Nov. 18: 
Nov. 19: 
Nov. 20: 
Nov. 21: 
Nov. 22: 
Nov. 24: 
Nov. 25: 
Nov. 26: 
Nov. 28: 
Nov. 29: 
Nov. 30: 
k 
Berlin: Workers march against Reichstag (1918); Fourth Reich birth pangs (1989). 
Admiral Byrd and Floyd Bennett fly-by North Pole (1926). 
Alcatraz: American Indians capture the "Rock" for six-month occupation (1969). 
MayDay! U.S. air defense computer reports Soviet missiles inbound (1979). 
Canada's Sea Shepherd Eco-raiders thump Icelandic whaling fleet (1986). . 
The Congo: Stanleyi "Dr. Livingstone, I presume?" (1871). : 
New World Order Watch: Helmut Kohl visits Berlin (1989). 
REMEMBRANCE DAYNETERANS' DAY/ARMISTICE DAY ("The Great War" ends, 1918), 
500,000 humans perish in East Pakistani (Bangladesh) flooding (1969). 
Socialist Harry Rankin fails to become mayor of Vancouver (1986). ' • 
Northern Dancer, age 29, goes to pasture (1990), R.I.P. 
Opening of Suez Canal (1869) makes cenic route of Africa's Cape. 
New World Order Watch: George Bush visits Prague (1990). 
Fear and loathing in Jonestown, Guyana: 996 citizens ip Keel-Aid (1978). 
U.S. President Abe Lincoln gives short alk at Gettysburg Battlefield (1863). 
State of Utah firing squad immortalizes labour organizer Joe Hill (1915). 
Geneva: Jesse Jackson's cameo upstages Gorbachev-Reagan summet (1985). 
Germany: Nazi war crime trials open at Nuremburg (1945). 
Plymouth Rock, New World: HMS Mayflower drops anchor (! 620). 
Birth of Francois deVoltaire (1694) and Rene Magritte (1898). 
Canadians vote thumbs up on free trade with the Evil Empire (1988). 
New World Order Watch: B. Mulroney to Moscow (1989); (3. Bush to Riyadh (1990), 
FULL MOON, 1991. ' ' . . . . . .  
Jack London dies (1916); Aldous Huxley takes LSD on deathbed, trips out (1963). 
Watershed: Alleged CIA conspiracy hits U.S. Pres. Jack Kennedy (1963): 
, t6  ' ' '  Vancouver. Wimmin s Fire Brigade flips Molotov cocktail at Red Hot Video (1982). • 
Air Pirate D.B. Cooper and $200,000 skydive into Oregon(e) (1971). *. 
Canada: Nation Hello Day. ~, 
Stress City: Pope Pius IX flees Rome disguised as priest (1948). • ; :/i~:; ~/i:i 
Guadeloupe: record rainfall: one and one-half inches in one minute (1970). 
French police ban film "L'age d'or" by Bunuel and Dali (1930). 
"See a beast/have a feast"... Turkey Day/USA ( 1991 ). 
(1989) New World Order Watch: Gorbachev to Rome, Mulroney to Washtnglo 
New World Chaos: 200 Yanks flee San Salvador under fire (1989), 
Death of the journalist, Norman Cousins (i990), R.I.P. 
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 
Phone 635-7840 
All classified and classified display 
ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
YL~ or M~ster~rd, except for es. 
tablished business accounts. When 
phoning in ads, please have your 
card number and expiry dnte ready. 
DEADLINE FOR 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
10 a.m. Tueglay 
DEADLINE FOR CLASSII~iED 
DISPLAY ADS 
5 p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
per week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
tional word per week. All CAPITAL 
or boldface words are $1.00 extra 
per insertion. $2.00 extra for box 
service (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE. Four regular classified 
word ads for the price of three. Sav- 
ings of $4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$3.75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
$10.00 per week. Non.c0mmercial 
"use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES 
$7.00 per column inch per insertion. 
Minimum one inch. 
Terms and Conditions: Advertise- 
ments should be read on the first 
publication day. We are not respon- 
sible for errors appearing beyond the 
first insertion. 
Agreement: it is agreed by any 
display or classified advertiser e- 
questing space that the liability of 
the paper in the event hat errors oc- 
cur in the publishing of any adver- 
tisement shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for 
the portion of the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect item only, 
and there will be no liability in any 
event beyond the amount paid for 
such advertisement. 
LIVE-IN 
CARETAKER 
Wanted a mature, bondable 
person/couple with office 
and handyman skills. Must 
be neat, organized and 
enjoy gardening and 
dealing with the public. 
Send handwritten resume 
by November 12 to: 
Lazelle Mini Storage 
c/o 4706 McConnell Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2G8 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY with 
growing delivery business. Must have 
dependable vehicle. Will train and 
JOB POSTING 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 
No. 88 (Terrace) 
School District #88 (Terrace) has an opening for a part - 
ime (3 hours per day) Special Services Assistant position at 
:larence Michiel Elementary School. The salary ranges 
)etween $11.06 and $12.86 per hour depending on 
lualifications and training. 
Essential Oualifications: 
1. At least two (2) years successful experience working 
:ooperatively under the direction of a regular classroom 
Ieacher in a school setting. 
2. Possession of an appropriate B.C. drivers license and 
consistent access to a vehicle suitably equipped with seat 
belts. 
3. Strong inter-personal skills and demonstrated ability 
to work effectively with professional consultants. 
4. Applications must he accompanied by letter(s) of 
reference and transcript(s) that address level(s) of competency 
in the above qualifications. 
Interested applicants hould send resumes to: 
Mr. R. Olson, Principal 
Clarence Michiel Elementary School 
3430 Sparks Street 
Terrace B.C. 
V8G 2X3 
Closing Date:November 13, 1991 
~ ,  JOB POSTING 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 
No. 88 (Terrace) 
CENTRAL SUBSTITUTE 
~ CALL-OUT SECRETARY 
Applications are invited for a part time position, 17.5 
hours per week, at the District Education Office. The hours of 
work will be from 6:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. Monday to Friday. 
The Central Substitute Call-Out Secretary is responsible for 
dispatching and call-out of substitute teachers and 
maintaining all related records while working independently 
under minimum supervision. 
Essential Oualifications: 
1. Proven ability to work with tact, diplomacy and 
efficiency. Excellent recording and verbal communication 
skills are required. 
2. Demonstrated knowledge and ability in working with 
computers and computer equipment. Applicants must have 
experience working with Macintosh computers. 
3. Knowledge of filing and record keeping. Excellent 
keyboard and typing skills of at least 60 w.p.m, with accuracy 
and neatness are essential. A typing test may be 
administered. 
4. Proven ability to use discretion, and maintain 
confidentiality inall aspects of this position. 
5. Proven ability to work creatively and independently. 
6. Grade 12 education supplemented with business 
college training and/or completion of a computer 
familiarization course. 
Applications to: 
Mr. Harold Cox 
Director of Instruction ~ 
3211 Kenney Street, 
Terrace B.C. 
V8G 3E9 
Closing Date:November 8, 1991 
supply C.B. Driver must be very de- 
pendable and any age over 19. Phone 
638-8398. tfnc. HYGIENIST or 
CERTIFIED DENTAL ASSISTANT. 
required .for local progressive dental office. 
EXPERIENCED - Apphcants please send resume to: 
HAIRDRESSERS WANTED DR. J .D. ZUCCHIATTI OFFICE 
Jon s Halrstyiing requires 4623 Lakelse Avenue, 
one full-time and and one 
part-time hairdresser. Should Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P9 
be able to work with a mini- 635-2552 
mum amount of supervision. 
Call 835-7737~ 
Q 
MUKS-KUM-OL HOUSING SOCIETY 
RESIDENT CARETAKER(S) 
Mature reliable couple required to care for 13 
duplexes and a 22 unit apartment complex. 
-2 bedroom duplex provided on-site with 
reduced rent. 
-excellent interpersonal skills with strong 
minor maintenance and cleaning skills. 
-must have own vehicle, preferably pick-up 
or utility van. 
-must be physically fit. 
-salary commensurate with experience with 
a 3 month probationary period. 
Please forward resume along with covering letter 
before November 15, 1991 to: 
MUKS-KUM-OL HOUSING SOCIETY 
#302 - 4622 GREIG AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. 
V8G 1M9 
Employment Opportunity 
Are you ready to work in a fun and 
exciting environment? 
Shames Mountain is now accepting applications for 
the following positions: 
FOOD SERVICE PERSONNEL 
BFT OPERATORS 
SKIER SERVICES 
• Ticket Sales 
• Customer Service 
• Rental Shop 
There are both full-time and part-time positions 
available. 
Please apply at 
#15- 4644 Lazelh Avenue 
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE 
DON HULL & SONS CONTRAC11NG LTD. has an.ope.ning for an 
accountant. The successful applicant will be mqulr~l to p.re .pare 
complete, financial statements, using Accpa.c.soltware. This ,s a 
resoonsiSle senior position, requiring a highly motivated, posen 
capa' hie of working .w" ith an aggm,ive management team in a fast 
paced, changing environment. 
DON HULL & SONS C~ffRAC11NG LID. is an established and suc- 
cessful ogging and road construction contractar. We utilize "state of 
the art" computers and software for office .functions. The working 
environment wi!l appeal to ~ose who enloy h,gh achievement and the 
rewards for a "lob v~ell done . • 
Qualified, interested wsons are invited to send their resume to: 
DON ~IL  & SONS CONI~CI1NG LTD. 
p.o. bx  32 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 4A2 
Afln: R.C. ROSS, GENERAL MANAGER 
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• For Rent 
NATIONAL 
:. 
INVENTORY 
+ : 
COMPAN Y ++ 
! ii 
LOOKING FOR EMPLOYEES + 
TO WORK PART-TIME 
IN YOUR AREA. 
This is a permanent part-time 
position/ 
Call collect 562-6628 i
Nov. 7 and 8 
I I  
between 10 A.M. and 2 R M. 
1986 black ski doo, formula MX long 
track, has TRA clutch, tuned pipe, liq- 
uid cooled, oil injection, tunnel kit, wide 
skis, 10-gal. fuel tank, manual and 
cover. Phone 632-3485 after 8 p.m. 
11/27p 
1985 Jeep Grand 
Wagoneer 4x4 
55,000 miles, very 
good condition 
Call collect 624-2593 
111111 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 
NO. 88 (TERRACE) 
HAS FOR SALE, BY CLOSED 
BID 1 ONLY-  1987 FORD 
TEMPO 4- DOOR SEDAN AS 
IS, WHERE IS. 
May be viewed at 3211 Kenney 
Street, Terrace, B.C. VBG 3E9, 
Monday to Friday 9:00 a.m. to 
4:00 p.m. 
Sealed bids will be received by 
the Purchasing Agent at  the 
above address until 12 o'clock 
rmon Fr iday November  8th, 
1991. 
Lowest or any bid not necessar- 
ily accepted. 
:+ , ,  . . . . .  i* -~++fl [ ~ I -  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ; 
J & L PUBLIC MARKET 
Household items, appliances, toys, tools, carpet ends and vinyl 
off cuts. Will take items on consignment. 
Local rep for REGAL ~ & GIFTS. 
With items to sell and catalogues to order from for Christmas. 
~ATURDAY SPECIAL: Cards & Comics 
2907 Clark Street, Thornhill 638-8251 
1979 Pontiac station wagon, excel- 
lent running condition, fully loaded, 
air, PW, PB, PS, etc. $2,400 OBO. 
Phone 635-2368. 11/20p 
TO GIVE AWAY - -  medium size 
black Lab cross to a good home, 
preferably with fenced yard. Phone 
638-0342. 11/13nc 
1,100 sq.ft, four-bedroom house 
across from park and close to 
schools. Natural gas heat, wood 
stove. Asking $75,000. For more infor- 
mation, call 638-0202. 11/6p 
1985 Buick Park Avenue; automatic, 
ps, pb, tilt, power windows, cruise 
control, pb locks. Nice car. Asking 
$8,700. Phone 638-1112. , 11/13p 
MACHINERY 
0C3 Oliver Crawler Tractor; good 
machine for hobby farm, pushing 
snow, • etc. Needs a little maintenance. 
Phone 624-5964. 11/13p 
Equipment for sale - -  grader com- 
plete with snow wing; truck and end 
dump; clam bellies and pups; several 
966 loaders; single axle plough trucks; 
D6D cat, tilts and winch; 1213 crush- 
er, complete with power. Call VIc at 
493-6791 days. 11/27p 
Newspaper roll ends from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635-7840. 
ffnp 
Electric hot water tank, 40 gallons -- 
$50. Phone 635-4810. tfnp 
1978 Chew van, good running condi- 
tion. $1,300 OBO. Phone 635-2632. 
11/6p 
1987 Plymouth Voyager mini van, 
seven-passenger plus more, in very 
good condition. Asking $11,500. 
Phone 635-7152 for more information. 
'~,. t1113p 
CEDAR SIDING 
Select Tight Knot 
~. oA6p~ 
l x l  
I x l l x l  
l x i .  l x i .  l x10  
• Rough 
• Pla in 
• T lmbl+ l  
• le iml  
* Round 
Fefl¢e POl lS  
• Olhet 
Fen¢in e 
Mater ia l  
,~ Vt&O - - -  . Cedar 
* Pine 
1114 lX.| . . . . . . .  . COItOnwood 
114. OrX I .  OrX l .  ,Cedar lSPr  
' 1 i l  . . . . . . .  . Hemlock 
Compltative Prices! 
DEPENDABLE LUMBER 
Box 1 
Hezd.On.e c 842-5660 
u. i  . 
FOR LEASE 
COMMERCIAL WAREHOUSE SPACE 
A 951 square foot unitwith 14'x14' O.H. door, 
washroom, natural gas heat. L~aled at Ihe corner 
of Kenney Sheet and Pohle Avenue. 
Call Dave McKeown 
635-7459 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, 
on-site manager. Spacious 
one bedroom units, laundry 
facilities and parking. 
635-7957 
FOR RENT OR LEASE 
1100 sq. ft. office building 
with 2 bathrooms, natural 
gas heat and air condition- 
ing. Phone 635-2411 ask for 
John or Marilyn. 
Available Immediately - -  recently 
renovated large one-bedroom base- 
ment suite. Many plusesl Separate 
entrance, laundry facilities, fireplace 
and more. Must be seen to be appre- 
ciated. Phone 638-8485 after 5 p.m. 
11/6p 
FOR LEASE 
1850 sq. ft. suitable for 
office space at street 
level on 4644 Lazelle 
Avenue. 
Phone 635-3475 
FOR HORSES - -  Boarding room for hors- 
es in box stalls. $125 per month including 
feed. Phone 635-5100 or 635-7310. 
11/6p 
'OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT Ware-. 
house space available if required. 
Rent negotiable. Phone 635-2268. 
11/13c 
Main floor of two-story house, three 
bedrooms, carport, heat, electricity, 
cablevision, no pets. $700 pep month. 
Phone 635-2028. 11/6p 
Roommate wanted - -  $370 per  
month, inoludes utilities. Available 
Nov. 15. Call Jim at 635-4429 days, 
635-7746 evenings. 11/27p 
LOST - -  Golden brown male Cocker 
Spaniel from Westview area of bench. 
Please phone 635-3795 if you have seen 
our pet. 11/13p 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
B.C. HYDRO 
B.C.Hydro requests offers from 
equipment contractors interested in 
3erformance of snow clearing from 
substation yards and access roads in 
the Terrace, Lakelse Lake and/or 
Kitimat areas. Such offers will be 
received until 11:00 hours on 13 
November 1991. To obtain the 
required documents please direct 
enquiries to S. Reyes, 5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. (phone 688- 
5601) under reference to Local Work 
Contract Numbers J604 and E704. 
BChydro 
~ ,SUe2 EARLY 
for Christmas 
at Nirvana 
Many unique items. 
Gift certificates for readings. 
3611 Cottonwood 635-7776 
Kalum Family Day Care has openings. 
Fenced yard, pets and toys. Ages newborn 
to 12 years. Full-time, part-time or drop-in 
available. Phone 638-8429 or 638-8398. 
tfnc 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The hours 
for the Terrace Loan Cupboard are as fol. 
lows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 s.m. 
Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 12 noon 
The Cupboard is located in the Skeena 
Health Unit, 3412 Kalum Street. Emergen- 
cy inquiries can be made in between ser- 
vice hours at the following numbers: 635- 
2122 or 635-7941. tfn 
Recycling: 
we wrote 
the book 
Recycling, composting. 
environmental protection. 
We have a book for you. 
After all, circulating books is 
recycling. 
It's Your 
Library 
Terrace 
Would you like to go on a holiday this 
winter? Retired non-smoking and non- 
ddnklng senior couple will housesit for you 
FREE while our new home is being built. 
We have no pets, but will be glad to look 
after your pets and plants, etc. References 
available. Phone 635-6455. tfnp 
,+  
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7revor Mark Gleo~on 
October 31, 1966- 
November 9,1990 
In Loving Memory 
Of Our Dear Trevor 
Y 
ou went away so quickly 
You never said goodbye 
A thousand times we've missed you 
A thousand times we've cried 
It broke our hearts to lose you 
But you never went alone 
For part of us went with you 
The day God called you home 
If we could have one lifetime wish 
One dream that would come true 
We'd pray to God with all our hearts 
For yesterday and you 
The seasons change 
The golden sun may set 
But the hearts that love you dearly 
Never Will forget~ 
Always loved anE sadly missed 
Your Family 
Crystal Lynne Hogg 
Sept 21, 1971 to 9 v. 11, 1988 
P~membrance is a golden chain 
death tries to break but all in vain. 
To have, w love ancl then to part 
is the greatest orrow of our hearts. 
The years may wipe out many things, 
but this they wipe out never. 
The memory of those happy days 
when we were all together. 
Loved and sadly missed, 
Morn and Dad 
~n and Jessica 
Darcy, Jim, Lesley, 
Jolene and Carmen 
Easter THANK YOU FOR 
SUPPORTING Seals 
'BRITISH ~~~ 
COLUMBIA'S DISABLED CHILDREN! w. 
11.1. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA LIONS SOCIETY FOR ~,  
CRIPPLED CHILDREN 
your image 
Bro p 
Graphics 
call Marianne at 
635-2942 
CHIMe pilot car available for long 
and short trips. Is radio-equipped, 
bonded and insured. One-hour notice. 
Phone 638-8530 or 638-8398. tfnc 
Let me and BesutlControl help you find 
your Image personality and season col0urs 
for a more professional look, I am an Image 
consultant willing to work with groups up to 
four to help you with this plus more. For 
more information, phone Naomi at 635- 
3260. 11/20p 
ZIMF.EB.S_AI.~ 
LICENCE A36333 
'ake notice that, pursuant to 
;ection 16 of the Forest Act, sealed 
snders will be accepted at the 
~assiar Forest District office, Dease 
,ake, B.C. up to 12:00 p.m; Novem- 
ber 14, 1991, for a Timber Sale 
.icence authorizing the harvest of 
imber in the vicinity of Dease Lake, 
3.C., Cassiar Timber Supply Area. 
/olume - 5509.0 cubic meters 
lpproximately 
~pecles - Spruce 95.2% Pine 1.2% 
rerm - 15 months 
Logging Method - Ground Systems 
~ccess - via Telegraph Creek Road 
- successful applicant will require a 
road permit form the Cassiar Forest 
District office, 
Upset Stumpage - $2.34 per cubic 
meter 
Billing Method - cruise based 
Tenders will be accepted from 
registrants in either category one or 
two in the Small Business Forest 
Enterprises Program. 
Tenders will be opened at 1:00 p.m. 
November 14, 1991 at the Cassiar 
Forest District office, Dease Lake, 
B.C. 
TENDERSINVITED 
Project 712870. To supply labour 
and materials to provide demoli- 
tion and development of new 
office space to accommodate the 
Ministry of Development, Trade 
and Tourism in Kitimat, B.C. 
Tender documents may be 
obtained after October 31 ;1991 
from British Columbia Building 
Corporation, 4825 Keith Avenue 
Terrace B.C., V8G 1K7. 
Sealed tenders will be received 
at 4825 Keith Avenue Terrace 
B.C., V8G 1K7 until 3:00 P.M., 
Nov. 18, 1991 and will be opened 
in public at that time. 
Tender documents may be 
viewed at the Terrace Construc- 
tion Association, 4416 Legion 
Avenue, Terrace B.C. V8G 1N6. 
Kitimat Sattelite Plan Room, 724 
Enterprise Ave., Kitimat, B.C., 
V8C 2E6. 
Additi°nal inf°rmati°n may be °b" ] I I 
tained from the Cassiar District 
office, General Delivery, Dease 
Lake, B.C. V0C 1LO. For further information please 
| contact Floyd Mann in Terrace at I 
[@ ~- -~ . . . .  ~]  1638-3221. J 
, S r l t l lhC4duml lk l  F ~ ,  . = , - :, • ' ' 
WORK WANTED - 3H Holiday House 
Help - We will watch house and/or 
take care of pets while you're away. 
Old bonded couple. New business. 
Phone 638-8648 ask for Bob or 
Maxine. 11/13p 
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTION 
Notice of pre-harvest silviculture 
prescription, pursuant o Section 3 
of the silvicul~re regulations. 
.The following area has a pro- 
posed prescription that will apply if 
approval is obtained from the Min- 
istry of Forests. The proposed 
prescription will be available for 
viewing until December 18, 1991, 
at the location noted below, during 
regular,working hours. 
To ensure consideration, any 
written comments must be made 
to the District Manager, Kalum 
Forest District, #200 - 5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia 
VSG 1L1, by the above date. 
Timber Sale A-36578 
Location: Thornhill Mountain, 
Thornhill; Area he: 10; Amend- 
ment (year/no)" no. 
TENDERS INVITED 
PROJECT 292020 
Salvue Bunkhouse 
Phase I Foundation 
To provide labour and matedal to in- 
stall foundation for Phase I of Selvus 
Bunkhouse. 
Tender documents may be obtained 
after October 29th. 1991 from British 
Columbia Buildings Corporation, 4625 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 
1K7. 
Sealed tenders will be received at 
4825 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. un- 
til 3:00 p.m. November 8th, 1991 and 
will be opened at public tender at that 
time. 
Project Manager Willy Wolf 561-5611 
Prince George Consultant Yellow- 
head Engineering, John Van Veen 
847-2693. 
I ! 
UgJF, N.C~ &,t.~1.~ 
Take notice that, pursuant to 
Section 16 of the Forest Act, sealed 
tenders will be accepted at the 
Cassiar Forest District office, Dease 
Lake, B.C. up to 9:00 a.m. Novem- 
ber 14, 1991, for a Timber Sale 
Licence authorizing the harvest of 
timber in the vicinity of Dease Lake, 
B.C., Cassiar Timber Supply Area. 
Volume - 6843.5 cubic meters 
approximately 
Species - Spruce 
Term - 15 months 
Logging Method - Ground Systems 
Access - via Telegraph Creek Road 
- successful applicant will require a 
road permit form the Cassiar Forest 
District office. 
Upset Stumpage - $2.34 per cubic 
meter 
Billing Method - cruise based 
Tenders will be accepted from 
registrants in either category one or 
two in the Small Business Forest 
Enterprises Program. 
Tenders will be opened at 10:00 
a.m. November 14, 1991 at the 
Cassiar Forest District office, Dease 
Lake, B.C, I Additional information may be ob- 
tained from the Cassiar District 
office, General Delivery, Dease 
Lake, B.C. V0C 1L0. 
e~tkzh  Cdumbla  Fores ts  
LAND ACT 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSITION 
OF CROWN LAND " 
Take notice that Ken's Trucking Ltd. 
of Terrace, B.C., occupation con- 
tractor intends to make application 
for a sand quarry of land generally 
situated t.8 km north of Onion Lake, 
~) Commencing area post planted 
.O.C. 150 m at 46 from S.W. cor- 
ner o~, lot 5965, R5 CO thence 50 m 
et 46 ; thence 50 m at 340°; thence 
80m at 269°; thence 50 m at 203°; 
thence 80 m at 116°; and containing 
+ 0.5 ha more or less. 
The purpose fo r which the land is 
required is sand quarry. 
Comments concerning this applica- 
tion may be made to the =Senior 
Land Officer, Ministry of Lands and 
Parks, Lands Division, Bag 5000, 
Smithers, B.C, V0J 2NO, Telephone 
847-7334. File No.: 6403501. @ 
Dated: November 2, 1991, 
~ T o  BIO 
Sealed tenders marked "Arena 
Snow Removal" will be received st 
City Hail, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, 
B.C., VSG 2X8, up to 12:00 noon 
local time,. Friday, November 15, 
1991. Specifications are available at 
the Parks and Recreation office at 
2 • 2 0  Kalum~ee~ Terra~., .-.. or more inrormauon, c,a. ~ .4 /ov .  
E.R. Italleor 
Clerk.Administrator 
I ~,,.~..> Oity of Terrace I 
i . _ &3215 Eby Street I 
~Terrace ,  B.C. I 
(almond); very good condition, auto, 
self--clean. Asking $250 OBO. 5) Ad- 
I miral fridge (almond) very good con- dition, 14 cu.ft., frost free. Asking $200 OBO. 6) Daylight projector 
I 
screen. Asking $75 OBO. 7) Kodak 
carousel slide projector. Asking $100. 
OBO. 8) Hot Point dryer (almond); 4- 
cycles-signal. Asking $150 0130. 9) I 
Velvet drapes - rust - 1 set 72x84, [
;100 OBO, 1 set 95x98, $125 OBO.I $ '  
2 sets 48x84, $100 OBO. all come 
Iwith sheers, Velvet drapes - choco- 
lists brown - 1 set 78x84, $100 OBO. 
11 set 72x53, $75 ODe, 10) Patio 
door-one-way pull 79x84, beige with 
brown strip. Asking $75 OBO. , 
Phons days 635-7709 ask of 
Darlene - evenings 635.9067 
If you don't know 
what's going on, 
things go on 
without you. 
read the 
Terrace Review 
i 
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Hal lowe 'en  
gangs of youths started pelting 
them with fireworks and eggs. 
At that point, he says, the 
officers seemed to disappear, 
apparently choosing to monitor 
the situation from patrol cars. 
Between 10:30 and 11 p.m. the 
groups of youths gathered into a 
Continued from page 1 
In retrospect, says Terrace 
RCMP Staff Sgt. John Velde- 
man, most people would change 
a few things in their reaction to 
a particular situation if they 
could. But looking back at this 
particular event, he says there is 
little that could be changed. 
single force in the McDonald's Once the crowd had congregated 
parking lot and moved to the_ they were difficult to control, 
main entrance of the Skeena says Veldeman, and the reaction 
Mall. Sullivan estimated the size 
of the crowd at 150, adding that 
they were throwing eggs and 
fireworks at anything that 
moved. A few duelled amongst 
themselves, trading shots with 
roman candles. 
Shortly before 11 p.m. the 
youths barricaded Lakelse Ave. 
with shopping carts. At first 
there were 20 to 30 carts, but 
when motorists using the side- 
walk skirted the barricade more 
shopping carts were added and 
the street was effectively sealed. 
by the police helped discourage 
many of the youths much faster 
than direct intervention might 
have. 
There are alternatives that 
might have been considered. 
Soaking the crowd with fire 
hoses is one. But there were a 
few leaders and many followers 
who might have been injured, 
and that might have created a 
BCYCNA 
BRmBH 
r, OUJMBIA 
ANDYUKON 
COk~tI~rTY 
~A~R8 
~110N 230 
MffOBOTIVE 
Engines rebuilt for Cars and 
Trucks. 6 Cyl. from $995. 8 
Cyl. from $1,095.100,000 Km 
warranty. Bond Mechanical 
872-0641, eves. 534-5113, 
toll-free 1-800-663-2521. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
DOORS! WINDOWS! Intaflor 
and exterior wood, metal and 
French doors, woodwindows, 
skylights. MOREl Call collect 
to WALKER DOOR and WIN- 
DOW In Vancouver at 
(604)266-1101. 
BUSINESS OPPom'uNmES 
BURNED OUT?...Over ex- 
tended, bored, fed-up with 
your current situation? Use 
this opporlunity and your ex- 
nerlJse to become financially 
Independent. Ca11(519) 758 
.3923 ( 24 hr. recorded 
message ). 
THE ORIGINAL 
'JUICEWORKS" VENDING 
MACHINE. Earn cash profits 
daily, vending fruit juices. Old 
South, Dew Drop, McCalns, 
Sunldst, Uptens. Investments 
from $14,995. Info 
Canadawide 1-800-465-5006. 
Waterproof Decking. Well 
established company looking 
for Dealers. Minimum invest- 
ment includes tools and Irain- 
Ing.Call Harold at 1-420-9876. 
UNIQUE B.C.HOME-BASED 
COMPUTER AND COMMU- 
NICATION COMPANIES are 
Invited to participate in one of 
the largest computer and 
communications hows in 
British Columbia. Under the 
Home-Based Business Pro- 
gram, the Ministry of 
Devolpment Trade andTour- 
Ism has reserved space at 
the Southax Exhlbltions Pao 
Rlm Compumr and Commu- 
nication Show, for the First 
Wlndow On Business Show. 
Held at the Var¢ouver Trade 
and Convention Centre, 
January 14-16, 1992, it will 
provide a marketing opportu- 
nity for 50 of B.C?s unique 
home-based businesses. 
Products and services will 
range from graphic design- 
ers, publishers of software 
and sharaware, to Inventors 
and small manufacturers of 
computer and budness ac- 
cossodas, and specialized 
business management and 
consulting services. Fees 
range from $200 - $350 for 
trade space that Is normally 
$1,500. For mars Informa- 
tion of an application, contact 
Shells O'Keefe at 520-5720 
or toll-free voice message 1 - 
978-6155 or fax 854-3087. 
, t 
Sullivan subsequently saw a 
pickup truck approach the barri- 
cade from the Ottawa St. end 
and get peltedwith fireworks 
and eggs; the heavy-set driver 
chose to confront his assailants. 
This, says Sullivan, was the 
turning point, the point when the 
crowd of youths turned from 
nasty to mean. 
Although e was some distance 
away, Sullivan says he could see 
that the owner of the vehicle 
was obviously very angry. He 
entered the gang o f  youths, 
apparently to administer a little 
discipline. The crowd scattered 
but not before the motorist 
grabbed one of the youths and 
began hitting him. 
And at this point, says Sulli- 
van, the group of youths turned 
into a gang of kids just looking 
for trouble, "A pacl~ of animals 
who smelled blood.~. 
The youths then turned their 
vengeance on businesses in the 
4700 block of Lakelse. Using 
rocks and ice from the Ottawa 
relocation job they began attack- 
ing stomfront windows causing 
thousands of dollars in damage. 
The Tillicum Theatre alone is 
facing a bill of about $6,000 for 
an entrance door and three store- 
front iwindows. 
Als0 at the Tillicum Theatre, a 
large rock was reported to have 
been thrown from ground level 
with such force that it penetrated 
two panes of glass in a second 
story window and left a large 
dent and shards of glass 
embedded in a steel door some 
distance from the window, 
Also hit were First Choice 
Travel next door to the theatre, 
Electrolux and TNJ Electronics 
across the street, and the liquor 
store, At least one item of mer- 
chandise was taken from either 
NTJ Electronics or Electrolux. 
The liquor store remained secure 
with a hole about five inches in 
diameter in one pane of glass, 
apparently caused by a large 
rock. 
After the brief frenzy the 
youths began breaking up into 
smaller groups and drifting 
away. Several of these smaller 
groups were stopped and ques- 
tioned by police. 
much bigger problem. Also, by To date, an 18-year-old youth 
calling in local rim fighters, the' has been charged as a result of 
RCMP would have compromised the event and charges against 
the safety of professional and other youths are pending. Also, 
volunteer firemen. 
Tear gas might have been 
used. But that too might have 
caused injuries and the scars of 
the event might have lasted a 
long time. "Under the circum- 
stances," he says. "I believe we 
did very well." 
The source of the information 
can remain confidential if that is 
the choice of the informant. 
As a closing note, Veldeman 
a piece of merchandise stolen says parents hould be concerned 
from a stomfront window has about where their teenage 
been recovered and another children were Hallowe.'en ight, 
youth is expected tc be charged and warns things will be much 
with theft, different next year. Terrace 
He adds that anyone with in- RCMP won't tolerate this kind 
formation that may identify of behaviour, he says, and 
persons causing damage during they're taking steps to see that it 
the event should contact police, doesn't happen again. 
Veldeman says them were to 
things that worked in favour of 
the youths: a plentiful supply of 
insecure shopping carts in front 
of the Skeena Mall and an 
unlimited supply of ammunition 
- -  rocks - -  at the Ottawa St. 
construction site. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers in B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
$195 
~.70 each additional word 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNmES 
CONSULTING- Expedertced 
business person build con- 
suiting ixactice your area or 
relocate. We provide tools, 
products and help. Highest 
calibre Video/Audio Produote. 
Call 268-7007r Fax398.8100. 
BILLION DOLLAR OPPOR- 
TUNITY. Enter the bllllon dol- 
lar Amedcan mall-order mar- 
ketplace with your own U.S. 
mailing address and our 
straight-forward profitable 
plan. This 100 page plan is 
stuffed full of cost-cutting, mall 
order TRADE SECRETS. 
Low Investment. No Inven- 
tory. Details, landmark In. 
tarnational, Dept. BP01, P.O. 
Box 701, Cornwall, P.E.I., 
COA IHO. 
OWNER/MANAGER Iooldng 
for franchise or business to 
operate alongside busy, well 
established business In Gulf 
Islands. High traffic location. 
Inquiries (604)537-5596 
(days), (604)537-2350 (eve- 
nings). 
COLOURFUL BUSINESS. 
Do you have a flair for colour 
andde ,s~n? Decorating Den, 
Canada s fastest growing In- 
terior Decorating Franchise 
s expanding in B.C. Training 
)rovided. Lower Mainland 
525-8722, Provincial 1-800- 
565-8722. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
CASH LOANS. Unsecured 
Cash Loans. Up to $50,000. 
EOUCATION 
HOW TO PLAY POPULAR 
PIANO. New home study 
course. Fast, easy memoo. 
Guarantaedl FREE informa- 
tion. Wdta: Popular Music, 
Studio (113), 1031054 Ellis, 
Kelowna, B.C, V1Y 1Z1. 
FOR 8ALE MISC 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: 
966C Loaders, Bucket or 
Grapple, Trucks and Low- 
beds, Paving Equipment, 
Service Trucks, D-6 Cats, 
Excavators, 410 John Deere 
Backhoes, Champion 740 
Grader, John Deere 670A 
Grader complete with snow 
wings, Water Trucks, 9660 
16 yd. Chip Bucket and sev- 
eral more places not listed. 
Call Via Kampe, (604)493- 
6791 days, (604)493-7742 
evenings. 
THINK MORE CLEARLYI 
Come out of the fog caused 
by drugs and environmental 
toxlns. Buy and use the book 
CLEAR BODY CLEAR MIND 
by L. Ran Hubbard. $34. 
Cheque/MC/Vlsa. Dlane~s 
Centre, 401 W. Hastings, 
Var~ouver, B.C., V6B 1L5. 
(604)681-0318. 
NORITAKE SALE! Terdflo 
discountsoncurrent pattemsl 
Delivered well-packed, in- 
sured. For pdce list on your 
Noritake pattern - Alexan- 
der's,*'rha Nodtake Experts', 
Toronto, toll-free 1.800-263- 
5896. 
No Collateral required. Bad RURAL CABLE T.V. aye- 
Credit, No Credit, No Prob- tams. Great programming, 
leml For fast approval call completely legal. Easy to 
290-9388 (24 hrs.). Install. Only $969. NorSat 
AudioVisual. Cancom'slarg- 
EDUCATION est ValueVIslon dealer. 
CHEF TRAINING PRO- (403)434-7564 Edmonton, 
GRAM. In Just 17weeks make (403)624-2117 Peace River. 
your future finamlally .s~mure. 
Join Canada's #1 Industry. SHEEPSKIN PRODUCTS, 
Cooking is a r .ecesslon-!xcp. f Australian slippers, car seat 
covers, gloves, mitts, hate, 
career. Short, Intense h'aln- rugs. Lowpdces, money back 
ing. Financial assistance. 
Gov't funding. Student loans, guarantee. Credit cam of- 
Continuous enrolment. Ac- ders. Toll-frse 1-800-567- 
commodation arranged. 2261. Dealer enquides wel- 
DUBRULLE FRENCH CULl- come. 
NARY SCHOOL, 1522 W. 8th 
Ave., Vancouver, B.C. 738. Free Tobacco. Smoking Is 
3155 or Toll-free 1-800-667- expanelve. Why not grow 
yourown. Send$2Oforetsrter 
7288. kltto Vadety Imports, RR-14, 
FREEcarserguldatohoma- 2590 - 216th St., langley, 
correspondence DI- B.C., V3A 7R2. study 
ploma courses. Accounting, 
A i~ ing ,  Bookkeeldng, Topqualitychildren's clothes, 
Business, Cosmetology, crafts and fabflcs at dis- 
Electronics, Legal/Medical counted pdcos. $1 for sam- 
Secretary, Psychology, pie newsletter - refundable. 
Travel. Granton, (5A).263 Bunny Kids and Dlnomites, 
Adelaide West, Toronto, 1- SS3,Site6,Comp. 19, Prince 
800-950-1972. George, B.C., V2N 2S7. 
FOR BALE MISC 
ATTENTION MOVIE BUFFS 
- XMAS SHOPPERSI Write/ 
Phone today for your FREE 
movie catalogue, over 1,000 
titles. Entertainment Unltd., 
#1350 - 1124 Lonsdale Ave., 
North Vancouver, V7M 2H1. 
(604)985-5508, 1-800-665- 
8606 24 hours/'/days. Now 
featuring Christmas Carol 
$11.99 ($16.50 including 
taxes/shipping). 14 day 
mcJney back guarantee. 
BEFORE CHRISTMASll 
Lose up to 25 Ibs. & lots of 
inches. Coffee & Tea Trim. 
Month supply - $29.95 each. 
Orders and dealer Inquldesl 
1-800-563-TRIM. 
GARDENINO 
The Ultimate Gardener's 
Store. 1,000's of Products, 
Greenhouses, Hydroponics, 
Drip Irrigation. Huge Book 
Selectlon. 72 page, photo 
filled, 1991 catalogue, $4, 
refundable on order. West- 
ern Water Farms, #103, 
20120 64th Ave., Langley, 
B.C., V3A 4P7. 
HELP  WANTED 
TRAIN TO MANAGE an 
Apartment/Condominium 
building. Many Jobs available. 
Government licensed home 
studycor6flcationcourse, tall 
for details: (604)681-5456 or 
1.800-665-8339. 
MAKE a FORTUNE making 
others happy. The ultimate 
fundraidng tool is creating 
hundreds of new opportuni- 
ties with incredibly high in- 
comes. Urgently needs sales 
people. 1-800-263-1900. 
CRUISE LINE EMPLOY- 
MENT PACKAGE. Types of 
Jobs/How to get those Jobs/ 
North Amedca Contact Dl- 
rectory/Morel For details call: 
(604)535-3539. 
EXPERIENCED advertising 
sales repmsentatlve required 
to sell and service accounts 
for three weekly newspapers. I
Excellent benellta and salary/I 
cemmlnlon package. Apply [ 
to: Susannne Tkachuk, Retail I 
Advertising Manager, North-. 
em News Services, Ltd., Box 
2820, Yellowknife, N.W.T., 
X1A2R1; Fax (403)873-8507; 
Ph~403)873-4031. 
HELPWAhll~ 
MERTIN PONTIAC BUICK 
GM LTD. We require 2 Ii. 
censed technicians, prefer- 
ably with GM experience. 
Good wages, benefits, busy 
shop and a customer con- 
sdence award-winning team. 
Come join usl Call Del Kaupp 
795-9104 collect. 
MACHINERY 
Pacific Forklift Sales Ltd., (ast 
1972). Dozens good used 
forklifts available. LP, Gas, 
Dleset, Electric. We buy tool 
(604)533-5331, Fax 
(604)533-4563, Eves. Derek 
Gray (604)277-1905 . . . .  
MOBILE HOMES 
New 1990 Traveleze, 30 ft., 
5th wheel comes with ~lde. 
out, special $29,5001 Good 
selectlon of used Motorhomes 
starting at $10,000. Hollday 
Rentals & ~uss Ltd., 5569 - 
176th Street, Surrey. 574- 
5115. D5125. 
PEFISOHALB 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO cor- 
respond with unattached 
Christian people across 
Canada: all denominations, 
all nationalltlas, for compan- 
Ionship or marriage? 
Ashgrove, P.O. Box 205, 
Chase, B.C., V0E 1M0. 
REAL ESTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpaid taxes. Crown land 
avallablllty. For Information 
on both write: Proportlas, 
Dept. CN, Box 5380, Sin. F, 
Ottawa, Ontario, K2C 3J1. 
In Powell River area; Brand 
New 1,100 square foot Ranch 
Style home. Three Bedroom, 
full basement. Gas Rreplace, 
heat, hot water, large ptvata 
yard. Asidng $95,000. Phone 
485-6601 or 485-6674. 
loss ck lms. Vancouver 
yet Guy J. Colletta. I~ 
works for ICBC. Only 
Calker (604)6S2.7777. 
TRAVB. 
ICBC Major Injury and wage 
lai s. law- 
r  Never 
f youl 
AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEA- 
LAND. Call the South Pacific 
spedalist, ANZATravel. Van- 
couverlAuddand, return from 
$1,069 to $1,579. Vancou. 
WHOLESALE FIRM since 
1976 now seeks 2 repro- 
sentatives In your area. Dis- 
play and Sel~dce memhan- 
dise In established retail ac- 
counts. Minimum weekly 
earnings potential $800+. 
i (416)756-3174, (416)756- 
2156. 
verlSydney, return from 
$1,189to $1,699. Vancouver 
~alld.;¢4-g/225. Toll-free I- 
II tl 
i 
4 
i 
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Consultant hired 
by city for major 
economic survey 
4535 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 Tcrraea: is to be surveyed, tious programme undertaken by 
questioned and planned for the the city to date will be a pro- 
future. City council has decided fcssional $30,000 economic 
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM to go ahead with a questionnaire survey. The idea is to identify 
1 year --$39.00, plus-GST in an effort to determine the true opportunities and assist in dis- 
Close Up magazine, $10 extra in Terrace and Thornhill impact of non-resident fishing tributing departmental funds in 
liccncc fees as set by the prey- the municipal budget. It has 
D Cheque D Money Order I-1 Master Card [-] Visa ince. Local businesses will be been approved for inclusion in 
contacted to determine the num- the first draft of the city's 1992 
Please send a subscription to: Card No. ber of fishing liccnccs sold in budget. 
N a me Terrace in each of the last three That amount would be a por- 
Address  Expiry Date years to find out if the number tion of the economic develop- 
of non-resident fishermen is ment budget, which this year had 
Postal Code Mail or bring this form to: static, rising, or on the decline, an allocation of $284,118. The 
Phone Terrace Rev iew Another program, a Tourism Economic Development Depart- 
Seniors in Terrace and District $30.00 4535 Greig Avenue, Action Plan, will also be carded ment go: a 39.5 percent budget 
Seniors outside of Terrace and District $33.00 Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 M7 out over the winter months. "Ibis boost compared to last year. 
Out of Canada $100.00 plan is intended to target expec- This e.dded expense to the 
tations and goals and set objec- Economic Development Depart- 
tives to assist the hospitality ment will mean trimming a little 
industry in the city. for some other activity, and that 
And perhaps the most ambi- activity could be travel. Econ- 
omic Development officer Peter 
Monteith has played the role of 
travelling ambassador on a num- 
T h e  R e c t s o n s  F o r  Accidents caused by driver cludingber of occasiOnSa trip tothiSHongyear,Kong,in- 
inattention, failure to yield, unsafe and city council approved three 
more economic development Rising Autoplan excursions during their most speed and other behaviour injure recent meeting. 
The first was an $1,100 visit to 
A r e  people and danlagc vehicles tO the Vancouver as a member of the 
C o s t s  Major Project Review Process 
tune of $4 million dollars in ICBC steering committee investigating 
the Orenda pulp and paper mill 
i ,~ proposal. The second involves a 
~:?claims every working day. But in re- $640, three-day stay in Prince 
Rupert to attend the Northern 
cent years there's been a startling Airport Conference. The mid- 
November conference will cover 
increase in "non-accidents?" Theft topics like establishing munici- 
pal airport authorities and airport 
operations. The third is a $3,200 
from vehicles, vandalism, hit and stay in Spokane, Wash., whore 
Monteith and one city alderman 
run and stolen vehicles, will man the Terrace display at 
the Northwest Mining Confer- 
These claims, including wind- ence. 
shield damage, have increased 
Free workshop 
by $40 million over 1990. In 
on v io lence 
spite of prevention programs by Contributed by the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre 
the police and ICBC, such chtims The Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre is proud to present Sashi 
are increasing the cost of auto Assanand, a well-known speaker 
and workshop leader addressing 
violence in the immigrant commu- 
insurance for all ot us. Together, nity. 
' sashi has travelled extensively 
they add up to some $170 million throughout B.C. and was recently 
a workshop leader and resource 
in auto insurance costs that aren't person for the B.C. Task Force on 
Violence Against Women. In Ter- 
always "accidental" and it doesn't race, she will present "Violence in 
an Immigrant Setting" and 
"Teenage Generational Conflict". 
look any better for 1992. The workshop is free of charge 
but we ask that interested people 
All o1" us are the v~ctmas. : pre-register as we expect a full 
This parked c¢o" is about to become in volved in (m A utophm cktim, home. To pre,register or for more  
information, please call Karla or 
Meera at the Terrace Women's ICB ! Resource Centre (638-0228) be- :if: : tween 12 noon and 4 p.m. week- 
days. 
The workshop will be held Nov. 
i6 in the Terrace Library confer- 
ence room from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 
~ ~ . . . . . . . . . .  p.m. 
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Over  $35,000 in items 
Listen to CFTK AM or watch on CABLE 10 
Check your Close Up magazine of Nov. 16 - 22 
for a compl~,te list of merchandise, 
i~ i ~,~ ~' !ili~i i i  ~ ~ 
' i i ~ ~ ~i~i?ii~i ~ 
• i~ ~ ?~ ~i ~ 
• • ~ ~i!~ili! !!
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Tuesday, November 19 
Wednesday, November 20 
7 p.m. to MIDNIGHT 
Call in your bids 
6 19 1 ~ i ¸!~ i ?i~ ¸¸  ~ !~ii ! ~i ¸¸ !~I!~I'~ , i  !i ii¸~ i ii ~  ¸~i 
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